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Christir.nsburg, Vo., »88r.
buffering from kidney disease,

from which I could get no relief, I
tried Brown s lion Bitters, which
cured me completely. A child of
mine, recovering from scarlet fever,
had no appetite and did net seem to
be able to eat at all. I gave him Iron
Bitters with the happiest results.
J. Kyle Montague.

JORDAN,
Portland,

Me

8. II. LA Li if IN IE &

€0.,
Merchant*.
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Seeds,

Heart Disease,
Vine St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Previous,

Dec. 2, iiZi.
After trying different physicians
and many remedies for palpitation
of the heart without receiving any
benefit, I was advised to try Brown's
Iron Bitters. I have used two bottles and never found anything that
gave me so much relief.

• 57 roaunerciai Nt
Por sad Me.
ICAGO OFFICE,
122 La Sallo St
Futures bought aod sola on Chicago Market os
V .rgins, Oorrevpo ideiice invited.
rnarSdtt

Mrs. Jennie Hess.

EIDVAltO <f. PO.NTON,

For the

peculiar troubles to which
subject, Brown’s Iron
Bitters is invaluable. Try it.

BARRISTER AND ATIDHNET AT LAW.
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Canada.

Be

Collections made on reasonable terms in all parts
of Canada, and promptly remitted.
aug7dCm

Herbert (i.

7, 1880.
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Chicago.

Cured of Rheumatism,

Kidney Disease Cured,

fop the nest lO days.
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 9 p. m. oeSdlw
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Opening Day of the Trial.

drives out all disease.

Baltimore, Md., May
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K'orei^n Patents,
No. 93 Exchange St, Portland. Me.
American &

THE

fiZSF'A 11 business relating to Patents promptly ana
faithfully executed
jnl2tf

J. D.

PBESS,
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War Dkp’t Office Chief
Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, O. 0..
Oct. 9, 1A.M. )
For New England,
Warmer southeast to southwest winds, lower
barometer generally fair weather during the
day followed by local rains.

Street,

ElOBTLAXD, ME.
Order8 by mail promptly attended to

sepl Sd 1 in

TURNER BROSMAINE.

Invite inspection of their Large
and Elegant Stock of New
Fall and Winter

PRESCOTT, THE MURDERER,
Captured

in

Bristol and Returned to His
Cell.

PLUSHES,
VELVETS,
SILKS,
Cadies' and

Thomaston, Oct. 7.—Charles E. Prescott,
who escaped from the Maine State Prison some
days ago, waB captured near New Harbor, Brisi to!, this morning, by George Ellis. Ho arrived
this evening on the train in charge of the effi| cers, and is now in h s old quatters at the prisThe officers have been

his track every
times have been
He looks haggard and worn
close to him.
! out, ltaving slept but two boors, he say, since
he left t.he prison.

j

on.

day since his escap t, and

Children's

GARMENTS

UNDERWEAR,

on

at

Railroad Station Robbed.
Lewiston, Oct. 7.—While the ticket seller
of the Grand station at Lewiston was at dinner, a man broke into the office by prying up
the window. The cash draw was broken open

j

& FANCY GOODS. j
j

and about $45 taken.
The tickets were not
There is no cine to tho burglars.

i disturbed.

400

CONGRESS ST.
tep22

Fatal Accident.

Gardiner, Oct. 7.—Frank S. Mauson, 20
i years of age, residing in Farmingdale, was
shot today by an accidental discharge of a gun
He died
; which he was taking from a wagon.
in

dtf

a

few hours.

A False Report of Death.
Bangor, Oct. 7.—Adalbert Kelley, reported
killed at Monroe Trotting Park, yestorday, is
alive and doing as well as could be expected.

Popular, Cheap.

His collar bone is brokon aud shoulder disloa scalp wound.

cated, and he has

Fire at York Corner.

Portsmouth, N. H., Oct. 7.—A large stable
at York Corner, Me.,
belonging to tii9 estate
of Washington Jenkins, aud occupied by
Charles Willis Moulton, was entirely burned
this morning with contents.

EXCURSIONS

Fire in Waldoboro.

While Honutaiiis!

Waldoboro, Oot. 8.—The house, ell and
barn owned by Rediugton Creamer was burned Saturday night.
Th„ bnildings are a
t tal loaf. A email portion of the furniture
waa saved; but a wagon, gig,
two harnesses;
blacksmith tools, clothing &e., were destroyed.
Cause unknown, but probably iucendiory.
Loss §2000; insured §500.
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Educational Hatters.
Fort Fairfield, Oct. 7.—Tbe Aroostook
County Educational Association met yesterday in this village, president, Rev- B. Sawyer

!

—TO—

j

Crawford’s and

Fabyan’s,

Return.

After organization a paper was
presiding.
read by George H. Smith of Presque Isle on
The subject was ably
School Government.
discussed by Messrs. N. H. Martin, lion. N.
Luce, Rev. H. Sawyer, Mr. Whitney and othA paper upon primary language lessons
ers.
was read by Mbs Margaret Nelson of Presque
Isle, followed by rcmaiks on tbe subject by
Messrs. Luce, Martin, Smith, Sawyer, Miss
Alice Whitney and others. A paper upon
composition in mixed schools was read by Miss
Alice Nowland of Ashland, followed by a discussion by Messrs. Luce, Martin, Sm th and

i

I

|

sale for above trip Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, October
4th, 5th and 6th, 1882, at Ticket Office, Portland Station,

Tickets

on

—

$2.00

FOR

—

The Round

Trip $2.00

Excursionists
Trains leave Portland 8.25 a, m.
will have five hours stay among the Mountains, returning to Portland same evening.

others.
Postal Changes.

Washington, Oet. 7.—The following are
the post office changes in Maine for the past

Red ced Rate* at mountain Hotel*.
oc3dtf

United

States Court room Saturday
well filled long before the an
noncment *“The Court” the special attrac.
tion being the trial of James W. Harris and
Henry M. Bragg of Boston.
was

The tespoxdents wore represented by the Hon
A. A. Strout of this city, and Thomas E. Bar.
ry, Esq., of Boston. Mr. Strout was early in
court, but Mr. Barry came in late, accompanied by Harris, Bragg and a third party, all
loaded down with law books, from which the
learned counsel for the respondents proposed to
draw good sound and weighty reasons of law
why tlieir clients should be discharged.
“We shall not object to any of the gentlemen of the jury” observed Mr. Strout, as bo
leaned with his hands in his pockets, against
the rail separating the gentlemen of the b»r
and the reporters from the outside public.
William E. Harris was not in court, aud
therefore was not tried.
The indictment, was read.
MR.

WSI'S ADDRESS.

Mr. Lunt opened for the government and
read the statute of the United States defining
the penalty for this, and like offences as follows:
Section 5440.

If two or more persons concommit any offense against the
United States in any manner or for any purpose, and one or more of such parties do any

spite either

to

effect the object of the conspiracy, all
the parties to Bach conspiracy shall he liable to
a penalty of not less than 51000, and not more

act to

than 5X0,000, and to imprisonment not less
than two years.
That the section contains a specification of
what may be an offence under the laws of the
United States, If a persons devises a scheme
to defraud, aud puts it in execution he put8
himself within the scopd of this section. If ho
takes letters out„or puts letters into the post
office in execution of such intent he brings
himself within the scope of this statute.
Cut

or intending to devise any
ehemo or artifice
to defraud, or be effected by either opening or
intending to opon correspondence or communication with any person whether resident within or without the United States by means of

the post office establishment of the United
Stales, tr by inciting such other person to open
communication with the person so devising or
intending, shall in aud for executing such
scheme or artifice, or attempting so to do place
any letter or packet in any post offics of the
United States, or take or receive any there-

from, such person, so misusing the post office
establishment shall be*punishable by a fine of
not more than 5500, and by imprisonment for
not more than 18 Houths or by both punishments.
Mr. Luut here read from authorities the definition of the word “conspiracy.” “It
may
ho acts,
without
worde.”
“It
spoken
is a combining together to do an
unlawful
act, or a lawful act 'in an unlawful way,”
“The gist of the offence is that it is an unlawful combination to do a criminal and unlawful
act.” “All parties are held equally guilty,
with the overt act being
any connectie
enough to make the act of one the act of all.”
“It is enough that one of the parties be able to
do the overt act, and that the rest consent to
it.”
Mr. Lnnt then addressed the jury in regard
to the fact of the case.
The parties to the alleged conspiracy are James W. Harris, Henry
U. Bragg. William E. Harris, who is not here,
a Bon of this respondent, showed uiinself
par-

ticularly active in

an

attempt

to

carry out a
scheme to defraud persons all over the country, and in the prosecution of that scheme he
received, as we shall show, t e active co-operation and assistance of these two respondents.
William E. Harris is a young man of about lg
20 years old.
Mr. Lunt read at Ibis poinVthe Campbell ad-

or

HOSIERY,

400

The

morning

the first section read defines the offence, thi
is the section (5440) under,which these respond,
ents are indicted.
Section 5480. If any person having devised

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—

THE HARRIS-BRAGG CASE.

for.

My health was much shattered by
Khiumatism. when I commenced
taking Brown's Iron Bitters, and I
scarcely had strength enough to attend to my daily household duties.
1 am now using the third bottle and I
am regaining strength daily, and I
cheerfully- recommend it to all.
I cat not ay too much in praise
ofit. Mr.:. Mary E. Bhasheak,

from 42 Pine street to

Third Home below CarTeton.
Office Hours—8 to PA. M., 1 to 3 P. M.
oc3
TELEPHONE 33*-X.

good

v.ply because it purifies and enAs the blood, thus beginning at
e foundation, and by building up
...
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Chief Justice Wood of Manitoba, died

urday night.
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MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Thomas Kenney of Amesbury, Mass, 20
years old, was kicked in the pit of the stomach
by a horse, Saturday morning and instantly
killed.

STRONG

SPECIAL NOTICES-

Should purchase
Illustrated
copy

A Reunion Postponed.
Boston, Oct. 8.—The contemplated reunion

of veterans ot the Union and Confederate
armies engaged at Culps and Cemetery Hills,
Gettysburg, called for the 17th and 18th inst
has been postponed until next year.
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PORTLAND, MONDAY

CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.

week:

Established—Wortbloy, Androscoggin county, Chas. S. Strout, postmaster.
Postmasters appointed—Oliver S. Scripture,
North Bangor, Penobscot county; Mrs. Sarah
A. Turner, North Culler, Washington county;
Joshua Cushman, Woolwich,
Washington
coun'y.
BRUTALLY
The E’ate of

MURDERED.

Prominent Cincinnati, O
Merchant.
Cincinnati, Oct. 8.—A. W. Ross of Ross &
Ly le, coal dealers in this city was found mu
dered labt night between Lho railroad and his
His head was
residence at Glendale, Ohio.
beaten to a jelly, and his watch and part of his
He was
chain and pecketbook were taken.
treasurer of the Goal Exchange and attended
He
last
was
aiso a
the annual meeting
night'
member of the board of commissioners of the
industrial exposition which closed last night
and lett the city by a I rain w hich leaves shortly before midnight, Ho cluo lias yet been discovered to the murderer. The corporation of
Glendale offered $500 reward for the arrest.
a

vertisement, and pointed out that it was addressed to the most helpless and likely to be
deceived class of the community; a class likely
to fall into the trap thus set; a class always in
want of respectable employment; a class generally of limited means.To th.s advertisement,
published in the Bangor Commercial, the witnesses here present responded, and received in
reply a printed circular, promising work on receipt of one dollar.
We find all these parties, James W. Harris,

Henry

M. Bragg and William E. Harris connected in business in an office in a store in
Boston, where “J. IV. Harris & Co.’’carried on
whatpurported to be acommission bnsiness.The
advertisement published in the Bangor Commercial we shall show to bo in the handwriting
of William E. Harris, the young son of this
respondent James W. Harris. In the office of
J. W. Harris & Co. was found a considerable
quantity of the envelopes, like those sent for
the return of the one dollar to the supposed
“ThomasA. Campbell. Now as to the guilt of
these parties.
If stolen goods aro found on
the person of a man, the fact is supposed to be
prima facie evidence,ofjguilt. James W. H-rris
came to Portland, opened box 796 in the
post
office, took, or attempted to take out the letters in the box.
When arrested he told contradictory stories; absurd stories; stories so absurd as to carry on the very foce of them evidence of their falsity. Mr. Lunt here repeated
the story told by Harris implicating Arthur
W. Hooper. I shall prove that William E.
Harris hired box 796 and that Arthur W.
Hooper did not give Harris the key to box 796
in the Portland post office.
The statement
made that Harris was requested-not to open
the mail is absurd; it would-be an insultingtaa
well as unusual request
Henry M. Bragg associated with James W.
Harris in the business in Bostou, was in that
city when informed of the arrest of Harris.
The officer went from this city to Boston with
a letter of introduction from James
W. Ilraris, giving Bragg the information of his arrest, and requesting him to render ail assistance in his power to the officer.
Bragg would
give no information, but at the same time William E. Harris and Arthur W. Hooper were
in the store. Young Hooper we shall show
was not connected with the crime.
He knew,
indeed in general terms that some scheme was
carried on in the office of J. W. Harris & Co.
Bragg ordered Hooper “to keep out of the
ci'y awhile” knowing the officer was seaiching for him, promising “to make it right with
him.” And later, we find Bragg
taking deop
interest in the case: doing his best to assist his
Harris to escape.
“pal”
*
It is not necessary that we prove that these
parties set down to plan their scheme, it is
enough that we show all to have been working
for one common end. It is only necessary, as
the court will instruct you, to prove the acts of
oach|iudividual, and au agreement is to ho inferred from those acts, all tending to one common end.
This offence may bo transacted in many districts. If the conspiracy is formed in the
State of Massachusetts, and one of the conspirators comes to the District of Maine to perform any act connected therewith, he brings
all the conspiracy with him to the District of
Mai no, and all parties can bo punished here.
Again the “office” of Thomas A. Campbell
was located at 70 Middle
street, room five.
No such an office was found. Letters were
mailed from Boston, and from the railroad
postofflee, but when James W. Harris took the
letters from Box 796, he then committed au
overt act that brought the whole
conspiracy
within the District of Maine.
Mr. Lunt reminded the jury that this is a
crime very difficult to prove, in ordinary cases
when one of the parties does not make a conhssion.
William E. Harries is not hero, and
consequently not upon trial. It remains, therefor
the
fore,
government to show the connection of James W. Harris and Henry M. Bragg
with him.
Mr. Luntspoke for over an hour.
A recess was taken.
AFTER RECESS.
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WHOLE FAMILY

DROWNED

Sad Disaster io Plum Island
River, Near
Amesbury, Mass.
AMESECiiY, Oc*. 7 —George Huntington, his
v. ile si n'.l four Child
red, bekim'rii'* in Amesbury
were cipsiztd in a sail bout
m
Plum Island
Elver this forenoon and all weie drowned. The
b dies of JauuiiDgiuu uud *1*10 of his
daughter*
have been recovered

Eleven witness were sworn.
Miller D. Mudgett, one of the publishers of
the Bangor Daily Commercial, took the stand.
MR. STROCT OBJECTS.

Mr. Strout said he proposed to lequest a
ruliug from the Court. First ho would call
attention to the offense set out iu the indictment, which is not the same offense as set out
in Sec. 5480, R. S. U. S.
The Court—I shall instruct the jury that
that offense charged was not desiring a scheme

to defraud, but taking letters from the post
office in connection with such a scheme.
Mr. Strout—Your honor will hear counsel of
course; your honor only meaning to say that
such is your honor's impression at this time.
The Court— Of course.
Mr. Strout—This is an offense constituted by
the statute, and must be Btrietly construed, as
Judge Fox ruled in the case of the striking
engineers. Tlte only person who can commit
a crime under the staiute is the one who has
“devised or who intends to devise-’ and the
devising of the scheme is as much a part of
crime as the taking of the letter from the post
office.
The Court—The Court is with you so far.
Mr. Strout—It must be shown as alleged—
the abuse of the Post office department for an
unlawful purpose, which in this case was the
A conspiracy is
“devising” of the scheme.
charged between these three persons, and to
carry out the conspiracy charged in the indictment at least two of them agreed first in
eonceiving the idea of misusing the United
S tates mails in an unlawful manner; and second in the taking of the letter from the office.
The conspiracy is the whole case, and beforo
any act can be shown the gist of the indictment
being that these parties conspired in a certain
We hold it to be
way to do a certain thing.
necessary that the government shall show by
competent testimony the existence of the conspiracy, beforo undertaking to prove an overt
act.
Mr. Strout here read from Greenleal on
Evidence, page 80, see. 92. We submit that
the learned District Attorney did not show
a conspiracy|had been entered into.The defence
hold that there is nothing in the indictment to
alloWof the admission even of testimony to
a
conspiracy or at least to hold
Ir. Bragg, one of those respondents.
The Court—I will hear the evidence.
Mr. Strout—Your honor will save my exceptions?
Examination proceeded.
Witness was handed a copy of the Bangor
Commercial
Mr Barry objected. No reference had beau
made in the indictment to the advertisement
in the Jtfangor Commercial.
Evidence admitted.
The witness testified to the receipt ol ih<>
copy of the advertisement.
(Copy put in evidence marked "governmeat one.”)

Srove

AN IMPORTANT WITNESS.

Arthur William Hooper of Boston took tho
stand. Is acquainted with James W. Harris
Henry M. Bragg, William E. Harris and
Luther W. Harris. Office of Harris & Co. is
a room 8 by 12.
Witness is a fruit dealer, and
is employed evenings at the Boston Theatre.
William E Harris waB also employed there.
Visited Portland in August, iu company with
William E. Harris.
Visited Portland post
office with William E. Harris, who went inside. Saw him near where are the words
“Cashier’s Boom.”
Outside Harris pointed
out a box and said “I fear this won’t he largo
enough.” Later, while on Exchange Btreet,
saw William E. Harris
write the name of
“Thomas A Campbell” on a card.
Harris
said “I don’t want to forget this name." *Veut
from Portland to Poland Springs
Heard of
the arrest of James W. Harris Monday following the arrest in Portland. Visited the store
where Harris & Co. have their office.
Saw
William E. Harris also saw Henry M. Bragg,
also saw Superintendent Skelton, and a gentleman be now knows to bave seen Deputy
U. S. Marshal Marble. Was there about fifteen minutes, looked into the office of J. W.
Harris & Co., is sure Bragg saw him.
It was
here proposed to offer in evidence the details
of a conversation between William E. Harris
and the witness. Objected to and excluded,
the court deciding that no conversation with
William E. Harris not in the presence of
either James W. Harris or Henry M. Bragg
could be introduced at this time. Between
twelve and one o’clock, Bragg came to his
place of business.
I
Evidence objected to.
Mr. Strout argued that this conversation
could not be Regarded as proving conspiracy.
Mr. Lunt Baid that there could be no limit
set to the time when the acts connected with
the conspiracy wtre performed.
Bragg had
been active in the assistance of Harris.
Mr. Strout—To assist him to get Pail?
Mr. Lunt—In this case leg-bail.
Evidenco admitted.
Testimony resumed.
Bragg visited witness at his (witness) place of business between
twelve and one o’clock. Sept. 18. Kequested
him to leave Boston, this be refused to do, and
asked Bragg why he should leave the city, and
Bragg replied that it might save himself
trouble when the officers came around. Bragg
offered to pay for his time if lie would leave
Boston. Told Bragg lie had nothing to fear
f'omthe officers, as the wituess refused to
leave town. Told the whole story to his father.
Considerable sparring took place between
Mr. Lunt and Mr. Strout and Mr. Barry,
while the examination of this witness was being made. “We object” was heaid to almost

question.
The court adjourned uutil half-past

every

two

o’clock.

THE AFTERNOON SESSION.

The court came in at 2.30.
Mr. Hooper took the stand.
Mr. Lunt requested permission to introduce
witnesses, who desired to leave lor Bangor.
Mr. Strout offered to admit that certaiu letters were received by the ladies in attendance.
Mr. Hooper was directed to stand aside.
Miss Nettie Herd of Bangor, took the stand.
She read the advertisement pub’isbed Aug.
30tb.
Mr. Barry here objected to farther questions
in the line of finding ont whether the witness
did or did not respond to the indictment. He
argued that as there was nsthiuggin the indictment connecting the respondent
with the
writing of tth| letter, there is nothing showthat
the
ing
respondents commenced the correspondence with the w itness.

Objection

overruled.

Mr. Lunt asked witness if she leplied to the
advertisement.
She replied that she did and
received a letter in reply.
Mr. Strout asked if tho District Attorney
proposed to put the letter in evidence.
Mr. Lunt replied that he did. Mr. Strout
objected in the same being presented, as not
connected with the respondents. Objection
overruled.
Mr. Lunt tried to read the letter.
Mr. Barry objected. There was no connection shown between
the
letter and
the
respondents.
Not sustained, letter read and
marked

“goverumeul.”

The witness identified the letter, which she
received from '‘Thomas A. Campbell.”
Sent
dollar to “Campbell” in reply to his letter
informing her that work had been obtained for
her.
Mr. Lunt—When was this letter sent?
Witness—September 4th.
Mr. Lunt—And heard nothing more from
one

Campbell?

WitnesswNo.
Mr. Lnnt—And have not bsen engaged as a
coyiest ever since.
Witness—(Smiling) No.
Miss Susie B. Spratt, Mrs. Bella C. Parsons,
Miss Annie L. Bnzzel), Miss Alice J. Cummings and others testified in substance the
same as the first witness, and the examination
closed for the day.
FINANCIALLY RUINED.

Result of a “Celebrated Case” In Somerset County.
There was
on
trial at Skowbegan last
week in the supremo judicial court for Somerset county, Judge Virgin presiding, one of the
most remarkable cases ever brought before a
court in the State of Maine.
It is tho locally
celebrated action of “Lavoney Higgins, by
her next friend, vs. John E. Downs.” The
jury Friday brought In a verdict for plaintiff
for 1SC3. In 1880, a young man named John
E. Downs, was elected supervisor of schools of
the town of Smithfield in Somerset

county,

about twelve miles from Skowbegan. He desired to teach a school in one of the districts,
and accordingly in his capacity of supervisor,
issued a certificate to himself as teacher.
November of that year found him in the
pedagogical chair and one of his pupils, a
Smithfield girl of fourteen years, named
Lavoney Higgins, as one of his pupils. One
day, according to the testimony in the case,
Downs called out a class in grammer, Lavoney
among them. After an exercise in tho rules of
syntax, the teacher put a number of questions
to the class.
Selecting a word, he asked
Lavoney in what case it stood. She replied
that she didn’t know.
He told her it was in
the objective case, but when asked again what
case it
was
she persisted in naming every
other cast but the one desired.
He told her
he would punish her if she didn’t repeat the
answer correctly.
She was obstinate. Finally
he strnck her with the pointer. She bent over
and received the blow on the back of her neck
and across her shoulders. The plaintiffs claim
she was iujured for life and has been sick ever
since, the blow injuring the spinal column and

causing partial paralysis.

Her father brought for her a civil suit against
the teacher, setting the damages at 15,000.
The Buit was first tried at the September term,
1881. The jury disagreed. A second trial was
given tho case in March, 1882. The jury disagreed again. In each case, tho panel stood
nine for the plaintiff and three for tho defendant. This is the third trial of the case- Each
trial has occupied three days.
The case is notable for the persistence with
which it has been fought. Neither side has
been willing to compromise. The attorneys
have been pugnacious and tho parties to tho
suit have been bitter.
Some of the ablest
lawyers in the State have been in the suit. G.
T. Stevens, Esq., of West Waterville, t egan
the suit for the plaintiffs. The veteran Joseph
Baker of Augusta, appeared at this trial. The
attorneys for the defenso were Messrs. Walton
and Walton, who hold a leading position at
the Somerset bar.
Every triat ha3 been very
vigorously conducted.
Both parties have been ruined, financially
by the suit. The plaintiff’s father owns a
small farm on which avo heavy incumbracces.
Downs had about 1809 when he was sued, but
the suit has cost him all this and more. The
costs and lawyers’ charges amount to nearly
11,500 on each side.

MORNING, OCTOBER 9,
A.

Closing

B. C. F. M.

Now

Address of Rev. Dr. Storrs.

Mr. President, Christian Brethren:
It really seems to me that this

might be closed

meeting

at this point better than by
any remarks which I may make at the close
of these most impressive and memorable ser-

vices.
I have been
thinking this afternoon of
what would rema!n most
clearly in my
thoughts as a fruitful impression and inspiration derived from these
meetings. I remember that a gentleman who was going to
Europe for a few months said to me some
vaars ago, “I w!sh
you would toll me wnat
is the huest point of view
among the Alp3
it
Well, was a hard question to answer. I
ran over
rapidly in my thoughts the different points of view w.iich came
up to me,—
Zurich with its lovely lake 3nd its ditL.rt

encircling

sun-crowned

hills;

Lv’C’rre,

under the shadow of Pilatus and
High', wii.ll
that wonderful lake of the Four Cantons before it; the view's at Interlaken and
Thun,
and from the terrace at Berre; the view of
the Rhone glac'er from the Furca
pass; the
marvelous views of the glaciers from Gorrergrat beb'nd Zermat; the views at Cbamounix, Brevent and Flegbre. At las* I
said, “Well, see them all; but if you see as

I did one evening just at sunset from the
at Soleure the awful white
majesty
of Mont Blanc, roseate and pulsing in the
sumet splendor,you will
that
that
is after
say
all the grandest view anyw iere in Switzerland. The massive majesty and infinite
lovelbiess of that view will remain in your
memory as a blessing and an inspiration for-

bridge

ever.

as i

have been

c".
thinking of the various
trains of thought which have been suggested and the various experiences through
wh!«h I have passed in connection with this
meeting, I have felt that it was delightful to
be here and to meet these fathers in the
ministry and these brethren beloved, and
grasp the hand of Christian fel'owship in interchange with so many,—to be here where
Portland and the Go! ten Ga„e look each other in the face, where, from the most ancient
and distant lands of the earth, as well as
from the recently discovered islands, come
messengers to us.
I have felt that it was
delightful to be here at a point upon which
the
converge
thought and the prayer of so
many millions of hearts in different pans of
the world. Our hearts ought to be bright
and warm with so many rays concentering
upon them from all the earth. I have felt
that it was blessed to be here, and to feel
ri'at those who have passed into the heavens
hrve still an interest in our work and our
asserrb'y. There is that friend and brother
and father beloved, venerated and trusted,
who for forty years was a member of this
Board and never absent, unless by necessity
irorn
its
annual
session, Dr Ba"on.
Wherever his strenuous, energetic anu fervent spirit is
treading among the spheres,
his thoughts surely are of earth. And so
there are many others who have passed into
the skies. “The church on earth and that
on high
but one communion make.” I
have felt that it was blessed to stand here
where we touch the highest heroic point of
Christian character and action; where the
same force which, in the mediajval time,
broke forth in the cathedral, in the university, in the crusades, now breaks forth into
this great missionary enterprise for the
world. Out of the lowland tc the high summit we come, away from woaiis monotonous
or commonp'ace in our Christian experience
I
up to that w rich !s rich and illustrious.
have felt that it was more precious than anyelse
to
touch
the
hand
of
the Savior
thing
Irimself in the sacrament and look upon the
row on which were many thorns and on
w iich a diadem has now taken the
place of
every thorn.
But I think that the impression which I
carry with me as I go hence, which does not
supersede these but which comes in to blend
with them and to give a certain consummation to the whole scries of experiences, i3
the thought of the power and the divine beauty,the infinite majesty ard the energizing
force of that grand old gospel of God which
our
fathers loved, in the inspiration of
which they originatad this missionary work,
and which has been the instrument of that
worn iu all the years of its continuance aud
in all the fields of its operation.
And it
seems to me that, from ti e first line of the
first report—which I did not hear but have
read,—on through sermon and address and
succeeding reports, that one impression has
been continually deepening in my own mind
until it has become the paramount thought
this
of
occasision.
I wish
that
it
fright remain with me forever, as I
trust it will. I wish that it might be
re-echoed by the multitudes of voices which
are going out of this great assembly into so
many communities, into so many pulpits, as
I trust it will be. It seems to me that in our
times of divergent speculation, of varieties
of opinion, of colliding and antagonizing
theories in religion and philosophy and society, we pre-eminently need to keep this primal and glorious truth continually before
our minds.

There

two schemes of religious
thought generieally in he world, as there
has been—and are now to some extent—two
systems of astronomical speculation, one obtaining in uncivilized countries, and the
other in civilized. One system of astronomical speculation takes the earth as the centre
around which the heavens revolve.
That
seems according to our senses; that is
the
architecture of the heavens according to the
man.
natural
When the Rev. Mr. Jasper
at Richmond insists that “the sun do move,”
he seems to have the judgment and the
sense
of
every seeing man with him.
[Laughter.] And we know what comes of
it,—uninterpreted and unintelligible and
contradictory motions in all the sky; a baffled heaven scribbled o’er with cycle and epicycle The other system of astronomical
speculation takes its start from the sun as
the centre and the governor of the planetary
system, and finds that sun himself, with ail
his dependent orbs, marching
onward
through the heavens. And we know what
comes of that. (There came a book from Dr.
Hill years ago, which I read with the intensest interest, concerning the relation of the
There comes order
stars.) [Applause.]
and harmony in all the system of the heavens.
We measure and weigh the planet in
The astronomer catches the
its course.
comet iu its far flight, measures its motion
its
course and its return.
The
and predicts
butterfly floating in the air is balanced
against the sun. Every shell on the beach,
every bud on the tree, is brought into relation with the farthest nebula whose lacework stains the distant azure. It is the astronomy of science; it is the astronomy of
advanced and cultivated thought.
of religious
There are two systems
speculation. The one takes man as
and
its centre
starting-point, regarding
a
finished fact,
as
him
practically.
does not proIn its grosser forms it
fess to know, as we have been told by the
brother who preceded me, whence he came;
but it suspects that his nature is evolved out
of the brutal. It does not know whither he
is going; but it treats the future as the scoffing French sceptic 'reated it, as at best “a
grand Perhaps.” It does not know about
God, or whether there be any God other
than the sum of universal forces. It has no
moral law except a general average of prooable experiences. And so it comes to men
and tells them to go on and live as they list.
It tells them that there is no fear of retribution, no need of atonement, and it has no
place in all its compass for any doctrine of
regeneration and of the Holy Spirit of God.
I do not mean, of course, that everybody
who holds this system will accept fully my
statement of it. In fact, it is sometimes hard
to find out exactly how they state it,or what
they mean by their statements themselves.

I

are

occasionally of the

am reminded
hail a clock which

man who
somebody criticized, say-

ing, “Your clock, Mr. Jones, doesn’t keep
time.” “Why,” said he, “it does keep
perfectly good time, only you don’t understand it. The fact is that when the hands
on that clock point to twelve, then it strikes

good

three and what that means is that it wants
twentyrtiintues to seven. [Laughter and applause.] Now if you will keep that in mind,
you will hit the right time in every instance.”
[Laughter.] Well, I intend to speak very
seriously, and yet I cannot help being reminded, by some of the use of language
which is made in some of these what-we-eall
Agnostic publications, into which the richest Christian words are sometimes brought
as if to givo a kind of artificial and fictitious
consecration to the doctrine which 1 think
a detestable doctrine underneath, I cannot
help being reminded of a very careful paraphrase which was made by a very bright and
faithful Indian girl at the school at Hampton. Her teacher told her—she did all this
innocently, of course—to take a certain passage of Roman history and write a paraphrase of it in her own words. So she weDt
at it; and when the teacher read the paraphrase she was astounded at finding this
statement in it: that “on a certain time the
city was made sick by cooking the entrails
of anil Is.” Well, what on earth that
meant sho could not imagine, nor how it got
into this paraphrase, until she turned to the
original passage and then she found the
statement that “at a certain time the city

disturbed by intestine broils”!
laughter and applause.]
was

[Great

1882.
over

against that system stands the

theology which starts with God as the centre,
as the Lord and
Sovereign and Judge,as well
as the Creator of the earth and men
upon it;
and it takes wlia„ God
declares,in that which
the history of the world declares to be II's
word, and what the devout spirit reverently
accepts as the word of God, concerning

Himself and man and man’s need and the
hereafter. Here inspiration and redemption,
regeneration by the Holy Spirit, retribution
in the future, time as the
proof of eternity,
come vividly before us as the
thoughts of
God. lie shows them to us in characters as
broad as if He had written them in a
great
theodicy of star-fires and enduring orbs in die
heavens. This system of
theology does not
cast any discredit on human nature; it exalts
it by showing it the object of Divine solicitude; Itcasjs the splendor and the solemnity
of eternity upou the pre-ent experience ard
life of man, and it gives to tho Bible an
immeasurable and an almost inconceivable
importance atid value.
Now 1 understand
perfectly that the
natural tendency of men is to accept the preceding system, as the natural tendency of
man is to believe that the earth is
the centre
and the heavens go a ound it. Man finds
self- onsciousness
the first
element
of
The
thought.
impulse of self-assertion
appears to be the primary impulse of human
nature. It is simply the egotistic man, of
whom it might be said
as was
said by a
friend of mine, speaking rather roughly and
not very elegantly about a
man who
was
very egotistic and who had offended him by
his
that that
man
egotis n: “I believe
thinks that his house is placed where the
of
the
leg
compasses was put down when the
carui was

muue
round.
iv naugnter.) mere
is a certain tendency in every human heart to
feel that it is central, and that it has rights
and p -ivileges and possibilities belonging to
itself inhe.ently and with which no being can
p -operly interfere. And civilization works
with its multiple forces and instruments
and wealth in the same direction, taking a
man feeling his
lordship of the earth and
remindi ighim more and more and encouraging him to reel that he is lord of his destiny
*nd lo-d of the hereafter as well. There are
ce tain philanthropic sentiments which work
in the same direction, no doubt, tending to
make men believe that all will be right hereafter soneho.v or other, and that
after
some possible
brief unpleasantness in the
future them will be a universal deliverance
and restoration into holiness and its peace.
And the secular spirit of the time, intense,
widening, ever increasing, moves in the same
direction. It enters into literature; it enters
into life on every side; it finds no reality in
religion; it believes it a matter of poetic
aspiration, or of cultivated literary leisure, or
of fine speculation, or of social observance, or
possibly of ethics, of more likely of msthetic
art; bat the grand real by of religion, as a
bond uniting the human soul with the d
vine, it does not recognize or feel. It is this
which gives significance and importance to
infidel ha-'.ngues; it is this
spirit which
speads b ”eath and behind them. The
am
the
surface
har..ngues
merely
pustules
while the disease is within. They are the
red and sulohurous flame-;, while the fires are
underneath. And yet they multiply. The
business of this city of Portland could not
be carried on on the piinc:p'es of these harangues. There is not a., bank or an insurance
company here that would rot have to shut
its doo-8 if it posted within its walls, “This
is an agnostic establishment,
(applause.) It
is carried on upon these principles: that
there is no God about whom we know
anyhereafter
thing ; there is no
probable ; man came out of the
monkey; and
there is no moral law.” Let such sentiments
p.evail in this city, and it would have been
better if the fire of a few years ago had
swept
away every house within ‘it and left nothing
but the bay ar d the beach on which to
plant
a new town; and
yet men love to crowd
halls and pay money in order to hear these
infidel speculations which are in substance as
old as the ages, and which are
simply fuof the doctrine which I hr ve described.
And thus it comes to
pass that religious
thought loses its power among those wno
are|not directly touched by sue h harangues,
—that the influence widens
continually to
the Bib’e a neglected book, and to
make
make the Sabbath a secular day to make
the church a mere, convocation of
people
coming together at leisure to hear a lecture.
C .rry it out, and I don’t see
why the general
f quaintance of the Bible could not be
fairly
i presented by thnt perhaps
mythical Weste m editor, v, ho saw,
in
some reyou know,
ligious exchange, an account of and some
comments upon the Deluge of which he had
ne.-er heard be'o.e.
He rushed iuto the repo ttr’s room and said, “Look here; that slow
old re'ig’ous fellow has
ahead of us.
got
There has been a great flood!
only one fnan’s
family is saved,—his name is Noah. Go
and get the whole business and "work it
up.”

[Laughter.]

It is at such-times that the spirit of liberalas it is called, in religious
speculations
tending all the time to loosen the bonds and
unstring the sfength of the gospel of Christ,
finds opportunity and incitement and comes
more widely t*
prevail Liberalism ! —I repud'ate the term, [applause]. I do notunders.and what function libe-ality has either in
the record or the in the interpretation of facts.
I do no, understand how he is a liberal mathematic'an who makes his calculations bend to
the p:efercnces of himself
o" his pupils.
I do not Unde stand bow he is a liberal chemist wfo feels at l:be-ty to play fast and loose
with the
princ:ples of his science and
will
not
quite affirm whethc— gunpowder will] explode or not when fire
touches ik How
is bo a
liberal
chart
maker who rubs out all the reefs and rocks
and bars and warning headlands from his
map and shows a smoo.h coast-line with
nothing but smiling shores and welcoming
bays? How is he a liberal interpreter of the
globe who denies the granite above and the
fire beneath mid affirms that the whole is
built,if we only kr ew it, of excellently selected wood-pulp? What possible province has
liberality in the record of facts or in the interpretation of them? I understand perfectly what
liberality means as toward the opinionsof others who differ from us. I understand what liberality means as toward the character of others
who are entirely opposed in opinion and in
action to us. Coleridge’s canon has always
seemed to me perfectly to cover the grourd
“Tolerate ro belief” he says, “which you
deem false and of injurious tendency, but arThe man is more and other
raign no belief.
than his belief, and God only knows how
large or how small a part of him the belief in
man may be.”
But liberality in the statement
of frets— there, wo want exactness, we want
earne.tness, we want precise fidelity to the
truth of things; ard there is no
opportunity
for what calls itself liberality there. How
is it less libe -al to tell a man that strychnine will kill him than to tell him'tha
it will certainly give him a pain in his stomach? [Laughter.]
How is it less liberal to
tell a man that if he goes over Niagara he goes
sure
a
than
it is to tell him that if he
to
peath,
takes that rwful plunge he will almost certainly wet his feet? [Laughter.] No! When
a man comes to me and says, “These are the
liberal doctrines: there is not probably ar y
God; we do not know where men come from;
the -eis no 'aw abo^e him ; there is no retribut’on—or it trere be any, it is a sir all one—
wa:ting for him.” I say: I perfectly und rstand your doctrines.
There is no reason
why I|should not: There is nothing imism

n

ense

complex or mysterious about
they are richer thin. [Laugh
of
the
They renind one
pilor

th m,—in fact

ter.]

ore
of the waiters
stole
Mountain hotel where th‘»y
White
didn’t have very solid pillows.
They knew
he stole them |bec use they found them on
him, both of them, in his waistcoat pocket.
[Laughter.] We carry tl ese doctrines very
easily in out thought ard hand.
There is
nothing massive or majestic about them; there

lows

at

is
is

which

a

libeial
in them.
If a man
true to his
corvict’oi s, he is
true
to them ; and he has no right to be liberal in
the way of giving away a p .rt of what he believes or hiding it under anv
mystery of
wards and imposing upon men with a
thought
which is not really his. And when T look
at the drift and
working cf such doctrines,
1 find at once that they tend to build no
grand characters ; they give no motive to men
for riper lance and fa!th ;
they do not seek,
they do not tend, to lift man nearer to the
Jev 1 of the holiness and hrppiness cf God
on
high; they work on'y m degradation of
character; they authorize and encourage men
to
imitate their grandfathers, which, on
that system oi doctrine, is to make beasts of

nothing

themselves.

[Laughter.]

So I turn to the sys.eni of truth which
takes God for its centre, His 1 was our ride,
His gospel at our light, His Son as our Redeemer, and His immortality as the possible
and glorious home of every created being redeemed by the Son of God and renewed by
His Spirit; and I say here is the gospel of the
ancient time and of the present time. You need
notcall it antiquated.
Everything whichis best
in e world is old. Sunshine is as old as the
earth itselfandthe sun when the fire-mist was
iound-d in ) an orb,—the same to-day playing
on thestreets of Portland, as when it played on
the bowe
of Puradise. The air[is old, pouring
its refreshing currents into our lungs and re-

IffiEBatfKSsiT

^ICeTcents.

our life to-day
as
in all time past.
The great arch of the heavens is old; it has
not been taken down and built
up again on
modern brick-work
since the
creation.
These
doctrines
are
old
but
full of
motion, full of energy as the river is full of
movements,—full of life-giving power, as the
sunlight and the vital air. They are the doctrines out of
which the miss’onary work
sprang,—doctrines to which this Board, as I
understand it, is perpetuaUy pledged and in
which is all its life and the
spring of its power.
They are the doctrines of Paul, that first
great missionary of whom we heard in the
sermon
the other evening. He had strong
convictions. He did not doubt.
He knew
whom he had believed, and was persuaded
that He was able to keep him and to save the
world And who is the successor of Paul ? Who
holds the same fuith with him and teaches it
with thasame earnest fidelity? I do not
care to know espec’ally what he believed unless I believe it myself. I do not want any
uncertain or broken ice-bridge of outward ordina.ionsbetween me and the Apostle; I want
to have his faith in my heart and to
preach it
with the emphnsis with which he preached it,
and then I feel myself a successor of the

newing

great missionary to'the Roman Emp:rc. [Ap-

plause.]
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7
New
York
Cent'l.
Water
Power.
1.31%
3%
The gospel of Christ, instinct with power,
Omaha preferred. 106%
Flint A Pere Marthe
on
the
earnest
irom
heart, coming
coming
Lake Shore...110%
quetta com moo. 21
word of him who believes it, goes through obHartford A Brio 7s 5b
Erie.J 42
jcCuiuua Ha uit: » iiauuu unit guea luiuugu lliioib.
Nor. Pac. prefer\l 92%
A. T. & S. F. 90%
Do not let us doubt or fear concerning its succom
Boston A Maine.. 164
47%
Meu
Pacific Mail. 43
Flint A Pere Marcess, if we bold it as the fathers held it.
quette prof err ed 95%
object to the atonement; why, it has been the North west'n com. 143 Vs
west’n
R. A Ft. Smith. 50
North
L,
pref.162%
life of so many millions of human hearts that
C. B. A Quincy...
Marquette, Houghthe multitudes on high are now uncounted and
ton A Ont
St Paul cotnmon.107%
68%
incomputable. They object to the doctrine of St. Joseph pref 82% Summit Branch.. 10
regeneration; that is the doctrine which more llinoia Central...
Mexican Cent'l 7s 77%
than any other exalts man’s nature, showing
Michigan Central. 96%
the royalty of it, the greatness of it, its possiSaxes at the Boston Brokers’ Board. Oct. 7.
bilities and the glory of its future.
PeDDerell Manufacturing Co.1177%
Hill Manufacturing Co
99
Of course men may object. Do not let us be
Continental Mills. 94% @95
disturbed; but always remember that, with
the word of God within us and the power ami
New York tffock nod Money Marketof God behind us and the
of
..
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spirit

God going before U3 to open ways for our progress, victory is sura. Christ saemed insaue in
his aim at the beginning. Speaking a few
words orally to his disciples; writing no line
unless he wrote one on the sand; only uttering
his thought in syllabi,s that seemed dissipated
in the air, and airaiDg by that to conquer the
world to his truth,— it seemed like expecting
the whistle of a boy in these mountain valleys
to go reverberating a3 thunder over all t he
earth in all the centuries. But he did it. It
seemed insane to undertake to build a kingdom
by gathering a faw scattered followers here
and there, and especially a small nucleus of
obscure and uneducated men bound together
by nothing bnt the simple sacrament oZ eating
bread and
drinking wine in memory of
him,—without saint or standard or army or
treasure or navy or counsellors or foram,—it
seemed like building another Lebanon with
shovelfuls of sand or building another Jerusalem with charred sticks and straws. Bat he
did it. His kingdom already is in all the earth
Tho proudest empire which sets itself agaiust
it shivers in the contract. Napoleon saw that
on
tho Island of St Helena.
Comparing
himself as a man ruling in the world with
Christ as a Godlike person, said he, "He is
God and not man.” He has done the work
thus far; ho is to do it in the future, if you an i
I adhere to the gospel, if from all our pulpits
reverberate the echoes of this great meeting, if
the force which is here assembled goes forth
to testify of that system of religion of which
God is the centre aad head, which has K
grandest trophy and symbol in the cross of
Christ, and which opens the vast and ne it
eternity io the apprehension of every soul
conscious of unconfessed sins and to the desiriuglaud exulting hope of every soul that has
found rest in Christ— the gospel that is to fill
tho world at last.
I remember when a lad, forty years ago last
spring coming for the first time :nto this beautiful Portland harbor from Boston by the boat.
The eabin
Tho night was windy and rough.
was confined, the boat
was small;
and very
early in the morning I went np on deck. There
was nothing but the blue waste around,
dark
and threatening, aod the clouded heavens
At
last suddenly on the horizon
above.
Hashed a light, and then after a little while
another, and then a little later another still,
from the light-houses along the coast; and at
last the light at the entrance to this harbor became visible just as “the fingers of the dawn”
were rushing up into tho sky.
As we swept
around into the harbor the sunrise gun was
fired from the cutter or corvette lying in the
harbor, tho baud struck up a martial and insuiriug air, tho great spleudor of the risiog sun
Hooded the whole view, and every window-pane
boat seemed to
on these hills as seen from the
be a plate of burnished gold let down from the
celestial realms.
Ah I my friends, we are drawing nearer to tho
glory of the latter day. I have thought of '-at
vision often.
I thought of it then in my early
carelessness, as representing what might be conI have
ceived of the entrance in o heaven.
thought of it as 1 have stood by the bed of the
dying and seen their faces Hush and flash in a
I have
rauiauce that I could not apprehend.
thought of it this week as I have been in these
meetings. The light3 are brightening along the
coast; tli9 darkness is disappearing; the harbor
is not far off; the Son of righteousness is to
arise in all the earth, and the goldeu glory of
the new Jerusalum is to bo established here.
Let it be ours in that great day to remember
tha’ we held the faith, we triumphed by the
cross, we stood with Paul aud with the Son of
God, taking God’s revelation for oir inspiration and doing our work under that mighty im-

pulse.
And unto God

be all

the

praise.

(Great

applause.
Dedication of a Catholic Church.
Some time ago the Catholics purchased the
old Methodist church at Deering, had it re
moved to their property on the corner of Oak
thus ac'
street, renovated and remodeled it,
commodating 200 persons, added a sacristy and
of about §1600.
a bell tower, all at the expense
The new—for it is new to all purposes—chapel
was styled St. Joseph’s chapel, and yesterday
it was

appropriately

dedicated.

of cross-bearer,
altar-boys and clergy, left the sacristy and
marched to the porch of the chapel, where
Bishop Healy offered prayer. Then, as the
Bishop marched in procession around the
chapel, psalms were chanted by the choir.
Upon the return of the procession to the porca
prayer was again offered. Then at the altar
the litany was sung after which the Bishop
blessed the chapel. Prayer was offered in front
At i) a.

m.

tlie

procession

of the altar and a mtssa cantata was then celebrated by Very Keverend Father P. F. Healy,
S. J., of Georgetown, D C. At the conclusion of the mass a collection was taken np and

handsome sum realized. Bishop Healy then
preached from Geuesis, “This is the House of
God and Gate of Heayen.” The clergy taking
part in the exercises were Bishop Healy, Rev.
P. F. Healy, and Rev T. P. Linehan.

(By Telegraph.)
7.—Money clo cd

New York, Oct.
cent; last loan at 4.

following

at

3^4per

to-day's closing quotations

are

of
Government securities:
United States 5's ext...100%
United States new.4% s, reg.112%
United States new, 4%'s coup.112%
United States new, 4’s, reg. .118%
United States new, 4*8, coup.118%
Pacific 6’s of 95.130
x

ue

The foilowing|are the closing quotations of stocks:
....139
Chicago A Alton.
141
Chicago A Alton preferred.
Chicago, Eur. A Quincy. 130"%
Erie. 42
Erie preferred. .| 84
Illinois Central...138%
Lake Shore.Ill
Michigan Central
96%
New Jersey Central
70%
<

Northwestern.144%
preferred.162%

New York Central.132%
Rock Island ..
133%
Milwaukee A St. Paul.108%
st. Paul preferred.
.123
Union Pacific stock.
106%
Western Union Tel. Co. 88
Menrsnr .*laaratria.
Hr Toiegrapb.)
New York. Oct. 7.—Cotton closed easy at 11 %c
for middling uplands and 11 9-16c for middling
Orleans.
Flour—The market closed steady;No 2 at 2 6C@
3 76; Superfine Western and State at 3 log4 10;
City Mills extra for the West Indies at 6 40g6 6G;
for South America 5 G0@5 80; low extras at 4 log
4 60; Winter Wheats 4 90(3?6 26; fancy do 6 40@
0 76; Winter Wheat patents at 6 cug7 60; Minnesota clear at 6 00@7 00; do straight 6 40g7 60;
do patents 7 00@8 5o; Southern flour fairly active
and steady; common to fair extra 6 lt*@6 35; good
to choice do at 6 40@7 26: sales for tho week have
been 114,000 bbls.
Wheat—market closed steady and Ann, No2 Red
Winter on spot at 1 08%(ffil 09%; October sales at
1 08%; November at 1 09%; December 1 ll%g
1 11%; seller year 1 08%@l 08%; No 2 Milwaukee nominal; No 1 White at 1 08%gl 10 October;
I 08%@1 12 for November; sales for the 13,840,000 bosh.
Corn—closed firm; No 2 on the spot at 74c; saies
at73%c for October; sales 71%cfor November;
sales 67%0 December; 6»%c seller year; sales at
61%a61%cfor January; 59%@60© May; sales
for the w eek 13,200,'>00 bash.
Oats—closed quiet but flrm;No 1 White 53©;Ko 2
do 46c; No 3 White 41c; No 1 Mixed at 40c; No 2
do 40c; No 3 do 39c;sales for week 3,270,0o0 bush.
Pork—market closed quiet but steady ai d firm ;
mess on the spot at 22 86g23 26; October 22 80(8)
23 00 October; sales for week embrace 3600 bbls
on

spot.

Lard closed less firm hut fairly steady; prime
on the spot 13 (>6gl3 H); 12 92% gl3_JO
for October; >2 67%gl2 72% November; ll 9^fc
gl2 lo for December; sales 11 80 January; 11 80
February; 11 70@11 80 for March; sales for tho
week include 6700 tea on spot and 180,000 tes for
future delivery.
Tallow—firm at 8%@8%c.
Butter—firm; Western and State creameries 32
steam

g33%c.

Cheese Arm; State factories 12gl2%.
OHiCAoo.Oct. 7.—Flour steady. Wheat generally
lower: regular at 93%®93%c for Oci^ocr; 95%g
95%c for November; 93%c all year,No 2 Red Winter 93c: No 2 Chicago Spring 93%o; No 3 at 84%;
rejected 64c. -on irregular at 61% c cash and for
October; 62ysg62%c November; 66% 0,66%© for
year; 61 %c for January. Oats are shade lower at
32%ccash; 32%g32%o for October. 32%c for
November; 32c yea~r; 34%c May; rejected at 30c.
Rye at 68c. Barley easier 82c. Pork lower at 23 00
for cash and October; 21 20 for November; 19 25
@19 30 all year. 19 2< @19 22% January. I.ard
lower at 12 90 cash and for October; 14 37%@
12 40 November: 11 45@ll 60 nil year 11 42%@
II 45 for January. Bulk moats stronger;sboulders
10% ; short rib at 14 25; short clear 16.
Receipts 13,‘ 0 > bbls flour, 123.00 bush wheat,
bush corn, 90 Ouo bu»h oats, 22,00 *uu*h
71 O'K* bush barley
Shipments 11,000 bbls flour, 107,000 bush wheat,
v 00
>u9L oorn, 71,Ouo bu9h oats, 7,000 bush

*e

142

bar lev.
43,000
St. Louis, Oct. 7. Flour steady; treble extra at
3 56a3 7"; family 4 06@4 15; oaoice 4 65 a4 66;
fancy 4 70g6 15. Wheat opened little o£T, advanced aud closed about the same »s yesterday; No 2 lied
Fall at 94%@95%c for cash; 94%o October; 94%
for Noveraber;95%c for December, 95%o al year,
96%c for Jauuary, No 3 Red Fall 89g90c. No 4 at
86%@87%. Corn higher at 65c for va-h; 67c for
October. 69c November; 60%e all year. Pork buoyant; jobbing 23 60.
Receipts 7,000 bbls flour 58,000 biishj wheat,
3,000 bush corn, 17 0 o bush o its. 00,000 bush
r
0,000 bosu oarit»
Shipments—8,000 hbh flour.- 66,000 bu'i wneat,
3 OOO ousL, corn, 6,000 boah nat». 000,*H O bush
btrlev 0-O<H) bnsb ■**«
DETRorr.Oct. 7.—Wheat is steely: No 1 White for
cash 1 00. October at 99%c. November 98%c, December 99c;,year 98%c; January nominally
00;
No 2 Red at
00% ;No 2 White at 96c.
Receipts 43,150 bush; shipments 74,109 bush.
r

Havana .Tlarkrt.

(By Telegraph.)

Havana. Oct. 7.—Sugar market remained entirewith no sales and quotations nominal;
Molasses sugar, 80 to 89 deg, 0Vfc>$7 reals gold per
arrobe; Centrifugal 92 to 9o deg. iu boxes and hhds
9@9H reals.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Mat&nxas
49,800 boxes, 72,500 bags and 03, ir() hhds; re
ceipt8 for the week 150 hhds; ex pons 1050 boxes
600 bags and 3780 hhds, ot which 300 bags and 2,800 hhds wore to the United States.

tirely quiet

Freights quiet at previous quotations.
Spamsh gold 1.85.
Exchange quiet; on United States (*0 days gold at

8M»^9

prern; short

sight 9V%@10.

Kartvxm

a

•a

Tlur

Twt

London. Oot.7 -Consols lOOta

Liverpool,

Oot. 7

14.30

P.

».

Co

.«•«

»«-.

et

firm; Uplands at 0 11-1*1; Orleans 7d. "ales 10,000
bales; speculation and export 1(KF> bales; future*
weak.

MONDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 9.
We do not read anonymous loiters and eiduiutu.catious. The name and address of the writ
are in

*11 eases indispensable, not necessarily for ubllca'.lou bat as « guaranty of
good laitt.
Wo cannot undertake to return oi proi'er.e roil1
oianicatioi.i that are nut used.
regular aetaebS ox the Press is fniuushct
eertiheats signed by Stanley i*uliet,
•f'llwr, Aij railway, steamboat and hotel manage!*
*!li confer * favor upon us tiydw-iandmg credent iaif
31 eery porsot- claiming to represent oar Journal
r.veuv

v

r.k

torn

a

C. T. U.

W.

clusive

Delegates and visitors will be notified of their
places of entertainment by sending names and poBt
•ffice addresses as soon a» possible to Mrs.
George
M. Bramerd, Kockland, Maine.
Mrs, Bent, of Portland, will 1 ad singing on tbe
cornet.
C.

Mrs L. M. N. Stilvexs,
C. Bunt, Cor. Sec’y.

In

President.

Retrospect.

of loneli

s

and regret

homes which were so

pervades

lately filled

the

with our

genial warm-hearted guests. On every side
are heard expressions of astonishment at the
magnitude of the meetiug, and of satisfaction with its results.
Seldom if ever have so many people been
entertained with so little apparent difficulty,
with so much mutual enjoyment.
Hosts
and guests have vied with each other in
or

their

expressions

of

pleasure and appreciapropitious, and
our city with its eleau streets, flue public
buildings, and magnificent views on sea and
land,has never appeared to better advantage.
The meeting has evidently made a deep impression upon those who were not at first,
particularly interested in it. It has brought
to our city not only many of the leading professional men of the country, but also a large
tion.

The skies have been

number of the wealthiest and most influential business men, and their presence among
us has awakened a new interest in the
great
cause

they represent. We have
the heights during the past

which

taken onto

been
week

where wo could cast our eyes over the broad
fields of Christian effort, and the vision

been opened to us has been full
of inspiration and encouragement.
The
meetings from beginning to end have been
sustained on an unusually high spiritual
plane. The words which have been spoken
which has

have all

emphasized

the

necessity

tive faith iu the cross of Christ;

of

posiand the
a

facts which have been
that that cross is in

presented all indicate
no wise losing its power

the hearts of men.

over

The programme for the three days was :
1st, a statement of the present condition of
the affairs of the Board; 2d, a sermon, the
object of which was to direct the thoughts
of the auditors for the next two days; 3d,
papers by the two Secretaries of the Board
for the purpose of leading to a stage of pro.

gresshitherto unattained; 4th, such discussion and action as should bring about the results indicated in the papers of the Secretaries. This programme was followed out. On
Tuesday afternoon the reports of the Prudential Committee put the Board into possession of the following facts: Out of the
more

than two hundred corporate members
there had been eight deaths

of the Board

►

hitherto unreported. These were of Leonard Bacon, D. D., Charles Marquard, Esq.,
John B. Eldridge, Esq., Charles Benedict,
Esq., Rev. J. H. Coulter, Andrew L.
Grimes, Esq., Alvan Bond, D. D., Enoch
Pond, D. D. During the past year thirteen
missionaries a»d twenty seven assistant missionaries were added to the roll of missionary laborers who bad gone to the Dacotah

Indians, to Mexico, Micronesia, Japan, China, India, Turkoy and Africa. Besides all
these twenty-five missionaries or assistants,
who had been temporarily in this land have
returned to their labors.
The amount expended in regular work
during the last year has been $439,718.92. In
addition there was expended $189,705.63 for
special pnrposes. This last sum was from
that “Otis bequest” of which much has been
heard during the past three years. This be-

quest was appropriated for special work and
iB now nearly exhausted, hence the committee
made forcible appeal for enlarged contributions—so large in fact that the special work
begunthroagh the “Otis bequest” might be
carried on without diminution.

The Treas-

urer's report showed that the cost of
conducting th« immense business connected

with the Board was only three and one-third
per cent of the whole, and that the total expense in this country was but five and onefifth per cent.

In

other

words

everybody

dollar to the American Board
may know that ninety-four and four-fifths
cents was expended in foreign lands upon
missionary operations. The report of freedom from debt was a gratifying one. The
who gave

as are now

one

survey of the work during the past year revealed “substantial growth at almost every

solved without design in the halls,all showed
no disposition to yield
any ground occupied
by the Board or to stop the advance now in
progiess. The meetings of the Board are

always

enthusiastic aud this was no excep-

tion.

On Thursday morning Hon. Win. E.
Dodge of New York, gave the first impulse
by asking if “we” could not double “our”
subscriptions, and pledged himself to do so.
Iustantly similar pledges came from all quar-

Wealthy men promised their thousands; home missionary pledged a tenth
of his meagre salary. It seemed that a hundred thousand dollars were to be
pledged
within a short lime, when the scene ended
in a large share of the immense audience
rising to their feet to signify a pledge of
doubling their contributions of the last year.
The moment was one of great relief. It
was felt that the contributions of
§600,000
desired for the next year were sure to come.
The subsequent sessions were marked by an
increased enthusiasm and the crowds that
listened to the orators on Thursday evening

appreciated more keenly the eloquent speakthan if they had not shown a substan-

ers

tial interest in the work of the Board.
Beside the meetings in the City Hall there
were large overflow meetings in the First
and Second Parish churches. Denominational comity was pleasantly apparent all
through the sessions in the presence and
partieipation of representatives of other denominations in the exercises, also in the
courtesy of the First Parish church in placing their church edifice at the disposal of the
committee of

arrangements.

the sentiment

daughters

of

the

work

conducted

by

the Board

sufficient to prove the possibilities of good in
the Indian to be neither few nor small. The
report mentioned the possibility of a trans-

fer of this work to the American Missionary
Association through which the Congregational order labors for the
egro, Chinese
and Indian races in the United States. Such
a transfer has many commendable features,
and if it is wise many of the supporters of
both societies will heartily rejoice.
The sermon on Tuesday evening w s from
the text, Acts 13; II.
“As they ministerel
to the Lord and fasted, the Holy Ghost
said: separate me Barnabas and Saul for the
work whereunto I have called them.” The
preacher, Dr. E. P. Goodwin of Chicago,
with earnest and forcible argument pressed
home the obligation of all Christians to yield
themselves to the Divine separation and to
become perfectly obedient to every indication of the Divine will. The thoughts of the
speaker quickened and directed many of the

speeches of the two following days.
On Wednesday morning Secretaries Alden
and Clark presented their papers. The first
from Dr. Alden had for its theme, “the
missionary heritage of the present generation.” The power of this paper cannot he
indicated in & brief paragraph, it must be
read in

may well command
admiration both for themselves a d their
heroism.

The closing exercises
were

made

Friday morning
especially interesting by the fare-

consequent increased effectiveness of
missionary labor. “The aggregate population now dependent on this Board and accessible to its missionaries—as much so as
the non-evangelical, non-church-goingportionof the population of the United States
cannot be reckoned less than 100,000,000 or
,000 for each orbetween 600,000 and
a

on

well addresses of the missionaries who are
soon to start for their fields of labor.
The
words of Dr. Blodgett, the veteran missionary to China, were especially touching upon
this occasion; and when he took his seat
there were hot many dry eyes in that vast

assembly. The resolutions of thanks emphasized by the eloquent words of President
Hopkins, the response of Mr. Dickinson, the
Chairman of the Committee of Arrangements, thesioging of “Blest be the tie that
binds,” and the benediction by the venerable Dr. Carruthers, closed one of Use largest
and most enthusiastic meetings of the American Board. Next year the great gathering
will be in Detroit. We congratulate that
city upon its coming blessing.
The exact amount of liberality which
warms and animates the members of the
Liberal

League

is

probably

one

of

those

things that no fellow can find out; but for
wholesale, broad gauge, liberal impertinence
commend us to the recent performance of
this peculiar clique in wiping out of the calendar the letters A. D., fixing the date of
of the creation at 1600 years B. C., and
giving us the current signs and figures of present chronology 3482 E. M., the initials standing for “Era of Man,” according to the Liberal League, or “Essence of Mummery,” according to more prosaic, if less enlightened
individuals outside of this self-sufficient organization. It is noticeable, however, that
when the Leaguers had exhausted themselves by speech-making they adjourned to
meet in Milwaukee on September 15,
1883, a

retrograde, doubie-back-action kind of an
adjournment, according to their own style
of calendar, keeping which proves that they
got muddled toward the end or that they
were suddenly stricken
sensible, and disposed, therefore, to revise their theory that
“the Christian Church is a retreating host.”
Toe result in Delaware opens up a prospect of permanently capturing that State
for the Republican party. Only inspectors
of election and assessors were voted for
Tuesday, but the Democratic majority on
the former is only 285, while the Republicans
have a

majority of 113 on th6 vote
The majorities of the three

sessors.

State are thus

reported, with comparisons

as-

officially
major-

with the

1882
Atsessers. Inspectors.

1880

Garfield. Hancock.
17R.625
194D.
103
108D.
620

Kent.222 R.
Newcastle.. 20D.
Sussex. 961).

_

This comparison shows oddly

Tuesday’s gains

for

counties

were

made

that
Demo-

enough

in the

cratic County of Kent, and that the Republican county of New-Castle was lost. Now
that the Republicans have discovered what
they can do, let them move forward for the
Legislature and Senator Saulsbury’s seat in
November.
It

IS

RATHER

EARLY

DAYS FOB

THE

Porte to be expressing its gratitude for what
England has accomplished in the way of restoring order in Egypt. In order te guard

against unpleasant and embarrassing revulsions of feeling hereafter, the Turks should
have postponed their tliaBks to the British
conquerors until the pendmg reorganization
of the scheme of government at Cairo had
definitely effected. Perhaps when the
English programme has been completely
carried out, this effusion of gratitude at Constantinople will sustain a check. The Porte
is very mucli mistaken if it supposes that the
last word has yet been heard.
beem

A romantic case is on trial in St, Louis,
where Mrs. Wackerle sues to recover insur-

her husband’s life, alleged to have
been killed in a railway accident. The defense claim Wackerle is yet alive, and presented him in court, but the woman denied
his identity, and asserted he was a total
stranger to her.
ance on

It was estimated at the

post-office department that there will he a surplus of $2,(XX),000
or a saying of that amount in the star route
service, for the current fiscal year. The
excess of receipts for the year ending wilh
June will be more than $1,500,000.
BEV. L. T. CHAMBERLAIN.

His Address Before the American Board.

it was however a

fitting preparation for the paper read shortly after by Dr.
Clark on “The growth and need of the Foreign work.” Both papers were intended to
lead to great enlargements of contributions

and

full;

all

Maine,

ities of 1880:

amoiJg the North American Indian s during
nearly seventy years. The facts narrated are

of

of

future.” There have been three deaths
of missionaries, yet a net increase of twentysix. The number of churches is twenty
three more than last year and the membsr
ship is seventeen hundred greater, making
nearly twenty thousand members in two
hundred and ninety-one churches. There
are also nine hundred and ten schools of all
grades from common schools to colleges and
theological seminaries in which there are
over thirty-five thousand pnpils,and all these
churches and schools together with large itineracies are conducted by four hundred and
fifty-six American men and women assisted
by nearly two thousand native helpers. In
addition to the above facts a review was givnear

Most

Christian fellowship
apparent in the addvesi of Dr. Hill, pastor
of the First Parish church, and in'its reception by the immense audience in the City
Hall on Thursday evening. The thousands
in the City Hall and the hundred* in the ov
erflow meetings attested the keen interest in
anything that could he heard from the many
speakers from abroad. The missionaries
present who were temporarily in this coun"
try, among whom are some of the sons and
was

which comprise the

of

Such

of various committees and discussions of the
informal committees that gathered and dis-

point throughout the entire mission field,
and preparation for larger results in the

en

in the field.

proposal might well have appalled any
body of men. At the meeting on Thursday
morning tho proposal was met in an unexpected manner. During all the meetings!
the speakers and hearers alike, the reports
a

ters.

The great meeting of the American Board
is over, and we tbiDk that we are expressing
a common sentiment when we say that a
sense

twenty-five laymen in various eapacHics together with their wives, and two hundred
women besides, in the aggregate twice as
many workers

W. C. T. U., I
Augusta, Sept, lit, 1882. j
Tne eighth annual meeting of the Maine Woman's Christian Temperance Uuion will he held in
First Baptist church, Rockland, Oct. 11, IV and 18.
Reception of delcgites at parlors of First Baptist
ebureb, Wednesday evening, the 11th.
Mrs. fsrnily L. McLaughlin, of Boston, will deliver the annual address
Friday evening, 12th. Each
leoal auxiliary is requested to send their delegates
with
All
temperance organizations of
credentials.^
women are
affectionately invited to send a large
number of visitors. The railroads will furnish free
returns. Tickets good from Oct. 10th to 16th inHeapqparters Maine

Mrs.

dained missionary.” The proposal made by
the Secretary was that contributions be increased so that the ordained missionaries
(bow one hundred and sixty four in numher) be increased so that there might be
three to every 500,000 dependent upon this
Board. This proposal would require an increase to six hundred ordaiued missionaries
and a proportionate number of assistants
from America.
The secretary did not propose so great an increase. The actual number proposed was three hundred more ordained missionaries, twenty-five physicians,

I confess that, as I have thought ef the
considerations presented in the remarkable
paper under review, both mind and heart have
been greatly moved, as, under a sort of
blessed conpulsion, I have found myself moving forward to picture the result which would
surely attend such an enlargement of missionary effort as the proposition contemplates.
And in that picture I have been guided by
history and the word of God. For instance,
who that sees or hears does not know that
whenever and wherever the good seed has
been sown and the faithful husbandry has
been expended there the harvest is commen-

Who that has
surate?
read the special
literature of Christain missions does not understand that though sometimes there has
been a temporary delay, sometimes a testing
of faith, yet the final result has on the whole

been proportionate to the precedent outlay,
that even where the providence of God has left
c osed some one door that has been attempted
another greater and more effectual has been
thrown wide open? My brethren, history
speaks to us tonight from every page of the
church’s record—pages that are written simply
and assures us that the
in lambent flame,
greater the labor the more numerous the devoted laborers, the greater the beneficent result. Moreover,
te that
my friends, add
witness the promises, and
prophecies, and
admonitions of God Himself. Take the eternal
dec’ar. tions of Isaiah whibh,inJehovah’s behalf
affirms, “My word shall not return unte me
void, but shall accomplish that which I please,
and prosper in the thing whereto I sent it,”—
a declaration to be joined, however, with that
inspired a gument of Paul. “How shall they
call on Him in whom they have not believed,
and how shall they believe in Him of whom
they have not heard, and how shall they hear
and how
without a preacher,
shall
they
preach except they be sent ?” Take that sayLord
our
himself, “The harvest truly is
ing of
plenteous, but the laborers are few; pray ye
Lord
of the harvest, that He wil
e
the
th-refo
send forth laborers into His harvest.”Take that

commanding promise, that promising command, “Go ye and make disciples of all nations: Lo lam with you.” Yea, my friends,
take that word of confident faith that according to his promise “we look for a new heaven
and a new earth wherein dwelleth rihgteoness.” I therefore think of the three ordained
missionaries
for every half million
of the
evangelized in the chief mission fields of this
Board as over against the present one. I think
of the aggregated 1,400 missionary laborers as
o 'er against the present 400; of the annual
$2,000,000

as over

against the present $500,-

000 ; and the sure results therefrom hold my
thought as by a fascination, even as by the revealing of millennial gl»ry. For what might we
not rationally and confidently expect if thus
generously ar d freely the people of God
shoaid contribute and work? With almost
painful eagerness my soul takes in the enrapturing thought. And then in the tension
the stress of that outreaching. I look adroad
to see if there is the possibility of sush
supply.
Is it within the power of the constituency of
this Board to meet the argument and the appeal ? But, Mr. President, to put that inq airy is to answer it. I submit no sane man
can count it an open question.
For look at
it soberly and in detail. Who does not admit
that on the basis of the present 4,800 minister of Christ in our churches the additional
300 ordamed miss:onaries might, be for the
foreign field speedily furnished? Who supone instant
that the
annual
poses for
$2,008,000 could not be given readily and easily
if there was a prevailing and personal consecration? And all that without doing the
least injustice to the kindred demands of
the kingdom of the King.
Pardon me if I say just here that there never should be absent from our thought that
conception which grows, I am glad
to
clearer
and
clearer
in
the
say,
consciousness of the church, namely, that
Christ’s work on earth is an indivisible work.
1 am always pained when I hear even in appeals for mission help, one field in exacting
cortrast with trie other.
I have never been
able to frame that plea. Somehow mv heart
refuses it, my lips will have rothiug to do
with it; but rathe’- had I the right and the
til .e, I would advocate now and here an advance in the home mission field
up to the
limits of its reat onab'e needs. I have set before
you to night this land in the confluence
and vo-tex of the world’s forces as one of the
strategic points, as one of the pivotal issues,
in the work of
converting the world. I would
seek to demonstrate anew that for the very
sake of the mo’t distant heathendom we
mu’t take and hold this land for Christ. Be
it understood therefore that when youi committee recommend the enlargement of the foreign miss'ons they do not so much as forget
the home mission field. The argument, I may
rather sey the contention, is that out of our
treasuries we might supply both fields. Sunpose that the professed followers of Christ
should now remember their vows, their Christi ,n fathers and mothers should utterly and
unreservedly dedicate their sons and daughters to God in Ifis service with faith and
joy
devoting them to Christ in body and in spirit;
would there be any lack of messengers to proc'air.i the everlasting gospel, the unsearchable
riches of Christ? Suppose that 382,000 members of our Congregational churches should
contribute, including bequests even 20 cents
a week for missions; that would
give us the
two millions for the foreign field
annually and
a round two millions be.-ide to be
expended on
the home field. And who claims
that the
a
cents
week
on
an
twenty
avernga could not
be reached without
undue
self-denial?
Suppose that the almost 400,000 of our spiritual fellowship should be of one mind and one
accord in their supplication to the throne of
gr .ce as in the arms of an importunate and
confident
and believing faith
p-e-enting
the whole great wo-k, praying
ove-ywhere
and
constantly,
‘Thy
kingdom come.”
World
not that 'suffice to
command u blessing fo~ the home and foreign
field al’ke? Ah, my brethren I simply tremble at the measure and the meaning of the fact
and mai vel indeed at the forbearmce of Him
whom we profess to t.erve. I do not know v/be-e
to hide myself save in the shelter of that prayer
of His, “Father forgive them for they know
not what they do.’
It is so manifest that the
work is in our hands. For look for one moment. Christ has at last gained a following
able to meet the requirements of his service;
He has at last seen somewhat of the travail of
His so.il, He is riding forth unto salvation and
His vie cries are beginring to fill the earth.
The race for which He gave His life is be:ng drawn to Him as never before by the inspiratio is of tremendous successes. He is
summoning His own redeemed ones to follow
Him in the advance to a world-wide prevailing. But, alas! Hi* redeemed ones hesitate;
they in part refuse; they come not fully to
His help; they make the wheels of His chariot
to tarry.
Why, suppose that Wolseley in
Egypt had found his British soldiers reluctant when he summoned them to the final
advance; suppose that they had been halfhea’ ted in their fealty and only half obeyed
their commands.
Baron von Moltke said,
soldiers
will
•‘My German
fight 24
on
hours
mistaken
orders, and by
that
time
I
can
correct
mismy
t ke.”
Tut the captain of our salvation, the
Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Lamb slain
wl o was dead, and behold is alive ferevermo e, He sometimes
appeals in vain. I therefo e wo ider that he can give to us and to our
churches even such measure of favor as is

already theirs.
This, my friends, is the burden of what I
have to say to-night, the keys of the kingdom are in our hands in the plan of C ad’s
great grace. We glory that the responsibility
iv ours. I looked forth once and I thought
that they that were against were more than
they that were for us. I foolishly imagined
th t the church was really weak compared

with the forces of the world. China had built
her excluding wall, Japan had published her
expelling edicts, India was determinaetly and
contemptuously averse, papal Europe was defiantly hostile, Turkey was murderously at
variance \viui us, Ainca was surrounded apparently with an impassable darkness ; and it
appeared to my weak sight and weaker faith
as if the kingdom belonged to those who
opposed Christ. But now I know the truth, now
I
know
that He
that
is for us is
more than he who is
For I
against us.
have
lived
to
sec God in behalf of
myoelf
His church, and His cause turn and overturn until now I actual'y pity any and every
power that sets itse'f in a hostile array, for I
can foresee the fall of it.
I know that the
Most High if need be will break it in pieces
like a potter’s vessel. For it is written iu
Isaiah, and lo it still is true, “The nation
and the kingdom that will not serve God
shall perish.” Therefore it is that there is ns
power on earth, no, nor under the earth that
can successfully resist the faithful church of

the living God, “neither death,

MISCELLANEOUS.

AN

obeyed.
I add this one word; that even such sending of laborers and such gifts of money, such
intercessions with God, would be blessed for
our chr ches themse'vcs.
Do you know of
anything, of anything else, o anything less,
that will bring such rbsoluiely vital and
virile strength to our own Chri jtian brotherhood? Therefore it rests on our hearts. The
fact seems cei to-night in the paper, which I
think, must have been inspired by the very
spirit of Cod, for the rise ortl e fall of each
soul here. God grant tr at for His sake we may
answer
to His
in
obedience
command.

(Apphusc.)
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Made

Finely
Gentlemen’s

removed from Iso. CO to No. filVfc Exchange
St., Portland, (nearly opposite old office.)
0Ul< c im at IVo.
CoBgrcn 8l.
Has

order*

Clothing,

Up

Suits, $8.00
17.00
Suits,

Business

Gentlemen’s

Dress

Gentlemen’s

Pantaloons,
Gentlemen’s Overcoats,
Gentlemen’s

38.00

-10.00 to

20.00

6.00 to

or

cJkOicc line of

a

5.00 to

-

at either Portland
immediate attention.

and

Town

(ity,

Railroad

Securities.

&

470 CONGRESS

i>ts.
Exchange nod
7

Gor. middle &
Jyll

cctl

ST.,

6s
6s
6s
5 l-2s
6s
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Fort Wayne
St. Louis County
Northern Pacific R. R.
“

Southern
Maine

“

Central

andotbe .Ualrablu securities, for sale by

3

exchange Street.
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j.i. Oyer & C
Invite the Public to their exhibition of Fall and Winter

d3m

CHILDREN S UNDERWEAR ! DRESSGOODS
We shall offer Saturday, Oct. 7th,

Black and Colored Velvets, Velveteens, Brocade Velvets, Otto-

one case

Si'ks, Quilted Silk,
Satin
Linings,
Solile,

man

VESTS AND PANTS,

MERINO
We have just received
invoice of

a

large

1, ail 1 Fleeced Ik

BLUE,

Kid Gloves

for 24,

c

26,28 in

20,22 in

for 30,

32,34 in.

Also 5u Dozen Extra Heavy

are

ever

507 and 509
oct7

GREAT BARGAINS.
Black Dress Silk, 87 l-2c& $ 1.00.
Another Ca e White Quilts, $1.25.
1 Case Misses’ Colored Merino
Hose, 12 1-2.
Table Damask, 25, 37, 42, 50.
Hemstitched Haudkerchiefs, all
line !, 12 12, 17, 20.
Hack Towels, all linen, good size,
10,12 1 2, 17, 20, 25.
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00 Rubber Circulars for $1.25, $1 50, $2.00.
These are the lowest prices ever
made, and no one shenld fail to secure some of the bargains.

offered.

Congress

war-

ranted.

Millett & Little

511 Congress St.
oct2

We

and imshowing
proved •‘COMMON! SENSE” COKThe best corset for the
SET,
money in the suarket. Also a full
line of
are

a uew

MISSES’

INSURANCE CO.,
PORTLAND,
Desire

pair,

WILL BE raoUl'CED

MILLETT & LITTLE.
d «>t

<xjt6

.Eil I3R A RY.

WITH

Appropriate Scenery, and

powerful

and select east.

Popular Prices. Seats
c

ou sale twodiys inalvaace.
MAX L. CLAYTON, Agent.

itAdLw

PORTLAND THEATRE.
FRANK CURTIS.Proprietor and Manager.

Friday and Saturday,
OCTORKB 13th AND

The Funniest
Engagement

Play

I4lh.

in the World.

the Dramatic Cyclone,

of

OLIVER D. BYRON'
the
In

greatest

success

of the American

Stage,

the Continent
Across
Supports1*
by the Charming

MIS
and

KATE

the

eatest

comedy

Actrees

BYRON,

combination extant.

Hr. Fred Warren, the greatest
of all Dutch Comedian*,.
Hr. Clark Gibbs, the funniest of
all impersonators.
Hr Chas. Hagen, in his imita-

tions of Pat Rooney.
333 Laughs in one

Play

333

Prices. Box office open for sale of scats
octOUlw
Wednesday, Oct. 11.
Usual

I'lIE GRANDEST YET!

Course

Stockbridge
—

COMMEXCIXO AT

—

CITY HALL,
Wednesday Evening, Oct.

18th.

TEN ENTEBTAINBENTN.

Many of the world's greatest artists, ami a mag
nificent host of talent.
No expense spared to make this the beet course
ever given in Portland.
Course tickets now on rale
at Stock bridge's Music store.
Call immediately
and exchange the old checks received at the opening sale for the new ones,
octtf
dtd

GR £L2STX>

Billiard Tournament
Having refitted the Billiard Room in the PALiUOUTH IIOTP Ij, with eight new J. M. Brunswick and Balke tables, we propose to open the new
room

with

a

Grand

Tournament,

OCT. 17, 18, 10 and 20,
—

FOB A

—

PRIZE OP $200.
Divided; 9100

to Oral; 930 la
.erond; 30 la
third; 920 to fourth.
all amateur players in New England.

Open to
Three ball cushion carom game 100 points. All entri es must be made to E. A. Gilson, Falmouth Hotel’ Portland, Me., on or before October 14. Entrance fee 10 per cent of purse which must accompany each entry.

E. A.

GILSON,

Proprietor Fnlutouth
Por

etel,
nd, Be.

Illustrated
—

CITY

to Good Men !!

tarance Workers

good appointments to solicit insurance
HOME COMPANY ! Active, energetic gentletlemen, possessed of good business qualification and
integrity, and endowed with good common sense,
will receive very favorable contracts to represent
this sterling old institution! “Office managers,” or
gentlemen who expect to sit in an office whi other
men do the work, are not wanted; hut gen lew en
who can produce business will find it to tin ir advantage to attach themselves to the largest f cancial
incorporation in this state! Those who me.in business, and desire to accept a position where ability
ge cure

a

is certain to

bring advancement,

invited tD call

are

—

HALL,

FRIDAY

BEGEOnjtG

ASSOCIATION,

—

EVENING,

OCT.

20.

Friday, Ort. 20—Brrenlund and Norway.
Boodiiy, Oct. 30—Beoeath the Hiniul.yae.

The Union Mutual is the Co. !!!

Life

Lectures,
AT

Five Superbly Illustrated and Brilliantly Descriptive Lectures, under the auspic es of the

—

Write for Circu ars!

Pay

W. FRENCH

Every YOUNG HEN’S CHRISTIAN

in

actively represented.

we are

Liberal

:

Have* j a it received all of the?latest

FRANK 5 Aft {SQUARE

MAINE,

Working Agents

where

for

Congress St.,

entitled

Excellent Comedy Situation*, and
Dramatic Interest,

Towr in this State

Can

numbers

Success,

Union Mutual Life

5 dozen Dent’s best quality 3 button Kid Gloves, slightly soiled at
$1.25 per pair. These are in light shades.
100 dozen real Alexandra and Louvets Kid Gloves 2 button light and
dark colors, at 50 cents per pair, worth $1.00. 10 dozen Ladies’
Driting Gloves, $ button length, at $1.25 per pair, worth $1.75
per pair.
75 dozen Gent’s Scotch Underwear, full regular made, at $1,25 per
piece, worth $2.00 per piece.

No. 516

SWAIN,

the title role of the latest and greatest Draraatiu

HARRY

stock.

100 Pieces Colored Silk at $1.00 per yard, worth $1.25.|3
10 Pieces 6-4 Flannel Snitmgs at 80 cents per yard, worth $1.00.
100 Pieces Wool Plaids at 12 1-2 cents per yard, that have been selling for 25 cents per yard.
100 Pieces best grade Prints at 4 cents per yard.

BAM & SOKES,

CARRIE
In

THE

CORSETS.

492 & 494 Congress St.
cct5
<ttf

ANNOtiNCEnKNT.

charming young Actress.

octBdOt

Offer Special Bargains in each department of their im-

25 Dozen Dent’s best quality 3-Button Kid Gloves at $1.50 per
worth $2.25 per pair.

The

eodtf

FRIDAY, OOT- 6 tld,
mense

WPKOIAI,

Goods,

Fine and Medium Priced
and sell the cheapest.

OWEN, MOORE & GO

HUSSAR,

HUNTER’S GREEN,
MODORE, &C.
our

c

Sizes 20, 22 and 24 at 38 Cents, 26 anti 28 at 44 Cents, 30, 32 and 34
at 50 Cents.
Merino Wrappers for Children a Specialty.

Goods, including

TERRA COTTA,
and EDISON

for 18.

Embroidered Rohes, Embroidered Trimmings.

at the

We show the best assortment of

the best value for the money we have

Tlie former iu both Stressed and
ll«idressed, iu all grades, to match
the new and fashionable shades

All of

□

c

Cuffs,

Satin

Scotch Wool Shirts and Drawers, for Boys,

GLOVES,
in Stress

with Finished
extreme low prices of

Extra Mice Quality,

Tuesday,

a-id

October 9lh and lOtli.

a

Portland Municipal
St. Louis
Cleveland

25.00

PORTLAND.

*

aiglils, Dlondar

New ami

BONDS.

COMPANY,
-

PORTLAND THEATRE

A new Comedy Drama, written expressly for ber
by America’s most successful Dramatist, liHOJVAKl) 1<KOTi:ft, K«q.,and full of

dealers in Fine Custom and Heady Made Clothing,

Manufacturing

Juvenile Class, Saturdays nl ‘4 30 and 4 u.
octfldtf
omuiruriDjj ltd. 71b.

m.,

CAD, the TOM BOY.

II. HI. PA¥SOi\ & CO.

ALLEN

Classs for Young Ladies and Gentlemen meets
nonday and Thursday Eirniaga.
Young Ladies’ Class, Thursdays at 4 p. ns.

We* ifer For Sale

30.00
7.00

to

Boston ofStock* and
k privileges bought and sold on comoct7dlm

All
fice willreJ
bonds and
mission.

$25.00

to

2.00 to

Ulsters,
Ulsterettes,

Gentlemen’s

Broker,

Stoclt

—

Dancing Aeauemj.

Gilbert's

H. N. PINKHAM,

Karel y excelled, may be found at our commodious lew
Store in market Square. Our stock is lar^e, varied,
and manufactured under our own personal supervision, presents »o the purchaser an attractive line of

Monday, Nov. 6-Froui the Netherlands to
the Alps.
T hureday. Nor. lb—Across our Continent.
Thursday, Dee. 14—Egypt and Syria.

Course Tickets with Reserved Seats, SI.00 and
*1 60, according to location; Evcnieg Tickets, 50
cents. Reserved Seats, 60 and 76 cents to members having tickets signed by the President.
Tickets and Reserved Seats for sale at Stockbridge’s. The lectures begin at 8 o’clock,
oct*
eodt20

FALL MEETING

Cumberland

County

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

upon

These books are reprints of
the leading novels of the day,
comprising with many others
the works of such gifted writers as Anthony Trollope, Miss

Braddon, William Black, Sir
Walter Scott, Victor Hugo,
and Miss Mulock, and range
in price from ten to twenty
cents.

J. F.

CALL&TUTTLE,
FASHIONABLE

TAILORS AND IMPORTERS,
«tr«

White Mountain Guides, Pic-

turesque Maine and many
other Books of a like nature.
Croquet Sets in large variety.

aeir

exhibiting their

NOYES

Exchange Street,

Portland.

jv29

dlT

Iusurance

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros' Pianos,
IeM ty ANNIE LOUISE GABY.

Fall k Winter Goods
FOU

Gentlemen and Ladies’ Wear.

BAILEY

SUITSXSPECIALTY.
LADIES’ GARMENTS

ilso

ft

oboico stock ox flrat-cl&cs

Special Features of the Company:
The Maine Non-Forfeiture Law,
Its Definite Policy Contract,
Its Accelerated Endowments,

Its Incoi'testible Clause,
Its

Prompt Pay

PIANOS AND OROAiS.

<

26

THE LATEST STYLES
IN

—

AND

Block, PORTLAND
dtX

aepli't

STRANGERS m VISITORS
To this

city will please
are

bear iu mind
invited to call at

that they

■

STOCKS

a

EORHEBLV STUBBS BBO*.,

Algernon Stubbs, Proprietor.
iLOIBNON STUBBS,

large variety

26 Temple Street, Partin ml Tie.
eodSm
salS

PINCKNEY’S

of

Photograph Albums ‘Extra Genuine’
AT VERY LOW PRICES.

Frank B.

MUSTARD.

Clark,

515 Congress St.

€i RCULATING LIBRARY.
ep20

eodtf

RANDALL.

HOUSE,

ft© CO ft WAV, ft. II.

sep23

The hues equality and highest grade of Mustard
Warranted chemically pure. For sale by

Imported.

W. L. WILSON & 60.,
Wholesale and Betail Grocers,
Jyl5

PORTLAND, ME.

Mining

the

ec

JJ m.

dSm

Stockholders!
STOCK

REGISTER.

correct reportsef 7000 mining;
companies. For sale by all newsdealers.
Published weekly at $4.09 per year.
Monthly
espies 25 cts. each. Ofhee: 8 Exchange P*ace,

Containing

Holton, Man.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 17th A\D 18th.

$1,000

middle

Street,

_

and examine the largest assortment and
finest stock

—

niyB'cW

...

v..

irv.

.Wrciuuit#, Major Black,
111.

*d)I

BOOTS AND SHOES
As we send
exhibited in this country.
bv mail to every State in the Union, we shall be
glad to make your acquaintance and hereafter supply you with goods in our line to our mutual advanever

Wedding i Wiiliani

tage.

\rti>

m.O. PALIIER.
d3w

oc3

TURKISH RUGS.
IVc have constantly on hand a
| large assortment ofc Daghestan,
Geordes, Persian, Ouchak and
other Hugs and Carpels, and, importing direct from makers, can
olTcr at low prices. Wholesale
and retail.

;

Visiting
Engrav<
for

d

S. Lowell,

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER
!Ajn>

Cards.

Stationer.
Cards

and

Invitations

Weddings and Receptions a Specialty,

513 CONGRESS STREET.
met I

rttf

DABNEY, SIMMONS & CO,
111 Milk St, Boston.
Bold

The Stone Garden Border in Durable.
The Checkered Pavement combines (Semi
tf, CnefalncMi and Permanence. The Port*
land Cement Drain Pipe and Mtoue Work*.
No. 1 Western Promenade, manufacture
all world of Stone Goods.
Telephone No.
4i*4. P. O. box 1757, or come up in Muring
Ni. hor-e cars.
ocl4-l\r

Premiums.

Open to All Horses Owned in Maine.

FIRST DAY—TUESDAY.
$200 for horses that never beat 3 minutes—$100
to first, $50 to second, $30 to third, and $20 to
fourth.

SAME DAY—Purse 8100. Hurdle Race; mile
and repeat over 8 Hurdles,
SAME DAY—$200 for Horses that never beat
2.40; $100 to first, $50 to second, $30 to third,
$20 to fourth.

SECOND DAY—WEDNESDAY.
$200 for Horses that never beat 2.50; $100 to
first, $50 to second, $30 to third, $20 to fourth.
SAME DAY—Set of Harness valued at $100.
Opea to all horses without record, owned by members of the society
.ile and repeat to road wagon,
to be driven by owners, or they to be allowed to substitute a driver weighing not less than 150 pounds.
SAME DAY—$200 for Horses that never beat
2.34; $100 to first, $50 to second, $30 to third, $-0
to fourth.
CONDITIONS:—A11 races will be governed by the
rules of the National Trotting Association. Five to
start to constitute a race. A
enter and four t
horse distancing the field to receive tir*t money
to
close
Entries
Tuesday, Oci;. 10th, at tt
only.
o’clock p m.
Ent ies, ten per cent, to be made to J. J. FRYE,
No 23 Preble St. Portland, vo whom all letters
should be address*,
Horses to be called promptly at 1.30 p. in. and to
start at 2 ©’clock sharp.
J- J* FRYE, Secretary.
oct3dul

G. A.

Susskraut,

PRACTICAL FURRIER
Manufacturer iof Seal and Circular
Garments* Muffs and Collars.

eodlmo

NOTICE.

WOODEN BORDERS DECIY.

in

Altering, trimming

and

sonally attended to.
Arm

of True & Leighton

was

dissolved Octo

bet- 1st bv mutual consent, and the businew
THE
by them will be continued by
heretofore carried
on

John H. True at their former
ver street.

place—19

and 21 Sil-

octGd3t#

repairing

per-

Robes of all kinds, from best to cheap,
est.
So-called Japanese Wolf Robes
(common goat skins) at loir prices.

Fashionable stock
always on hand.

f

Hats and

Caps

WORK HORSE FOR SALE.

HUV THE

MINING

year round for the accommodation of
commercial travelers and transient. Special
rate's for permanent guests during September and
J. T. B ANDj> LL.
October.

OTEN

230

—

Correspondence Cards.
Also

Temple Street,

The most eemplete liaa of Artists’ materials, and
the largest aa4 ttaeet assortment of Art goods. Pic
tare Frames Ae., Cast af Boston. Fine gold gilt
work a specialty.

STATIONERY
S

STORE,

eodtf

Ttios i!-■’Hiving io make >none3
<»n b
nil ami medium investments
in grain, fltto visions unci stock
pceutotio-*#, can do bo by operating on our plan. From May 1st,
MSI. to the present date, on inv stments of $10.00to$1,000, cash
Pr,htd have been realized and
paid to inv:store amounting to
several times tne original investment, still leaving: the original investment making money or payibl< >n demand. Explanatory circuit
aud statements of fund W
e'n
,re0want esponsible
age s. who will report 011 crops
and .ni reduce the plan. Liberal
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A .iiF.lt lei AM, Com*
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Company,

PORTLAND,

DRESS

453 Washington Street, Boston.

JUST RECEIVED.

—AT

FERRIS,

Manager of Agencies, Union Mntnal life

ALSO

life, nor
powers.” The

vanish like the darkness at the dawn.
1 pray you therefore, my friends, to recognize the reality and the greatness of your
ca'ling; turn not away from the plea which
the Master makes to you to-night; behold
Him and Him crucified; behold His yearning
and boundless love; behold the myriads of
souls dying eternally in their sins ; behold the
means of rescue
committed to your hands.
And withal the time is short; whatsoever
you
or I do for the race that now with us crowds
this earth must be done quickly. It is therefore with the urgency of the increasing centuries, with the pathos of time that flies
and comes not back, that the Master says tonight, “Go ye now into all this world and
preach the gospel to every creature.” I again
submit that literally and abco utely there is no
valid reason why the commar d shou’d not be

ENTERTAINMENTS.

HOOVil,

nor

angels, nor principalities, nor
kings may set themselves, and the rulers may
t ke counsel together, Satan may bind his
victims fast and hard, and hearts may unite
in unbelief; and yet if only Christians are
faithful, the enmity and the opposition will

FINANCIAL.

sep23»M&W4w

Bay Mare,

9 years old, sound and a
good worker; weight 1035.Will be sold
cheap. Can be seen at F. C. Hayes’
stable, Plnm street.
oc3

Ulw

for Officers and Seamen,
heir* who served in Navy or It

COLLECTED
with Mexico, by
j

their
Marls,

or

war

HAHITI9N, Ceniranial BUck,
Age oy Established 1860.
Portland, Me., Oct. 5,1882.
oet6dtf

232 Middle Street,

Z. K.
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Stand, Jewett,
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that
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Amburu, Willard Small At Co,
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
ang‘>r, Bangor News Co.
UarHarbor, F. S. Jordan,
Shaw,
F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellersou.
’runswick, B G. Dennis n.
Cumberland Mdls, F. A. Verrill.
l>ftmariisc«itta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport. W A. Mitchell.
I ryeburg, R. C. Harmon,
airfield, K. H. Evans,
armington, D. H. Knowlton.
«ardiner, Palmer & Co.
lorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co,
allowed, C. L. Spaulding.
jwistou, Chandler & Estes.
ivermore Falls, G. 1>. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
>rway, S.fL. Crockett, A. o. Noyes.
d Orchard, Geo. E. F*»gg, A. L. Jollison,
1 ichmond, G. A. Beale.
F.jcklaDd, O. S. Andiews,
;tbattus, E. H. Johnson.
.ccarai pa, F. K. Webb
ioo, H. B. Kendrick & CO.,
•ringvale, C. H. Pierce.
• *. Paris A. M. Gerry.
■omarion, S. Dc'ano.
\ aalhaven, II. M. Robert?,
aldoboro, G. Bliss,
aterville, J. M. Wall,
irmoatli, W. E. Smith.

itatb, J. O.
liddeford,

TO-DAY

KW

1N MENTS.
rtland Theatre—Oliver D. Byron,
he Harry W. French Illustrated Lectures.
ENTERT

v

NOTICES.
Great American Specific—Whipple & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice is Hereby Given.
Cumberland National Bank.
Drain Pipe—Bnx 1757.
Millinery—M. E. At C. E. Hazen.
Wa*tod—This < tffiee.
Wanted—Board.
MISCELLANEOUS

CITY AND VICINITY.
Drain Pipe aud Chimney Covers at No. 1
Western Promenade. P. O. box, 1757. Telehone No. 424.
octfi-dlw
one who has throat or lung trouble, can
cured by using one bottle ol Great Amerie in Specific.
Try it and be convinced. See
t stimonials. All sailors should have it.

Any

'■

e

Whistle & Co.
Drain Pipe chimney covers at 1 W. Promenade. P. O. Box 1757; telephone No. 424.
octti-lw

_

Banish ill

health, nervousness, vexation,
f ctfulness, etc., by using Brown’s Iron Bitters,

F*rty Tears’ Experience of an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
be prescription of one of the best female phy-bcians and nurses in the United States, and
h»« been used for forty years with never failing success by millions' of mothers for their
children. It relieves the child from pain,
ares dysentery and diarrhcoa, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
he child it rests the mother. Price Twentyfive Cents a bottle.

Janl5,MW&S&wly50

Come let the joyous tidings roll
From east to west, from pole to pole,
That woman’s teeth, and lips and breath,
No more shall suffer worse than death.
For SOZODONT with magic sway,
Preserves them now from foul decay.

MWF&w_
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress Street and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress,
corner of Oak street.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Saturday.—John Malloy, Andrew J. McDonald,
Thomas Herney. Intoxication. Fined 85 aud costs.
Martin McCorm’ck. Throwing stones in the city
limits. Fined $3 and costs.
Michael O’Donnell and George Iiirumple. illegal
transportation of liquor. Fined $50 aud costs each.
Paid.

Brief JcJttlngs.
Summer yesterday.
Bright ruu, cloudless
sky, mercury 7*° at noon, wind west.
Tho Sunday Union has expired.
The last
issue was Sunday, Oct. 1st.
There were nine doaths reported in the city
last week.
There was a break in the water main Satur-

day night at the foot of

Cross St.
There wore 47 arrests last week, mostly for
drunkenness.
The largest pay-rcll in the history of this
But the Press
office was that of last week.
believes in enterprise.
S. Wiaslow & Co. displayed the carcass of a
huge bear at their store in Market Square,

Saturday.
Extensive repairs are in progress onTukey’s
Tbo timbers are being removed and a

bridge.
new

railing put

up.

Mr. J. L. Farmer, 22 Exchange street, is
selling first class cabin passges by the popular lines of steamers to Europe at reduced
winter rates.
The traiu over the Eastern due

here at S p.
hours by a

m.
Saturday, was delayed
freight traiu off the track at Ssabiook.
Geo. Blanchard, of Blanchard Bros., has
purchased two heifers, progeny of “Sir
George,” the Jersey bull that sold for $5,100,
and they arrived in Portland, Saturday.
John 11. Best, collector of the city offal, has
established a larga piggery ou Tenney's Poiut.

two

He has over 300 animals.
The Reform School boys enjoyed an excurto Cape Cottage, Saturday, under the
sion
charge of Messrs. Woodward and Babbage.
At Portland the figures reported by the government inspectors for 1881-2 are:
Steamers,

97; tonnage, 1,068,733; masters licensed, 62;
mateB, 15; pilots, 86; engineers 183.
Mr. J. E. Maynard of Boston, reosntly
bought of Henry Milliken of the Glen House
the brown gelding Mountain Boy; prica $2700.’
At the Topsham races this week Frank C.
Nutter of Portland enters the black mare Fanny M. in the 2.40 and ?.50 classes; E. H. Woodside of Brunswick euters Belle Morris in the
2.50 class; and J. W. Woodbury, Portland,
euters Drummer Girl in the 2.31 class.
Last Friday Mr. Ricker, driver of the Limerck stage, brought into the city an immense
eagle, which had been :hot by Ira Garland in
The bird
easured seven
East Parson afield.
feet from tip to tip of wings.
One of the best pieces of newspaper reporting that we recollect in this state, is the full
report of the meetings of the Am erican Board
in the Portland Press.—Lewisto
Journal.

Longfetlow Statue Asso ation.
A meeting of the Longfellow s tatue Abecciatiou was held iu the Aldermen’s room City
building, Saturday afternoon. The meeting
was called to order by Mayor
Libby, and remarks in reference to the object of the association were made by Hon. I. Washburn, Hon.
Geo. F. Talbot, Rev. Mr. Barrage, J. P. Baxter, Esq., H. W. Richardson, Esq., Judge

Symonds and Superintendent of
expressing an earnest desire

all

Schools Tash,
to push the

matter forward, especially as the Cambridge
Association is working in our state for its memorial.
A committee consisting ol Judge bymonde,
H. B. Brown, Rev. Mr. Bmrage, and Thomas
Tasli, was appointed to prepare certificates of

membership,

to

issuo

circulars

to

the

public

and to prepare cards to bo given to school
children who subscribe.
It was voted that children's subscriptions be
limited to ten cents each, and also that the
names of all subscribers be placed under the
fcunda'.iou of the uiounment.
A meeting of the various committees will bo
held in a few days, when probably some plan
for active work in obtaining funds will be devised and presented to tbo next meeting of
the association.
The initial donation of $5 was announced
from Mr. T. U. Brocklehust of Heybury Hall,
near

Macclesfield, Eng.

Gospel Mission.
There is a deep interest being felt at the
Last evening the hall was
Mission just now.
filled to overflowing, aud after a very interesting testimony meeting Rev. 8. F. Pearson
preached an able discourse, taking for his text
"Be of good cheer, it is I, be not rfraid, Matt:
xiv, 27,” and at the close an earnest appeal
Abont fifteen perwas made to the unsaved.
sons
went forward to the aitarfor prayers.
This evening a consecration service will be
The
held at 7.20 o’clock.
invited to all services.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

public

are

cordially

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county were recorded Saturday at the registry
of deeds:

Stuudish—Martha E. Manchester to William E. Manchester, Jr., 30 acres land.
Freenort— Ebenezer H. Dillingham to Wm.
Davis 6c ale., 10 acres land.

Tonight

made the following report:
secretary’s report.
As our year of work draws to a close it will
be not only a pleasure bat possibly a
profit to
glance back over the days that are past and see
what has been done, in order that more
light
may be thrown on the work of the future.
We have aided
our
mission
this
through
year
sixty different persons, whom we found to be
worthy for a loDger or shorter time as determined by the nature of their illness.
The ward visitors have made 795 visits during the year and given out 2447 tickets.
Thirteen of our patients have died during the
year, among them Mis. Deshon, the centenarian. Another death was that of an infirm
old woman who had been confined for years to
her bed and cared for by her daughter. Their
only means of Isupport waB tlib labor of the
daughter in cleaning and washing a id to accomplish this she was obliged to leave her
mother alone many hours in the day. To her
aid came the Diet Mission, and since its origin
she has been able in many ways to ease the
daughter’s care by providing food for the invalid mother. If there is any one who doubts that
the Diet Mission is a means of doing good, let
ns cite another case.
In a miserably furnished
dark back room of a tenement house in the
upper part of the city, a young girl of twenty
died this month of consumption. Her illness
was caused by waut of
proper food and hard
work, as, while acting as servant for a family
in the eastern part of the city fn the day
time, she went every night to her mother's
room to care for her comfort and health, thus
doing double duty. As a result nature rebelled, and when we first visited her she had
had several hemorrhages and as was then
thought lay dying, cared for only by the poor
mother herself an invalid, and so lame that
ehe could not stand without the aid of crutches.
The only money they had with which to pay
their little rent was earned by a boy of sixteen.
Yet, when, out of consideration for the mother,
the proposition was made to remove the
daughter to the hospital, the good woman, with
tears in her eyes, said, “O you wouldn’t separate us, lady.
If Mary must die aud she must,
do let her die with me.’’
Such an appeal could uot be resisted.
The
mother’s heart was lightened, and the daughter's death made easier by tho care aud regular
supply of nourishing food furnished through
our ministration.
As evideuce of the result of
our mission we quote the
mother’s words on
the day her daughter died. “It’s only bless1
mgs can give you, ladies, burns them you
shall have, lor it was only the food you sent
her that kept my Mary with me and happy to
the last.” Case after case could be mentioned
that would he of interest. We could tell of an
infirm invalid mother cared for by a blind
daughter, to whose scanty supply the small aid
furnished by the Diet Mission comes in an hour
of extreme need. Of some who, in their time
of strength and prosperity, were ever ready to
extend a helping hand to those in need, but
who, in their declining years, with home,
health, friends and money gone, were glad to
appeal to hs for aid rather than to the more
public charities.
Help is gladly extended to all these cases,
and we rejoice in the hearty and cordial response of the churches to our call for supplies,
which enables us to carry comfort and cheer
into so many darkened homes. Full of thaukfulpess to all the friends of the Diet Mission,
we enter upon a new year, hoping that it
may
be rich in results and benefits to us all.
TREASURER'S REPORT.
The following report of the Treasurer shows
the receipts and expenditures from Octobei 1>

ways, Miss Carrie Swain completely won her
audience at the New Haven Opera House Saturday sight; and even had she failed in this>
which is her stronghold, her acting in the
Her lullapathetic scenes must have atoned.
by song was peculiarly sweet and touching and
for her other songs she received almost as
great applause. She was frequently encored
and called before the curtain.
Gnmmer’s orchestra will perform the following selections:
Overtine—Lyre of Gold.Herman
Waltzes—La Mascotto.vby request).Dressier
Selection—La Traviata.Verdi
Laker
Waltzes—Elfle
Galop—La Molic deB lodes .Lamotlie
Notes.
The Danites had another good house Saturday night. We shall be glad to Bee Miss Lizzie
May Ulmer back again. She is bound to make
her mark.
A few good seats still remain‘unsold in the
Stock bridge course.
William Calder gave his 7C0th representation ol Rip Van Winkle in Great Britian, at
Limerick on Sept. 1882.
Miss Bertie Webb, the violinist, is in New
York, receiving instruction from one of the
best teachers in that city, who speaks in the
highest terms of her talents.
The choir of St. Luke’s Cathedral went to
Lewiston Friday, to assist in the consecration
of Trinity church in that city.
They were
most handsomely entertained, and returned
much pleased with their trip.
The Portland Minstrels uuder tho management of V.r. Charles W, Beau will show on or
about November 30th at City Ha'l or Portland
Theatre. The comnany is reorganized and
will present new anu elegant specialities.
Selections wil 1 be sung from Harrigan and
Hart’s Squatter Sovereiguty. Mr. J. H. Sjmonds will be stage manager.
PULPIT AN O PLATFORM.
Several of

yesterday on
Board, and we have reports which we cannot use owing to the pressure on our columns.
Rev. Mr. McWhinnla at Free street, preached on the text “And all the ends of the earth
shall see the salvation of our God,” and gave
his strong testimony to the noble work of the
Board. He said a politician told him Col. R.
G. Ingersoll could not get out such audiences,
and in faot the meetings were instances of the

steady progress of the cross.
Dr. Seward at Plymouth referred to the reports published by the Portland Daily Peess,
and said its enterprise reflected great credit on
itself and honor on the city.
He referred to
the special edition of this journal which would
be published today.
Dr. Checkering preached at the West End
church and in the afternoon by invitation visited and addressed the bo vs at the Reform
School in company with J. W. Clark, one of
those who went with him and his brother to
the opening of the Sunday School nearly thirty
The Doctor expressed himself
at the appearance of the schoo*
and remarked that he had never seen a set o*

years ago.

highly gratified

better looking boys in any similar institution'

to October 7,1882:
Groceries and food received from churches
and given out by the Diet Missiou, 2,297 rations.
Cash received from churches, 35159.G4.

Personal.
Mr. A. G. Bradstreet, ofrmerly of this “city,
was m Portland Saturday and left for Bridgton to visit his family.
In 1881 he entered the
service of the Tehuantepec Interocean railroad com pany as assistant general manager.
His first experience was a malarial fever,which
laid him up for thirty days. After his recov"
ery, he found himself thoroughly acclimated
and has since been in excellent health.'Decem-

CASH PAID OUT.
Rent..

$30.00
Milk..50.60
4.95
Taper Bags.....

Cash

on

hand...

22.41

$110,90
42.08

$150,64
The officers elected for the ensuing year are
as follows:

ber, 1881, he was promoted to the place of general manager, which he has filled to tho entire
satisfaction of the company.
He left Mexico
on the 14th of September for a short visit to
his friends in Maine and expects to return in
about three weeks. He thinks the road will be

President—Mrs. C. U. Bair.
Vice Presideu—Mrs. Bion Bradbury.
Secretary—Miss X. T. Clark.
Treasurer—Miss C. E. Porter.

a

great success.
Upon the return of Mr. and Mrs. R H
Brown from thoir wedding trip last week they

WARD VISITORS.

Ward 1—Mrs. Geo. W. Beal, Chairman,
Mrs. F. C. Moody, Mrs. A. F. Mark, Mrs.
Xtufus Sawyer.
Ward 2—Mrs. C. D. Clark, Chairman, Mrs.
Ozman Adams. Mrs. S. B. Kelsey, Miss Merrill.
Ward 3—Mrs. W. G. Davis, Chairman, Mrs.
J. W. North, Mrs. J. B. Coyle, Or.
Ward 4—Mrs. W. H. Jerris, Chairman, Mrs.
E. H. Davies, Mrs. M.A. l"rost, Mrs. Charles
Hall.
Ward 5—Mrs. Ernestine Libby, Chairman,
Mrs. F. A. Storer, Miss Sophia Perkins.
Ward (>—Mrs. C. F. Libby, Chairman, Mrs.
Geo F. Emery, Miss Bella Clark, Mrs. Alger
French.
Committee
on
Supplies—New Jerusalem
church—Mrs. W. G. Davis.
St. lJaul’s—Mrs. J. W. Yolk.
West Congregatioaal—Miss A. Carleton.
Congress St. M. E.—Mrs. Horace Shaw.
Park St.—Mrs. A. E. S. WeBton.
High St.—Mrs. XL A. Pitcher.
St. Dominic—Mrs. W. J. Henry.
St. Lawrence St.—Mrs. H. H. Burgess.
Catholic Cathedral—Mrs. K. J. Daddy.
Free Street Baptist—Mrs. Barnes.
Casco St.—Mrs. T. C. Xjewis.
First Parish—Miss C. E. Porter.
First Baptist—Mrs. E. P. Chase.

received with a s'urprise party of friends
and presented with
several elegant gifts.
Orlando^Leighton of the late firm of True
& Leighton, has moved to Chicago to engage
were

in the

At iraimers

West

Virginia,

3d

111st.

gress street, and subsequently for thirteen
years held the position of mailing clerk at the
Portland Postoffice. In every station which
he filled he won a golden reputation for un-

swerving fidelity

to duty and was greatly endeared to all with whom he came incontactjiot
only for the courteous spirit which marked his
daily life, hut also for the many fine traits of
character discovered by those most familiar
with him. He leaves a child four or five years
of age, his wife having died few years ago.
Hon. Theophilus Cushing at Winterport,
died on Wednesday in his 83d year. He was
born in Hingham, Mass., June 27, 1802, ai d
was tbe son of Nebemiah and Deborah Cushing. In 1831 he was employed by the Galves.

The 0ail Workshop.
As considerable talk has been made ot latein
some quarters to the effect that the Jail Workshop was losing considerable money and as
the “opposition’’ so called, attempted to make
political capital out o£ it during the late campaign, now that that contest is over, a brief
history of its operations will be of interest to
many readers. The figures used in the following exhibit are taken from the official records
aud reports and do not therefore admit of any

Bay and

Texas Laud Company in survey
ing a large tract of land granted to the company by the ’Mexican Government.
Returning
pom Texas in 1835, he removed to Orrington,
ton

Me., and engaged largely in the lumberiDg
business. He moved to Frankfort (now Winterport) in 1841, where for eighteen years he
owned and ran a large steam saw mill, manuHe
facturing box shooks and long lumber.
was the pioneer in Eastern Maine, and in
Montreal and Canada, of the manufacturing
and exp»rtation of aurgar-box shooks to the

erected in 1875 under the

of the Legislature passed
in 1873 and entit’ed "an act to improve the
jail system of the State,” and commenced
an

JVlpls,

in that city.

consumption,
aged about fifty-six years.
Mr. Woodbury in early life worked in the grocery store of Capt. Geo. Loriug, then on Con-

Plymouth-.

was

packing business

at the residence of the bride’s father, Mr. X’.
H.
of
Chase &
Co. ot
this
Chase,
city, was united in marriage to Miss Jennie
The happy
daughter of I. L. Painter, Esq.
conple started at once for this city, which they
propcso to make their future home.
Mr. William S. Woodbury, who for5 tine past
fifteen years has been the faithful and efficient
mailing clerk at the Transcript office,
died
forenoon
East
Turner
Saturday
a
after
somewhat protracted illness, of

Chestnut St.-.
State St.—Miss Margaret Maxwell.
St. Luke’s—Mrs. E. I*'. Carpenter.
St. Stephen’s—Mrs. J. B. Coyle, Jr.
Church of the Messiah—Mrs. Jos. Brooks.
Congress Square—Mrs. Geo. Gray.
Second Parish—Miss Maria Gould.
Williston—Mrs. L. A. Gray.
Pipe St.—Mrs. N. S. Fernald.
Committee at Large—Mis Evans, Mrs. F. H.
Gerrish, Miss M. T. Hersey.
Commitlee on Booms—Miss Clark, Mrs. Osborne, Miss Porter.

question.
The shop
provisions of

clergymen preached termons
the late meetings cf the Ameri-

our

can

1881,

Incidentals,.

act

the
year
present
it had been in operation about six yeara. Dating that time there has been paid out for it

Spanish West Indies. He served sveral sessions as member of the Legislature of Maine,
as Representative of Winterpcrt and as Senator from the couuty of Waldo. He was a prom
iuent and earnest advocate of the temperance
and anti-slavery causes in their early and un-

from the County Treasury the sum of $67,524.58.
This includes salaries,
fuel, repairs, the
stock or raw material used ia the process of
manufacture and all expenses of whatever

popular days, and in 1871 he caused to be erected a beautiful granite monument dedicated
to the war of the Rebellion, and presented it
His wife, one
as a free gift to the town.
daughter and two sons survive him.

operations under its present management
February 15, 1876, consequently at the
commencement

of

nature.

Accidents.
One day last week Mrs. Mary 0. Osgood of
Cape Elizabeth was adjusting something on
the ceiling up in a chair, unfortunately the

During the same time the shop returned
into the treasury cash on account of stock sold
to the amount of $59,935.57 leaving an apparently adverse balance against the shop of
$7,589.01.
Against this balance there was found on
hand by the County Commissioners at a rigid
investigation made by them January 1,1882,
property in the shops valued as follows:

chair tipped throwing her with great force to
the floor and injuiing her quite severely.
George W. Dean while traveling through
Cross street Friday evening, just opposite
Curtis & Sou'.e’s^e house, owing to some
defect in the sidewalk met with quite an accident, straining the ligaments of his leg badly.

Manufactured stock. $8 870.57
Uumanufacured stock. 1,656.28

Coal
Bills

700.06

receivable

Thursday afternoon

Mr. William I. Hamilton, living at No. 158 Pearl street, was unloading %car on Commercial street, when he fell
out backward, striking on his head and sustaining such serious injuries it is fesred he will not

2,470.71

Total.$13,703.5*1
From which deduct.
7,589.01
And
as

we

the

have.$6,114.65
from the operations of

prefits resulting

recover.

the shop for the six years.
Nor is this all.
During the year 1881 the
jail was warmed by steam furnished from the
boiler in the workshop. For this service the
Sheriff hail received a compensation of $1200
per annum for several previous years, and in
order to make the necessary change of pipes
to do this heating an expense was in curred by
the shop, and allowed by the County Commi:.sicners amounting to $2C3.
These last two items should properly be added to the sum previously obtained, and we
have the sura of £7,514.55 as the uet profits of
the shop for the six years.
The result of the present year's operations it
is as yet too early to forecast, but should there
be a small loss as is incident at times to ali
kinds of business, there is a handsome margin
ns is conclusively shown above, from which to
deduct it before it wili cost the taxpayers anyII. W. H.
thing
Y. M. C. A.
Members of the boy3’ department had an enjoyable fruit festival and entertainment Saturday afternoon. Seven members were received.
Fifteen propositions for membership were retired and favorably acted upon at the meetr.g of the Board of Managers last Thursday

verting.

The firs ocial gathering of the season and
the regular monthly 'cosiness meeting of the
Association will i.e he'd this evening at 8
o'clock. It is expected that members will invite their friend?. Daring the
there

evening

will bo vtcal and Instrumental music and read-

ings.

moun

».

lennaut, switchman on the
Grand Trunk, saved a man’s life at tho risk of
his own, at the Boston and Maine depot Friday
Mr.

The man attempted to pass directly in front of
a moving engine, and was struck by it and
thrown, when Mr. Tennant sprang to his
resent* and seizing him by the collar, dragged
him by main strength upon tho platform.
A serious accident, as it proved, though

thought little of at tho time, occurred on the
evening of the Republican jubilee in Gorham.
Mrs. Hinkley, mother of Stephen Hinkley
1

in

passing

from her house to that of
her eon’s directly across the street, was in the
darkness mu against and thrown down.
The
team was stopped and the driver, a stranger,
assisted her home and on her declaring that
she did not think herseif to be injured went on
his way. Very soon however she became con-

Esq.,

scious that she was injnred, and has boen sick
with little prospect of recovery, although for a
day or two more favorable symptom s have appeared pnd consequently more hope is in-

dulged.
Mr. George Haskell, baggage master, at the
Eastern depot, suffered the loss of one finger
last night, by a trunk falling upon his hand.
Cumberland

Kev. II. L. Hastings of Boston, editor of
The Christian, has been incited to deliver an
addrsss ou “The Inspiration of the Bible,” at
the State C vention at Lowiston, Oct. 27,-28.

Laying:

The Object of the Association.

CAD: THE TOMBOY.
Miss Carrie Swain will appear at
Portland Theatre as “Cad, the Tomboy” in the
play of that name. The New Haven Palia.
dium says: “With
her
jolly, rollicking

The annual meeting of the Diet Mission was
held Saturday afternoon at the Fraternity
The secretary, Miss Isabella T. Clark,
rooms.

SACCARAPPA.

A. A. W.

Annual Meeting and Report of Officers.

MONDAY MORNING,

——

~~~

r
THE DIET MISSION.

County Educational Asso-

ciation.
first moating of the Cumberland County
Educational Association will bo held at Gray,
November 3 and 4. The programme, which
will soon be published in full, will be .chiefly
devoted to discussion of important questions

&The

and whl include a lecture Friday evening by
Free entertain\V. J. Corthell of Gorham.

ment will be furnished to all

ladies who

may.

attend. It is hoped that teachers and others
interested in education will make a special effort to be present on this occasion.

NEW

REPORT OP TUG CONDITION

Corner Stone.

a

-OF-

This

organization, the Association
Advancement of Women, the people

for the
of Port-

land are unfamiliar with. It aims are laudable in the highest degree. ItB object is to
consider and present practical

methods ibr
securing to women higher intellectual, moral
and physical conditions with a view to the improvement of all domestic and social relations.
It has a president and besides a vice president in each State. It has a board of direotor3
twmty-five in nnmber, who have entire
charge of the business of the association for
which purpose they hold a bi-annual session.
These are women noted for serious mindedness
and usefulness. Maria Mitchell, Elizabeth B.

Chaceof Providence, Rachel L. Bodley.M. I).,
professor in the Woman’s Medical College)
Philadelphia; Sarah Hackett Stevonson, M.
D., professor in the Woman’s Medical College
Chicago; Prof. Mary Putnam-Lacobi, Woman’s
Medical College, N. Y.; Mary A. Livermore,
Carolina M. Severance and others.
It has standing committees to consider and
report on all matters pertaining to art,
science, education, literature and practical
work, which come within the scope of the association for

investigation or

action

It has

Now York,
Chicago, Cleveland,
Providence, Madison, Boston, Syracuse, Philadelphia and Buffalo.
The idea was originated and projected by a
held in

women, of whom Mtria
leading
Mitchell was one who felt the need of this
association and the responsibility of the call to
orgauize it.
The purpose was to elevate woman not only
through her higher education but by presenting and discussing the practical issues of life,
help to make her seethe necessity of the best
preparation to meet them.
They met together neither for enjoyment nor for their
sober

intellectual development, but in the
hope that by comparing experiences and views,
and discussing plans for future work, all
women might be
better and nobler and happier. Maria Mitchell says every woman went
away from that meeting with a hymn of
own

thanksgiving in

her heart; every woman went
with her work the next week more hope
fully. This was the seed out of which its present fruitfulness*has grown.
Several cities
owe to its inspiration,
scientific and
art,

on

literary

associations.
It has received the unstinted courtesies of
citizens wherever it has met. Mayors have
cordially welcomed them to the cities at their
opening sessions; Governors of States have
given them elegant receptions, and presidents
of academies of arts and sciences, and the
press no whit behind, full and able reports.
In Cleveland the school beard adjourned
the schools on Friday that the teachers and
older pupils might be able to attend one day’s
sessions.
It was at the close of this session in a pulpit

discourse oa the succeeding Sunday that Rev.
Mr. Staples said, “Those who have attended
the Woman’s Congress, which lias just closed

’net have felt that here was a company of
oble women, striving earnestly to do what
they could for the elevation of life, and the
best interests of the race, women of large views
and large culture, having no poor ambition for
notoriety, hut with seriousness of heart, with a
solemn sense of responsibility to God, studying
the groat evils that afflict society, striving to
alleviate and cure them.”
The sessions of the Association will be held
from 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5, and 8 to 10 p. m. on
:

Wednesday, Thursday

and

atone of the new Odd Fellows
at Saecarappa will be laid at 3p.m.

corner

Building

was

Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions
is now ready for delivery.
Of this edition we need not speak at length.
The hundred and twenty-five thousand words
contained in it speak for themselves.
The report of the meeting is by far the mest considerable undertaking ever ventured by a Maine
paper, and tbe fullest newspaper report that
has ever been made, of the doings of the Board.
Our readers can form some estimate of the
labor, expense, time and material employed
by comparing this edition with the books put
out by the great publishing bouses. Let the
comparison be made, for inetanc9, with the
well known “No Name” series, and it wiy be
found that six volumes of that series do not
contain the amount of printed matter that appears in this report of the great meeting of the
American Board held in Portland last week.
Firo on Hog fB'aud.
About 8 o'clock last night the unoccupied
farm house on Hog Island formerly owned by
the Fessenden heirs and lately purchased by
the Diamond Island Association was dis
fire and in about an hour the
in ruins.
The house is a very
ancient building, being it is said about one
hundred yearsold; it had been recently repair"
e.l. The fire was first discovered on the back
cn

was

aide of the building and thete ars suspicions
that it was purposely set on fire. Loss about
$50; no insurance.
West Congregational Church.
The laeies of the West Congregational Circle held their annual meeting and supper in
the veBtry of the church Thursday evening.
After the supper the meeting was called to order by the president, Mrs. Holbrook, and the
following officers chosen for the ensuing year:

s

Railroad Notes.
Mrs. Minnie J. Whitman, who was so
severely injured at tlic Main street crossing,
Salem, Mass., of the fcaugns Branch Railroad
in July last, has sued the Eastern Railroad for
$20,000 damages. Messrs. Allen, Hemmenway
and Savage are her counsel.
There is a movement being made by the patrons of the Maine RaHroad to have a train leave
Boston about 10 o’clock each evening, as a convenience to concert and lecture goers in towns
out, of Boston.
W. F. Smith, Goneral Eastern Passenger
Agent of the Central Vermont Railroad, has
resigned this position to accept the position of
General Eastern Passenger Agent of the Grand
Trunk Railroad, with headquarters at New
York City.
The St. Johnsbury and Lake Champlain
Railroad Company report total earniugs for two
t ears ending June 30,
1882, $421,202.24, The
Vermont Valley Railroad Company report
earnings for the same period, .$294,003.71, and
expenses, 207,342.08.

October 9,1882.

Will ndve u series of talks
at 2 p. m.,

Forte,

memory

our

season we offer

stock of

A

Adnkinietrntox’i* Sole of Steal Keinto by
Auction.
viitue of a license obtained from the Pr ibat*
Court in and for Cumberland County, I sh*B
sell at public auction on the premises, on WEDNESDAY, Oct. 25th, at 3 o’clock p. m., the twe and

BY

m

half sto *y Woodtii House aud lx>* contaialag
No. 25 Spruce St., i-» Portland, aad
known as the John Wall property. Terms cash.
M. LYNCH, Administrator est. John Wall.
F. O. 1IAIY;KY A. CO., Auctioneer*.

a

special bar-

4,000 Sq. feet,

F. O. B43LEV & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

148 Pearl Street.
ian24

dtt

Saletifoosj II*
». O.

&

boy to learn the printer’s
trade. Apply at this office

WOOL

AIM,

between

11

Riiadame Circulars,

A. M. and 1

P. M.
oc9

d3»

IS DERKHV
subscriber has been duly
of the Will of

NOTlt'K

III1VEK, that,the
appointed Executor

SHAW, late of Cumberland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust, by giving bonds as
the law directs.
All persons having demands npon

HRUGGISTS.
SATIN

WILLIAM

the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the samo; and ail persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
AZOIt MITCHELL, Exeentor.
w3w40’
Cumberland, Oct. 3, 1882.

Pipe and Chimney Covers
Western Promenade. P, ©.
Box 1757. Telephone Mo. 424.
Drain

at 1

(Uw

tc'-i_

A

board, in

We liave foor stores,
two ia Augusta, one here
and a branch at Old Orchard Beach.
We buy onr Patent Medicines direct fiom manufacturers. onr Drugs (in
full packages) from the
importers, our Fancy and
Toilet articles, such as
solid back Hair Brushes,
English A French Teeth
Brushes. Nail, Infants’
aud Cloth Brushes of all
kinds, styles and prices,
beautiful Puff Boxes, Ac,
Ac. We import ourselves,
buying direct front a
Druggist’s sundry house
!>i Paris, France, thereby
saving three or fonr
profits and consuming so
many goods in all onr
stores. Wc buv in large
quantities and thereby
get bottom prices.

THU

Way we buy
STOCK
AND

THAO

Reason Why

Wanted.
PLEAS ANT sunny room, .with
quiet family for an invalid lady.
Address BOARD, Press Office.

a

WE' CAIN

Good pay.
oc9d3t-f

©tht*r

Thau

heat,

Druggists.

Madame and Silk Brocade
DOLMANS AND CLOAKS,

—ANT>-

In

Styles.

rectness of the various

o’er,

□
1

DRESS FABRICS

Bowdotn Collage.
Brunswick, Oct. 7,1882.
The fall term of the college opoaed Tuesday,
Oct. 3d.
Since the spring term several changes nave
been made in the faculty. Mr. Geo. S. Atwood of NewtcD, Maes., has been engaged to
furnish instruction in French and German,

In Underwear for Ladles, Gents

and Children, we have several job
lots to of ler at lower prices than
the goods conld be produced at
the present lime.

establishment.

Toilet
which will be read y for exhibition

Tuesday, Sept, 19th.
This will be a rare occaahm of wita line display of Rich t- nd MediPriced Roods, and the public are
invited to inspect them whethcordially
er desiring to purcbnsc or not.
um

Little has studied abroad and his record while
in college wesexcellent. He was salutatorian
of his class and his Master’s oration delivered
here in 1889 was one ot marked ability.
Mr.
Lrttle is the son of Edward T. Little of Auburn aud grandson of Edward Little, whose
family has made several generous donations

492 & 494 Congress St.
".K.80S

sol*

Closed!

English

Duplex, Oxford

and Harvard Burners.

1

Will continue to slaughter
prices in

LOW CUT SHOES
—

AND

L JOSE &

Don’t fail to examine the above

bargains

great
bargains. We also have all the
novelties in tine Boots. Shoes and
Kubbers. A nice line of Misses’
and Children's School Boots. Ladies’ front lace, Ladies’ mat-top
On our Ladies’ $2.«S kid
button.
buttoned we excel.

JKEPAIBlflG AE4TLY DONE.

Our store is kept open
day and night, in fact we
are never closed, a fea-

ture not often found in a
the size of Portland,
and is at all times in
charge of a competent
person. This change is
one in which the Public
should
be
interested
and show their appreciation of.

253

and Design

Watches! Watches!

-g.

And ail kinds of Jewelry, Silver
Ware and Novelties, at

NEEDLEWORK.*
Instruction given

GREAT

Street*

Ps:lCBI,E HOUSE.
MW&Ft

JERSEY MILK.
snpplisd with good Jersey Milk
FAMILIES
Extra
morning, Sundays included.
furnished wheu

warranted.
Solid Gold Kings, only.
Chains....
worth
Bune, Pearl or Gilt Coll.r Studs only 75 ets.
perdoz. Separable Boll Plate. Bets., 5
for 25 cts.
Alarm Clocks.

tf

HOUSE AND LOT
FOH SALE.

Address

story frame house in
good order, pleasantly located, at
291 Cumberland street firs! house
west of High School, large lot, 46
xl 12 feet, cement cellar, Sehago
water, furnace in complete order,
good stable and yard. Apply at
the house.
E. « TOBEV.

NO

2

of

Jewelry.

MIDDLE

263

oot7

CMS. E

ST.
d3t

O’BRION,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.

dot

frices6'410 C°*U

cordially invited

593 Congress St.,

322

SMOKE THE m CIGAR.

iflElracSlMF"
uring the week.

«1 36
.95

Nickel Clocks .V..
Bracelets at Special Bargains.
Koger Bros.’s Silver Ware at Bargains.

“

Spec,*lty-

ttt

Lo»eet Market

milk

dtf

R pl.ie^of rendezvous

75
$V00

..$l.o6|

every

.Y. H. SOULE, Woodford’s.

are

Street.

263 Middle

3 ttlS* «*>'.

oct6

—

Gents’ Stem Winding American Watches.
$2.76
Solid Gold Elgin, Waltham or Springfield, $26.00
1.adv’s Solid Gold, only..
$10 00
H gher Grades, $ 12, $15, $18 to
$30, all

E. FAIRWEATHER

jiv2Q

BARGAINS,

AT TIIB

BANKRUPT SALE OF JEM

in KENSINR-

TON EMBROIDERIES.

tVi.

Street.
«ML!

ankrupt Sale

Wyer Greene & Co.,

a»«c24

Middle

OCtS

CREWELS
from the Royal School of Art,

Tito

desired.

offering.

STUOLEY,

Don’t forget the place

Congress

we are

As we are running our store under a small expense we cun afford to sell any of
the above
goods cheaper than many of our
neighbors.
Large stores don't
meun tow' prices.

srcure

octdtf

Commercial Street,

Brown’s
amildliin

PORTL.tMD,

to

%

QQ.„

Of Imported Cigars we
have always on hand the
Ilenry Clay, La Bruns,
wick and La Ritica. Of
Domestic the La JSormandi. La Rosa, La Hastiauelli. Boston Herald,
Sebe and a great many
other well known brands.

—

make the Art store,

Wholesale and Retail.

our case.

SOUTH KENSINGTON.

SUMMER GOODS.

480

large lot of

from parties going out of the- business, I will sell n tine quality of
Germanlow'ii Yam, nil shades, at
12 cents per skein.
Also, all
shades of < ountry Yarn, large
at
15
cents.
skeins,

—

flow is the time lo

a

and

eodGm

Wyer Greene & Co.,! Stamping

amdethers visiting the city
Sot 8ale

j

Having'pitrchasad

specialty of

EIIBROIDER ES.

WPP.

Fiutk! complete with the

a

at
the same time use line
care in selecting our Domestic Roods. We hi*vo
a large variety of 5 and
10 cent Cigars- and we
are sure
that judges of
Tobacco can be suited at

se2tf

eept

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarregaemine*
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

NEFKB

Ifc-

Adamson’s

With fi -auti'ul Poilrry
Deutm.

We have just secured a large lot
of line quality Lambs'Wool Blankets, slightly
damaged by oil
stains, that we shall offer at twothirds their real value.

STORE city

ap?

have

ELEGANT

CIGARS

OUR

lately been donated to the library.

ComBotanic
Balsam is
pounded of the best concentrated extracts of
bark, roots, and gums in the world. It iB a safe
and reliable medicine, pleasant to tho taste,
and cures coughs, colds, asthma, and croup.
Price 35 and 75 cents. Trial bottles 10 cents.

Domestic

Ereiy Week.

received towards building a new gymnasiam;
$45 has also been received towards re-establishing a library fund.
Thirty-six members have been admitted
to the Fresh mar class.
Two students from Colby have been admitted to the college, one to the Junior and one
to the Sophomore class.
In the absence of Prof. Johnsoa, the librarian. Mr. Cutler, the Assistant Librarian, has

The retention of any waste matter in the
system produces injury. The collection of
•’phlegm” or diseased mucus in time of cold
or throat
affection should bo promptly removed. Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup does it more
quickly and effectually than ary other cough
•
syrup made.

MD

From Steamers

$3500 have been

The recitation rooms In Memoiial Hall will
be roady for use in a few days.
For the past two days there has been the
usual interest manifested in contests between
Fresh'man and Sophomore classes.
Yesterday
afternoon the foot-ball game off and was easily
won by the Sophomores,
to
their supeowing
riority in numbers. The rope-pul! came off
this morning immediately after prayers, but
on account of the interference of the Junior
aud Senior classes in favor of the Freshmen,
we cannot tell whioh were winners.
The base ball game was won by the Sophomores.
The game lasted three and a half
hours and the score was 2G to 17.
B.

We make

Imported Cigars

OF

FKEItn

the cellege.

books

Oil LIRE

Imported
nessing

BLANKETS!

the most extensive line ef
Bulk Perfumes that can
he shown in the cif?»AlsO all th o leading Toilet Waters.

on

Waters

while Prof. Johnson is absent in Europe. Mr.
Atwood is a graduate of Amherst College and
has spent six years of study in Berlin.
He is
an accomplished scholar in the French, German and Italian languages, all of which he has
taught in different places. He comes to ns with
excellent credentials from Longfellow, Bancroft, Prof. Bocher of Harvard and others.
The chair of Latin has not yet been tilled
hut temporary instruction wili he furui.hed by
Mr. George T. Little of the class of '77.
Mr.

We have a full line of
French Perfumes made
by Lubin & Co , Paris,
Fr., in bulk and put np
iu regular size. Also a
full line of Domestic
Roods made by Palmer,

Colgate, Robinson,Wood,
orffi--asjd Wright. In
fact, we think we have

A!YI>

and

Styles

of

Also 5a full line of Children's
Garments, from 4 to 16 years of
and very Choice
age, In Hew

compounds prepared at

AUTUMN

great Variety

a

IQualities.

ing Prescriptions, onr
rely upon
the quality and purity of
and
our goods
the corour

JACKETS,

WALKING

customers can

have received large invoices of

Ulsters,

Paletots,

In this department our
stock is specially complete. Manufacturing the
greater part of the preparations ourselves, and
employing only clerks
who have had many years
experience in compound-

PURE

May every want be well supplied,
And you in calm content abide
Forevermore.

Five hundred dollars worth of

DOLMANS,

SATIN

Cor. Congress m Prei Sts,

A"fO

charge.

Saturday, commencing at 10 e’cleck a.
*ct34tf
Consignments solicited.

m.

we revere.

to

V!

0. w.

General Merchan-

Furniture and

dise every

e same.

Subscriptions amounting

Muimo/t sty,

B.1IIJSY,

Regular sale of

te do.

With toil

fee23,30oct7toctltidi4

se23

good smart American

you in western lanis may dwell,
Your children near who love you well,

\ J.

Voice,

and

eod2w

While

to

improvements,
adjoining

COMORO,

WANTED.

wish that you may deem
token of the esteem

us

WE

591 C0X0RBS9 S1REET.

oct9

This gift a
We have for you.
And when you don this robe of leisure
Remember it has bean a pleat ure
For

Organ

oct41

To think of one, for years who stcod
A helpmeet by your side for good,—
Her

shall sell on WEDNESDAY, October 11,
at 3 o’clock p. in., the valuable property Ne.
21 Myrde street, consisting of a two s:orj Fr**cb
Ro *f Brick Hou*e with 12 tini-nett rooms gas, Sebag > water and all in dern
go-*4 collar and perfect drainage. Extra lot
honso.
'1 he ab >ve property will be sold without reserve to
close an estate, and should attract attention Its location in the irmnediat vicinity of City Hall, Pest
UJice,&c. would make an iuvestment absolutely
sate and profitable.
F. O. IMILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
4t4
oct5

lyen to prWate pupil* by the subscribed

And while yon worked for one and ail,
Tho rich and poor, the great and small,
We pause just here.

uowwe

on

TEACHES OF

lyour

So

Valuable Ileal Estate
by Auction.

Course tickets, at $5,00 for any course.
May be
obtained between tbo hours of one and two D. m., at
85 Winter Street.
sep30dlnov€

tell.

H jve shared t

on the History oi Art,
beginning Oct. 10th.

dtd

oct7

MRS. C/SWELL

The child #f wealth,® he child of woe,
direst foe
Your dearest friend

The case was

A Card.
The Womans’ Christian Temperance Union
extend their heartfelt thanks to the churches
who provided so liberally for their refreshment
room during the past week, and
tleir grateful
appreciation of the many favors of w hick their
the
recipient.
sooiety was

out

O’er hill and dale your willing feet
Have always been.

Cutting Affray.
It is reported that an altercation took place
between a longshoreman and some Italians on
Fore street about 2 p. ru. yesterday, aDd the

longshoreman was badly cut.
not reported at the police station.

CHARLES F. SMITH, HI. D.
give twenty lectures on Natural History, beOct.
ginning on WE.'Dft
IMh, at
twelve M., and continuing or- Wt luesdays.
Idu
trated by microscope and wackbor.rd.
Will

to

and summer's

•

M. E.&C. A. HAZEN,

Stickney’s poem:

President—Mrs. C. A. Holbrook.
Vice President—Mrs. J. C. Koberts.
Secretary—Miss Mary E. Parker.
Treasurer -Mrs. Henry Thompson.

goods this
gains.

T. SWEAT.

Through winter’s cold

street, the entire Furniture &c., consisting ef
gant Parlor Su-t, B. w. and Maroou Velvet; flue
dl Paintings. Marble Top Tables, Easy Chair aad
Sofas, B. W. and Ash Chamber Sets, English, Brussels, tapestry and Ingrain Carpets, Hat Trees, Dining Room Furniture, .viattrasses and Feather Beds,
Cook Stove, Crockery and Kitchen Furniture.
Also, at same time, one tine piano, Rose weed
Case, 7 1-3 octavo, a very tine instrument.
F. O. IHSI.n JtC’O Auctioneers.

SARAH ELLEN PALMER
Will give twenty lectures on
Anatomy, Physiology,
and Hygiene, beginning op fl'IiSUAV, Oc?.
loili- at l<> a. m., and coir null
nTuesdayssnd
I? ndays at the same hour.

Tuesdays,

12th, at 10
Cumberland

‘Jet.

on

a.

J. W.
close

which we’re heir
Has been your constant aim and care,
We know full well,;

a

Our Special Edition.

shall

MAKING !

In order to

h

can

the ii

WE o’clocksell in., THURSDAY,
at honso No. 294

infraction in English and Classical Studies.

—

dsd

Genteel Household Fariiiture, Piano. Ac., by Auction.

set”

"Twas not a life of aso you smght.
•Xbas been with many dangers fraught,

ganizing a rowing association, and offer suggestions as to rules, defining the objects of the
association and legislation protecting
the
general body of orsomen from tbe reproach a
few men may bring upon them. It is thought
that, with a responsible board of government

’special supplementary edition of the
PBESScantaining the full and authorized report
of the seventy third meeting of the American

°Afinistire tie Richelieu” t,La Misanthrope de
Moliere,” "Huy Idas de Vidor Hugo” Victor Hugo, poete ct drturuitiste” “Meditations poetiques de
Lamartine’. •• Preates nouvellea de Alfred de Mus-

reasonale rates.

a

e to-night
gatnev
Fond memory takes yo hack in flight
To years fgoae.
jj
’Twas then that life seemed bright end ao w.
Suceers, the goal ycu had in view.
And it you wo ».

Aquatic.

The

DRESS

’lis eight and forty-eight years we’ie told
Since this our friend, then young now old,
Came hero to stay.
Kind friends hav come from near and far
At'.ibute of rcrp ct to shire
This parting day.
An

AKD

—

was an
entire success, doiDg credit
supper
alike to the artistic tasfe, and culinary skill'
of tho Brownfield ladies,
On Wednesday the Old Doctor, accompanied
by his son Dr. John A. Sweat started for his
future home in Minnesota. The best wishes Of
his many friends go with him.

we

d3t

* CO Auctinarer*.

F. «.
oct7

373 CONGRESS STREET,
(WILLIAMS’ BLOCK.)
Special attention given to beginners. Professor
Saucier will give parlor recbalfi, also accept engagements for evening parties, and entertainments at

Directors.

)

sale.

a

continuing

following subjects:

Piano

1TIILLINERV

who kindly volunteered their
servicos to do honor to the eccasion, all wera
invited to partake of a bountiful supper, which

while

TRUE,

cc9

bnrg bands,

is Mrs.

21

1882.

D. W.

or

TO DB. J.

39i 78

...8752,422

H. N. JOSE,
)
CHAS. P. INGRAHAM, J

Mr. Wm. Gordon of Fryeburg, Mr. Eaton of
Brownfield, and many others gave witty and
willing testimony to the same thing.
After the speaking and some excellent mnsic
furnished by the Brownfield and East Frye-

It is said that Fred Plaisted will not row any
more match
races, and that he will, in all
probability, marry and settle down in Canada.
Before leaving Boston for New York Hanlan
visited Ruddock’s shop on Charles street, and
ordered a new shell, to be fmished in season
for his race with Kennedy early in June.
Hanlan and George W. Lee ace to be in the
same “stable” next season, and, if they wo k
well together, will give Hamm aud Conley, or
any other double scull crew, a race for any
amount in reason.
The suggestion is made (hat all professional
scullers of tbe first, second and third class be
Invited to meet at Boston, and that some well
known gentlemen, patrons of aquatics, be invited to take part iu the-meeting, assist ia or-

rowed.
Mr. M. F. Davis would be
the man to invite the scullers to a general meet,
ing, similar to that preposed.

October,

powerful, but who bad
proved themselves net ungrateful

following

00
00
3!)
00
602 !)2
02
164,456
9,0( 0 00
3!33i 20

Correct—Attest.

doctor had spent in Brownfield, his
sleepless
nights, his tireless days, hes wonderful skill,
his long life spent in the service of
people who

The

250,000
60,(DO
65,230
210,600

ORIifN S. FOGG, Justieo of the Peace.

occupy the ataud,

neither rich

Will

true, to the best of ray knowledge and belief.
WILLIAM H. SoULE, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this Oth day

of

about to leave them.

As jou

honestly

is

Mayor Hastings of Fryeburg gave a brief account of the forty-eight useful years which the

were

11,250 00

S752.422~21

STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumukhlasd, ss
I, William H. Soule, Carbier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear hat the above statement

After the presentation of these
gifts, many of
the doctor’s old friends gave
expression to
their gratitude for, and their
appreciation of
the life-long servioea of ithe^manj who in bis

Friday.

cl issification of oarsmen, there would be
a greater demaud for the service of scullers in
regattas, and the restrictions all wrong-doing
would ue such that races, as a rule, would be

..

National Bank notes outstanding..
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check
Time certificates ef deposit
Cashier’s checks outstanding
Due to other National Banks.

after which
Mrs. Wm. H. Sticlcney Btepped forward and
recited an original poem, at the clots
presenting in the name of the ladies of Brownfield an
elegant dressing-gown and pair of slippers to
the surprised doctor.
Sho was followed by Major Bean, who in a
few well-chosen remarks exproasivelof tho
high
regard ana oateem ia which the doctor was
held by his townameu, presented in their be-

old ago

4(3 61
10,603 00
2,000 00

LIABILITIES.
stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits

FAREWELL,

half a valuable gold-headed eboDy cane, and
Masonic emblem.

3,840 88
5,01)0 00

Capital

the 2d inst. some hundreds
the friends of Dr. Jasae P. Sweat
gathered at
the townhouse to say farewell to thair old family physician befor# his departure for tho West.
The old doctor and other physiciaoa
present

jo cure

building

1'otal.

Monday evening,

to

WE

course of twenty lectures in Trench,
u VION UA V, IVov titti. at half fast
four p. m., and
on successive Mondays,
at the same hour.
The lectures will include the

give a
beginning

AUCTION.

shall Offer for .ale on
THURSDAY, Cat.
12th, at 1 o’clock p. m. the property No.
2114 Cumberland St., tirat heiira west of High
School: consists of a two story Woodea Housa and
Stable odjuinlng, In good oruer with gar, Sehaga
water, cemented cellar, furnace &e. Lot ao.xl 12
feet. The property is pleasaitly lecated. Terras

■

To an Old and Beloved Doctor.

invited

45
00
24,74!) 3!)
178 00
17,703 27
3,030 61
11,300 00

Specie.
Legal Tender notes...
Redemption fund with U. S. Treat
urer(5 per cent, of circulation)..

Total.

were

BY

NO. 85 WINTER ST.
ROMS. DE POYEN

8411,0(34
250,000

SALES.

mum REAL ESTATE

PARLOR LIMES.

of Maine,

RESOURCES.
Leans and discounts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulationDue fromapproved reserve agents..
Due from other National Banks—
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
Current expenses and taxes paid....
Premiums paid.
Checks and other cash items.
Bills of other banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies.

If stormy Tuesday the exercises will be
postponed uutil the first fair day.
A

AUCTION

At (He close of business,.October 3,1882.

cents.

public.

covered

At Portland, iu tbc Hlato

made by prominent members of the
Order,
followed by an .oration to be delivered in the
grove by Past Graud Master BsDj.
Kingsbury
of this city, after which a
banquet .will ba
tendered the visiting Odd Fellows.
The assessment for the trip will bo fifty

The morniDg sessions will be devoted to the executive committee in Reception Hall. The
afternoon
and evening
sessions will
be
held in City Hall and will be open to the

and

The Cumberland National Bank

tc-morrow.
The members of the Portland lodges and en.
campments will meet at Odd Fellows’Hall at
half-past one prompt, and headed by Chandler’s full band, march directly to the depot of
the Portland and Rochester railroad, a special
train having been chartered for the occasion,
which will leave at two o’clock sharp.
On arriving at Saecarappa they will be met
at the station and escorted
directly to the site
of the new building, where the ceremonies of
laying the ornor stone will be conducted by
Grand Master Silas W. Cook, assisted by the
Graud Lodge, after which addresses will be

a

membership of three hundred.
The annual sessions of the Association meet
alternately east and west.
This year marks the tenth congress—the
close of its tenth year. Its sessions have been

few

The

EDUCATIONAL

ADVERTISEMENTS

Wliarl
ntlNE.

Orders received by Telephone.

Portland Benevolent '•ot ietj.
annual meeting of this ociety for the choice
of ofticei s ami otuer business, wtU bo held on
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 11, 18S2, at. 4 o’oieek p. m.,

*pl5dil

lor Emiry \VImltanil t rillion
Points icr irnrintf (lie taaie tvciie

THE

to

Directors’ Room of National Traders Bank,
RUFUS H.H1NKLEY, Secretary.
ootlldlw

in the

P,

octG
I

<>.

|g»\

17 >7 or

telephone
dlw

Wit and Wisdom.

ANKOUS

M tSCKU

Ar 3d, brig Arcot, Cates, Philadelphia, 4 days 1G
hours.
BRUNSWICK-Ar 6th, sch John H Cross. Rawley, Providence.
Ar 2d, brig Katabdin, Dodge, Wilmington, Del.
Ar 4th. barque F L Genovar Frauds, New Haven
Cld 2d, sch Mary Lord, Smith, Mystic, Ct.
SAVANNAH-Ar Ctb, sch Sarah F Bird, Farwell,

Pennsylvania paper chronicles the atsuicide of one Agues Wunder. Of
course Agnes will recover, for
Wnnde's, you
know, never cease.—Boston Transcript.
A

tempted

hoots one size smaller aterf
using German Corn Remover. All druggists.

Ik

a

There is

ull those Painful Complaint* and Weaknesses
to our best female population*

«*r

■

no

use

in

talking,

ttcdicino for Woman.

Invented by a Woman.
Prepared by a Woman.
<ic Ureatrat Statical Dbeovory 81nce the Dawu of III glory.
9"lt revives the drooping spirits, Invigorates g nd
rmonizes the organic functions, gives elasticity and

Iu a particular field arc ninety seven water,
rnelot s, and it is softly approached by five colored men in search of a woodchuck. How
many times does ninety-seven go into five?—
Detroit Free Press.

to the step, restores the natural lustre to the
and plants on the pale check of woman the fresh
-r*e8 of life’s spring and early summer time.
J£r,,Physicians Use It and Prescribe It Freely -©ft
t removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
u
stimulant, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
hat feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
t
backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
■•oi the cure of Kidney Complaints of cither acx
this Compound Is unsurpassed.
•*mnes3

•re.

No matter wliat jour ailment is, Brown’s
Iron Bitters will surely benefit you.
The Detroit Free Press say j: “If you could
see the gills of Ashantee
you wouldn’t
blame the king for killing 200 at once.” From
all of which we infer that Ashantee belles are
of the Milwaukee style of beauty.—Boston
Post.

'jf DIA E. PINKHAM’S BLOOD PURIFIER
/ill eradicate every vestige ot Humors from the
Hood, and give tone and strength to the system, of
**u woman or child. Insist on having it.
•otn the Compound and Blood Purifier are prepared
Price of
r„ 33 and 235 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass.
finer, |L Six bottles for $5. Sent by mall in the form
on
of
of
or
price,
$1
per box
receipt
lozenges,
nills,
or •dther. Mrs. PinkJt&m freely answers all letters of
ibjuiry. Enclose Set. stamp. Bend for-pamphlet.

0)

plaster Is abcoufcely the best eveV
nade, combing
v.he 'irtue3 of hops
This

digestion.
“Do you like candy, ma?” asked a little
Austin boy of his mother. “No, my sou, it
makes me deathly Biek.” “I am eo glad to
hear it. You are the kind of a woman I can
trust to hold my candy for me until I’m done

gums oaisams ana extracts. 113 power is wonterful la curing diseases where other plasters simply relieve. Crick in tho Back and Neck, Pain in
;he Side or Limbs, Stiff Joints and Muscles, Kidney
troubles, Bbeumatlcm, Neuralgia, Sore Chest,
affections of the Heart and Liver, and ell pains or
iches in any part cured instantly by tho Hop Plaster.
tW~TTy it. Price 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.
Hop Plaster Co.. Manufacturers.
Mailed on receipt of price.
Carter, Harris & IIawley,
General Agents, Boston.
(l)

_KW&F&w
fFroru the

NeT Haven

register.]

fT CELERY^
AS

Iu tbe

Plaster are united the virtues of
Fresh Hops and the strengthening and stimulating balsams; and its cures of weak back,
pain in the side, rheumatism and neuralgia cr
paiu in the chest are simply marvelous, it being more efficacious and thorough than any
amount of liniment or liquid remedies. You'll
say so after using.

DISEASES.

WHAT THE MEDICAL PROFESSION SAY
ABOUT IT, AND THE GOOD RESULTS ATTENDING ITS USE.
HEADACHE,

NEURALGIA,

NERV-

OUSNESS, SLEEPLESSNESS
AND DYSPEPSIA.

#mile for

nervous

dition made to the materia medica in the
ter

of

a

century.”—Dr.

J.

last quar-

W. J. Englar, of Balti-

“These

Pills are invaluable in

nervous

-Dr. Hammond, of New York.

Neuralgia are
success.”—Dr. G. P. Holman, Chri6t:anburg, Va.
These Pills are a special preparation, only for the
.are of special diseases, as named, and for these
iiteases they are worthy of a trial by all intelligent
sufferers. They are prepared expressly to and will
Jure sick headache, nervous headache, neuralgia
lervousness, paralysis, sleeplessness and dj spepsia.
Sold by all druggists. Price, 50 cents a box. Depot
106 North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By mail, two
Joxes for §1 or six boxes for $2.60, to any address.
“Dr. Benson’s Pills for the

cure

of

DR.

W. BENSON’S

S

is Warranted to Cure

M
“

TETTERS, HUMORS, m
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
£
gj ALL ROUCH 6CALV ERUPTIONS,
^
€ DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
ECZEMA.

*

SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES and g
*3
TENDER ITCHINCS on all parts oi the
body. It makes the skin white, soft end smooth;

”

tan and freckles, and is the BEST toilet
dressing in THE WOELD. Elegantly put up, two
bottles in one package, consisting of both internal
and external treatment.
All first class druggists have it. Price 01. per package.

C. N. Crittenton, Sole Wholesale Af^oieffor Dr. C.
iT. Benson’s Remedies, 115 uHeHSTst New York.
MW&Flm
eePtltf_"

At

§§
tsd

-<

■ROUGHo* R/mr

Demand

15o. boxes deal's out Eats, Mice,

Total.

Roaches,0

Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, Insects,®
sank, Weasel, Oro^g, Gophers, Chipmunkajf

t#tairl?f£kddei?
05

prepaid, $1.25.

s,

.’oAPiN’a Injection Flech is to be

:

er

)d9

osec.

ises.
Th1

WOLFE’S

proprietors

er

Schiedam Aromatic

4tone in the Kidney Itxpetled nfier i’kiog
Dr. Dovid Kennedy’)* <fI*urorIte JRemedy” About two Weelts.
One of the most remarkable
oeen

brought

to the

cases

that

has

ever

notice of the public is that of

Mr. J. S. Beach, of Stone Bridge, Ulster Co., N.
X Mr. Beach had suffered since October 18th,

1874, from the presence of Calculus or Stone in the
rtgbt Kidney. No less than seven physicians were
employed at difterent times, to whom Mr. Beach
*>ald hundreds of dollars for medical treatment,
vith only temporary relief from his agony.

ties, cures

humors, fever,

By the urgent solicitations of his friends he was
induced to try Dr. David Kennedy’s “Favorite
lemedy* ■‘-experienced a
.'rom the first day he began

marked

improvement

to use the medicine: on
the fifteenth of September he voided a stone as
arge as could he pasted through the natural chanid.
Mr. Beach concludes a long letter to Dr. iCennc•J by saying: “It will always afford me pleasure
to recommend the “Favorite Remedy” to those who
Jsay be suffering from difficulties of the Kidneys
aa Bladder, or any disorders
arising from an im>ure state of the blood.
Tbe “Favorite Remedy”
sold by all druggists. The Doctor’s only address is
Eondout, N. Y.
sep25MW&F&wlm

Harbor—J B

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

over

TERS cont

in

a

tad State of the Blood,

accompanied by Debility
System.

or a

or

low

State of the
marl"

eod&v.T

Tor
GOOD family horse, Six years old, weighs liOO.
Sound and Kind in every respet. Sold tor n o
fault. Enquire atfthe CITY LIQUOR AUERCV.
dtt
««r31

A

Ask ym:r ! > <:
that the label ha-

Brrque Golden Sheaf, Morang, Baltimore- coal.

Yessel to Ghas Merrill.

*•

Will change the beard to a natural brown, or black,
desired. It produces a permanent color that will

not wash

;.on

1

and be
he four w< rds
t!

-m.

sure

our

It. P. HALL & Co.,

A public

J There Is

country of Udolpho Wolfe's

a

sale

KO-S AMD 8! ALT BSTTSRG
large red letters
*VToke no othar.^c3
At Wholesale ai.d Retail by all dealer?:.
ROCHESTER

MEDICINE t'U..

Eachwf'T,

and

don, New
Ar
Ar

27th,

29th,
Royal,{SC;

a

gans, when the

use

of

PH HENRY BAXTER’S

Siliousness, Dyspepsia,
indigestion, Diseases oft
the Kidneys, Torpid Livers
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Ap*
oploity, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Pis-

C/lTVtRRH colds

H£Afl

S protects the
from additional

&

m

sores and
sense
of

!C* si#

wr ar&

HAT FEVER,

heals the
restores the
taste and

smell jbeneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled for
colds in
the head.
Agreeable to use. Ap-

r^r

ply by the little finger

into the nostrils.

FtEoo 25 eta. per Bottle.

sale by all dealers iu medicine,
gend
for pamphlet, frea,giving full directions.

Ji: 3Kf, J&ami&lORD.Proys.t Burlingtsa, Vt.

-On

__<Ubwly4K

IMPORTED

WINES &
of nlf

LIQUORS

kind., «u the

PACKAGES,

SON, importers,

MT„

CELEBRATED

Mineral

dtf

NERVOVS

A

Spring Water,

HARRISON, HALVE.

anglO

CuT-e

OllRIUTl.

Guaranteed

Du. K. 0. West’s Nebte

™

WASHING*® BLEACHING
IN HARO OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
Wo family, rich or poor should ho -without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEAULINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
al ways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YOUK.
MW&F&weow
j#16

| NOTICE ISPIEREBY GIVEN.
1 have this day given my minor son Elmer
A. Mitclioll his time to act and trade for him
self now and after this date, and ihat l shall henceforth claim none of his earnings nor pay any debts
v
of bis contracting.
A. A. MITCHELL.
Witness: S. C. Andrews.

That

oot3dlw*

and

Brain Treat

specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression Lose
of Memory, Sperniatorrlicta Impotency, invo’luntar\ Emissions. Premature ind Age, caused
by overt.rtion, self-abuse, or over-indulgenco which leads
asent: a

SWEDISH REMEDIES!
Swedish

Swedish
Botanic

Lung

Balsam
dis(Cures all
of the

Compound

An Altera
tive Tonic &

cases

Blood Puri-

HALS BY—

R STANLEY A

FICO&

Portland, Oct. 2,1882.

PURIFY THE BLOOD
r’3' expelling ail Morbid Ssoretiona.

receipt of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

Summit

BEST ™e KNOWN

i-.i'juod K-yrl-ing order, and perfect Ken It Hi
will i o fn* result LftcSiGS and others eubto Sick Hd&dRChO ^ find relief
•j l]-o:uu. *•*.: t euro by Hie use of these Bitters
'VingtirtiXc find mildly purgative they

*,

or

completely

_i
tus A %r

08803, etc. , all °r which these
Bit'.rvd will bjieet’ilj euro l>y removing the cause.
Keep ilia Ftimach, Dowels, and Digestive Organs

clonuses
passages of

virus, ca.fr
ing healthy secretionstM$ allays inflammation
membra j

i
%/-:zALr.KcxKs\*/^'~^™*‘

FOR THE

rn

Portland

and

p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.40 a. ra. and 2.25 r>. m.
Stage connections with Byron Mexico, DixteM,
Pern, Livermore, West Rnmnftr and Turner.
OTIS HAYFOKL S tt.
88
Portland, June 26.
je26dtf

Portland & Ogdeusbnrg O.
FALL

ABRM’UIEEi'VT,

PaKfceng**r TruinM
g, N.

Y.,

Also

connectii-g at

St. .lobns-

bury for Newport, Sherbrooke and Montreal.
£.30 1*. n.—For all Stations through to <'rawford’s, and labyan’s, connecting with steamer
on Sebag) Lakes for Naples, Bridgton ami Harrison, and with stages for No. Winoliam, Standish,
Limington, Sebago, So. Bridgton, Porter, Kczar

Falls, Denmark, Bridgton
Train** arrive

11.40

a.

m., from

tions.
9.40 p. m.,
line.
J.

to misery, decay and death. On® box will euro
recent cases Each bo* contains < iq month’s treatment.’ One dollar a box or six boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prep.uu on receipt of prioe. The
John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxe
to euro any case. With each order received fo
six boxes, accompanied with five
the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar*
ante*; to return the money if the treatment does not
effect a cure. Guarantees issued through H H
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland*
Me., at *1unction Middle and Free Sts.

proprietors,

Lungs,
Swedish
Pepsin
F,,la

fier. Itpurifies the blood

strengthens
tlie

sys t e

m

im d acts like
a charm on the

s—2-

stipabon.

digestive organs.
SWEDISH REMEDIES.

When taken together according to directions,
have times and times again cured consumption
Thousands of
in the first and second stages.
testimonials of its wonderful cures. Write for
circulars—Sent
Free.
and
1pamphlets
F. W. A. Bekgengken, M. D.,
Proprietor.
Lynn, Mass.
I consider Swedish Botanic Compound the best
Blood Puiifler and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON, Lynn, Maas.
A lady writes: “After years of severe suffering
from female complaints, nervousness ami dyspepsia
Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely cured

your
me.

SWEDI8I1

aulG

For Sale b

REMEDIES.
11

Druggists, ecdAwly

FOR SALE OR TO LET.

dollars,

p°*

1<l&wly46
I

And Medicated Cotton
Instant Belief for Toothache.
„A,PT “Plications of

Medicated Cotton, wet in
.1
in
Obtundcr, placed in an
aching tooth, will deaden tho nerve and clvo
permanent relief. Obtundcr, Medicated Cotton and Instrument, all coninjcto, fur SO chi
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in X'atent
Medicines, and by the Manufacturer,
O. X’. MACAtASTEK, D. D. 8., Dynn, Mas«.

»ep6

tl

d&w

BURLING MILLS
(so called) situated in Millbury, Mass., the same being an 8 set Woolen Mill, suitable for tlio manufacture of Worsteds, Beavkrb or Fancy Cassimeress 8 sets 48 inch Cards, 11 self-operators, 30-4
box G-4 Crompton Loom, with finishing machinery
complete; 12 foot fall, 6G inch Leffel wheel, and
100 horse power engine, with nest of four boilers;
34 teneme its, with boarding house accommodating
40 hoarders store and barns, with about 30 acres
of land; dye house, picker and sorting room in separate building, 45x140, fire proof. For further parJOHN M. BARKER
ticulars apply to
O Box 1000, Worcester, Mass.
sel8

oodlm

kPurtlnuu at

~-u

-1.93
\i'

f'**

iw

an

Portland

and

on

through

II AWII/TOft, ruprrinti iidc

Portland, September 29.1882,

5.45 p.

and

m

June.,

FKriiburg,
ami ***•
1.05 |>. «c.
^njRcheftter, Canccrd and point* Sort*,, at
i .05 p. an.
?*r
Hfrisaaisk-, .Alfred, Wm.
:o!o «,7ci Saco Rirer.} 30 »».
raM S.05
•>.
acd (mixed) at G.II® p. i». Iteturning
5
'rotor at (mixed; 8.45 a. id.
11.15
3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
40 r. ru., 1.26 p. m. and 6.45 p. m
M meets rat pp». Cnnibrrlaai'
7j{}und tVaodfard’H.
tVeflibrirob
-itf.. *«.,
1.03, H/IO and (mixed;
ft. ri>.

Wiuuhim,

af.

oct2dif

Eastern Railroad.
SUMMER A Kit A A G EM E A I\

Commencing Sunday, June 18, 1882.

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND will be withdrawn from
the Bar Harbor Route
Sept.29th. Will make her last trip
East Wednesday, Sept. 27th, and leave Bar Harbor
Friday morning, Sept, 29th, for her last trip West.

Friday,

and

THE NTEAftlER LEIt'ISTOK

■

5hs?a.

§er

_

NTS.

General Oceau Steamer

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE

WAITED";
An upstair.-- rent of at least 8
rooms, lit the central part of the
Address “C,”
city.
Press Otllce.
oetG

dtf

LADIES, to make Caps and llooda Apply
at Worsted Department.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.

O' J

octGdtf

SOLI CIIOR in

York,
the Ship Chandlery and Grocery Business—a
WANTED
with
middle
eastern
at New

a

aged man,

or

young

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing

on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
via: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Red Star,
American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotlaud, England,

Hamburg

France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $30, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $23 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Nierlinig aud Continental exchange in
■urns to suit.
Also agent MorrD Europea and
American Express for packages ndd freigt.toall
Also agent lor the celebrated
parts of the globe.

lowest

WANTED.

an

ac-

by the cargo. Apply to
J. L. FAKtfElt, Agent,

Acidia Coal

quaintance. To such a liberal compensation will be
B. A. I., Box 685, N. Y. P. O.
paid. Address
oe 3dlw

WANTED.
Three Tin Plate and Sheet Iron work*
• rs. >V. It. AMES, No. 22 Market
Square,
Portland, Maine.

No. 'i*i

FAVORITE.” _A6ENTS ATTENTION.

want agents in every part of the state, to
soil the best article ever placed upon the
market, used daily in every honsehvld and universally acknowledged by all t * bo superior to anything
of the kind ever before manufactured, it sells over
aud over again, and by energy a permanent trade
can be established.
Don’t'ail to send 10 cts. for
sample and terms, to SMITH & GREEN, Lock box
Ma?s.
16, Stonebam,
sep26dlm

2 a. Bn.
Dtdljr (Night Pullman) *ox Saco,
Hid-ieford, Kennebunk, Kittery, PortHmoiitb
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special
at 6.30 a. m.
Sleeping Car will bo
readv for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00

At

u

m.

(Sunday nights lip.

m., ind is attached to

this train for Boston.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester, Pock port.
Lynn, Cnekea and Boston, arriving at i.16 p m.
At ItS.55 p. us. for Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Conway Sunction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbnryport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
at 4.55 p m. connecting with Sound and Kail
Lines for all Southern and Western points.
At O p. in. for Cape Elizabeth, Searboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston arriving at 10
p. m. connecting uith all Rail Lines for New
York.

8u»riay, nt 2 p. ui. for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 5.30 p. m. connecting with Sound and
Kail Lines for New York.
Traint* leave Gto*um.
At 7.30 a. in. and arrive in Portland at 11.55 a.
m. At 9 a. m. and arrive in Portland a£ 12.65 p.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive m Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Car*.

On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 9,00 a. m.,
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland,
8.46 a. m., 12.5o and 6.00 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleeping Cars on trains leaving Boston a
7.00 p. in. and Portland at 2.00 a. m).
nd
1'hratijsh sicken so nil points W«8
Montfc may be bad of J. M. French, TicketScller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tackett for Seaw ftiid
Serthn««ldai Dc»«l TickeiOfEc«.
New, first class dining room at Portsmouth.
Tkr >ugb trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Genera? Passenger and 7 c.Ket Ages*.
O, W. 8 AN BORN. Macter Tranrp/ .rfattoc.

CANVASSERS WANTED.
sell The Eagle Clothes Wringer. Sold on y by
canvassers.
Good salary or commission.
No
J. W. HIBBARD,
capital required.
35 Temple St.
sep7dtf

TO

Agents Wanted.
AX

Address

use.

eep22

FALL

Railroad,

_

Jjarriviug
L2L2--0—1.16,4.66,10.00

Boston at 10.45 a. m..
p. m. BOSTON
at
9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 3.30
FOB PORTLAND
7 00 n. m., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, 8.00,
OLD ORCHARD BEACH
11.00 p. ru.
FOB BOSTON at 6.40, 9.13 a. m.. 1.23, 3.65,
FOB
OLD
OKBOSTON
6.29 p. m.
CHABD REACH at8.00, 9.00 a. m., 12.30,
-R
F
SCAR3.30 7.00p.m. PORTLAND
HOBO BEACH, PINE POINT, OLD
BIDSACO.
BEACH,
ORCHARD
at
AND
KBRNEBUNK
DEFORD
6.16, 8.45 a. m., 12.65, 4.56, 6.00, p. m.
8.45a. m„
6.00
AV ELLS at 6.16.
FOB
KR
NORTH
FOB
n. rn.
(See note)
GREAT
WICR, SA UNION PALLS,
IMVKK.
EXETER,
KAIAN. DOtEK,
HILL, LAWRENCE. ANDOVER AND
LOWELL at 6.16, 8.45 a.m., 12 55, 6.0.> p, m.
FOB NEAV MARKET at 6.15 8.46 a. m.
FARMINGTON,
FOR ROCHESTER
N. H., AND ALTON BAA at 6.15, 8.46 a. m.,
12.55 p. m. FOR WOLEBORO at 8.45 a. m.,
12.55 p.m. FOB CENTRE HARBOR at
FOB MANCHESTER AND
8.45’ a. m.
CONCORD N. O., (via New Market ,Jet.)at
6.16 a m., 12.65 p. m. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a.
THE MORNING TRAIN
m. 12.55p.m.
~~

On and after FRIDAY. June
the favorite and superior sear
going steamer New Brun**
■>
wick, will leave Rail Road
Wharf, foot of State St., every FRIDA Y at 1.00
p. m. (or on arrival of morning trains of Eastern
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Train from Montreal,) for VAR MOUTH,
arriving there next morning, where connections are
made with Western Counties Railway, Fishwick’s
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for ail
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn days of sailing up to twelvo
o’clock, and positively none taken af ter that time.
*******

H. P. C.

Rail Roa<l W

1.00 p.m. Boston For

Portland atG.OO p.

m.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers runuiDg between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
meats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law reuse and Belton
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. R. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston A Malno Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J AS. T. FUR BEK, Gen. Supt,
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtt
sep25

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On and after Wom’ny, Jnnc iOth, Pnsucager

Train* will run as follows: Leave Portland
for »t. John, Halifax and the Province*,
and all stations on K. & IV. A. Railway,
l. 20, and
p m.; 8t. Andrew*,Hi. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook V'ouqft,
f?jt«0*e!iead Lake, and all stations on B. &
Piscataquis Re R., 111.16 p. m., (or 1.20 p.
m. noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor. Buckuport, Dexter* Belfast and
Hkowhegan, 1.15 p.m*, 1.20 p m.,il 1.15p.ui.
Bangor and Dexter. 5.15 j*. m. (Saturdays
only). Watervillc,7.00a. m. 1.15 p. m,, 1.20
p. m., fll.15 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallowcll, Oardiner, Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 1.20 p.
rn., 6.15 p. m., 111.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. ra.
l. 520 p. m., 5.16 p. in. and 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland and Stnox *.V
1.20 p.
R.
Lincoln
R., 7.00 a. m..
Auburn
m. ;
(5.15 p. in. Saturdays only.)
1.15
8.16
p.
da.,
and Lewiston,
a.m.,
6,05 p. m. Lewiston via Bjrnn*iwick 7.00

a.m., til.15 p. m.; Farmington, Phillip*
P. m., ^£®u"
aud Rangeley Lake an 1
mouth, Winthrop. Readfleld, Wc*l 11 atcrville and IVortb Anson7 1,15 p. sn., and
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.00 a.m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON*

Match

Star

Co.,

West i Commercial St.
auglO

REAL

AX

Steamers l

dtf

FARE $1.00.

ESTATE.

LAND FOR SALE.
eligible lot of land on Danforth St. near Emery, will be sold at a bargain. Apply soon to
A. F. MOULTON
188 Middle St.

selGd4w

LOSTA NiTFO U N

LOST.
St., Wednesday,
4,
ON Congress
Chaletaiue watch. Tne tinder will
a

ver

small silbe suit-

ably rewarded by leaving it at Police Station.
octG

d2t

Spring

return him to 287

please
and be rewarded.
FINDER

The favorite Stearme-s Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave Hi AN KLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. in. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passenger* by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
t5r*Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B, tOVLKi JTr., General Agent.

apr5

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Calais, Me., St.
Jobn, N. B., Halifax, M. S.,
Cbarloetetoxvn, P. E. I.

street

oct6d3t

FALE

Cost.
from Grand Trunk to State st.
IXfrom State
to Lmery Sts.,
Tuesday evenjng,
book
horse

cars

ARKAnGEIUENTS.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

or

on

pocket
containing between $20 and $3u.
The l«nder will be rewarded by leaving the same at
108 Emery St.
ocldlw*
a

Lost.
State St church and Cl Bearing St.,
Sunday, a child’s lace collar and small pink
Finder
will
he rewarded by leaving same at J.
pin.
P. Baxter’s house.
oct2dtf

BETWEEN

ON ANO

AKTKIt »ON.
BAV, SEPT. I Nth IT teamer*
of
thib Liar will
Leave Uuilrond Wharl,
foot of State street, every
Monday. Wednesday and Friday, at 6 p. in., for East port an'? 8t.
John, with connections for Calais. Kobbiuston S-.
Andrews. Pembroke. Moulton, Woodstock. Grand
Men an,
Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth.
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst

Picton,

Shediao,

Bathurst,

I>alhousic,

Char-

lottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
on the New Brunswick and
Canada, InterWindsor, and Annapolis, Western Com
colonial,
ties, and Prinoe Edward Island Bail Roads,
stations

TO

El

and

For Kent.
fill IE good Brick House No. 51 Chestnut street,

w ith stable attached.
The house is in nice rewarmed by steam, perfect drainage and is a
very desirable home. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.
oct4
dlw*

pair,

Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any in83P~Freighl
formation regarding tho same
may be bad at fcfct
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circnlais, with Excursion Routes,
Tieketi,
State Rooms and further information
applv at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HEB3EY, President, and Manager
my25

TO LET.
popular

Boarding House, 335 Congress
Street, is full of first-class boarders, and has
plenty of table boarders; is to be given up Nov. 1st,

IIHE

account of ill health. Present occupant would
sell most of furniture if wanted. For terms, apply
to L. TAYLOR, 385 Congress St.
sep28dtf
on

For Sale jir To Let.

Oicn Mountain House, situated
Bryant’s Pond, tie. For .particulars, inquire of OTIS KALER,
Scarborough, Maine.
d2w
sep2tt
at

TW LET.
A Hull, with a seating capacity of
about 500, well lighted, front and rear,
with two large ante rooms, located ou
Congress $t.
Enquire at No. 48(5 ConHEO. H. CUSHMAN.
gress St.
oct-l

dtf

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly Liae to New fork.
Steamers Eleanora *111(1 Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin

Wbart1

Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at f.
f.M., and leave Pier 87, East River, New Ycr*.
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.

These steamers are fitted up with fine accomxc<vla
Hons for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York aud Maine. During the summer months che^e
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their
passage to and from New York. Passage, including
8tate Room, 86; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination ai
once.
For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms caa be obtained at 21
Exchange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no passengers will be taken by this line
deelMtf

DRINK

dtt

HOTEL TO LEASE.
tfulcrnalioual

©lei. Portland. Hie
House is situated
close proximity U oho
of
the
Eur
ean, New York and bos*
landings
the Grand Trunk Depot.
ton Steamers and opposit
Easy connection with other parts of the city by
street cars. It is in first-class order throughout and
wii 1 be leased t' responsible parties t urnished or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
au22dtf
AUG. P. FULLER. Portland, Me.
The

THIS

BRIGHT,

THIRST-ALLAYING,

DIGESTIVE AND TONIC.

Exhilarating and invigorating without
Reac ion.

TO LET.
%

No. 235Va Middle

SL,
story,
stores occupied by Merrill & Keivh, and A.
CHAMBERS
hatter. These chambers have been
L.
2d

NON-ALCOHOLIC.

ov-

er

Merry,

occu-

pied by Mr. Fornald, Merchant Tailor for many
years; are in the centre of business, spacious, well
Inlocated and have all modern improvements.
quire of W. W. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,

Commercial St.

aug5dt£

The

Beverage

Kent

or

Mummer.

Sold everywhere in all first class places.
Zoedone in the national Won-Alcoholic

Beverage

Ten

of Great Britain, where over
Million Bottlen are non
annually

eon Mimed.

TO LET.

W. E.

Store os. 117 &119 Middle St.
the Pont Oftlao where all the large
> Wholesale .lobbing Houses are located, in dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods." Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevatoe, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, w ith light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON J(>4
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.

J_Nj

GAZE

"DIRECTORY^
Binder.
Room 11, Printer.
ft2*c*5i>u«c H tree l.

Model Maker.
l r»., St., Portland,

WOOD, Agent,

9 Exchange Street,

aaU

i*ELO>V

Pel-__dlf

1 Sleeping Cars attached, runs dally, Sundays ineluded. between Boston and Bangor
JRuns through to Bangor erery morning, and Show
hogan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
or St
not run to Dorter, Belfast, Buckuport

dtf

Enstport, Me.,

PL® DOG LOST.

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m.. 9.C0 p. n>.; Rt.
,T»h», 9.00 a. m.. 8.00 p. m.; Honllon, 10.16
Mt. Stephen, 10.46 a. m.: Woelt.pon,
а. in.e.CO at. m., 5. p. m,; Bangor, 0.46, 7.4a ». m.
t8.0Cp.ni. Baxter, 0.80 a.m.4.16 p.m. Belfast
a. m.,
б. 0!V a. m., 2.20 p. in.; MUowhegatj. 7.66
2.55 p.m.; WuterriSle, 9.20a.m. 210., tJO.H*
Anguata.
only)
a.m.
5.15
and
(Mondays
p.m.;
6.00 a.m 9.57 a.m., 2.65p.m., til. 00 p.m.;
tiaMimr, 9.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m 8.15 p. m.. I
B
t-:
tll.20 p. m. Bath, 6.65 a. mM 10.38 a. m., 4.00
m.
(Saturdays only)
11.56 P.
p.
ra.,
Alrun.wlck. 7.25 a. m., 11.16 a.* m.,
4.30 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Koehlnnd,
Book
8.16 a. m., 1.20 p. m., 4.26 a, m., (Mondays only.
W.tJ. A, QCIHCE,
l. ewiaton. 7,20 a.m., 11.16 a m., 4.16 p.m.
Bxchfttt^f iHi>. B f ?
I’billici, 6.66 a. m. Farmington, 8.20 a. in.:
Wiothrop 10.18 a. m. being due in Portland
as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and
Pattern and
Bath. 8.86 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 p. m. The day
J. 1. BlftoVK, B'i
trains from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations
mi*.
and oonnocting roads at 12.35 and 12..45 p.
trains from
The afternoon
m.
Waterrille.
Augusta, Bath. Rookland and Lewiston at 5.42
p.m. The Nigh! Pullman Express train at 1.50
a. m.

rf.
dtf

GIRLSWANTED,
By Portland

FOR PORT.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portland For Boston and Way stations at

Hersey, Agt.,

ma23

a

note—The 12.55 p.. m. train from Portland
will Slop at Wrlls, Only to Take Pa»on
all
eager* For Bo-sion. Parlor Cars
through trains. Parlor-car seats secured in adOffice.
vance at Depot Ticket
jggr“ the 12.55 p. m„ train from Portland connects with Sound Rine Steamers lor New
Vork and nil ltaii Lines for the West, and the 6.00
p. m.. train with all Mail Rines for New York
and the South and West.

©2d^

f

_

dtf

Pan
CoiU, Vest and
Makers
wanted. Also, first-class machine
operator. Enquire or nddress
A. T. NICHOLS,
sopOdtf
Brunswick, Maine.

ARRANGEMENT.

PASWENGERTRAINS WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND fov BOSTON
v„.......3,-,33,«s-ijat o,i5i 8 46 a. m., 12.65, 6 00 p. in.,

l S.

,

Trip per Week.

One

H. J. LEAVITT, Box 127, Gorham, Me.

Oct.

Boston & Maine

YARMO

Express

agent, gentleman or lady, in the city of Portland, and ih each town in Cumberland
County, to sell an article in the grocery line, which
when tried will fce found indispensable for family

'H;

jul7

,!tf

t LIMITED.)

WE

Portland

Exchange Ktreet

inch 16

dtf

se27

"THE
Train* leave

1SN«.

will continue making her usual two trips per week
until further notice, running as follows.
Leaving Railroad Whan, Portland, Tacsday
and * aday evening, at 11.15 o’clock, or on
arrival of Express train from Boston, lot Hocklund, iawliue, Deei ImIc, and Nedgwick.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival ol
each Steamer) No. Weal and Bar Harbor*,
iBillbridge, Joneapori and Tlai hiimporl.
Returning, will leave Maehtasport every Mon
*$.180 jp» to.
! day
and Thursday TiornlngH, at 4.30 o’clock.
rt
4.95 p. o*. fcialn from Portland connects at
Mount l>68ert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
Aye” Jitac. with Hcaiuk Tuanel Rome for
the same evening, connecting with Pullman Traiu
11 < v/aet, aud rtt 8/oton Dryoi, Vorceatter. for
and early morning train." for Ho»tou.
We« Yorb Tlft^erwifb Line, and nil raii,
CONNECTION**.
I.* {:rs»£fteld. alto with W. w, & K. E. K.
ROINO EANT—At Rockland each trip
<k .;'**3t«uniw ^V^yland Route”) for PbllaileN
with Boston sc Bangor Steamo.s tor Reliant,
and
the
^laliiiraore, WnmbiftKtoii,
Uuck>.port, Knugor. ami River Landiugs; also
oatr *T?d with fffnstrtc: A' Albany R- W. for
with Steamer Henry Morrison for Blue Hill,
the Wear.
hurry and Itllnvvorth.
At Har Harbor with
Clo»e connections mac at We.«ibrook JaneSteamers for Hancock, Laoioine and Nullilion with through trains of Me. Central K. K., and
van.
at GrandTrnni
Transfer Portland, with through
CO .BING TYENT-At Rockland with Bottrain,, ri Craurt Tr inV R R.
ton and Bangor S. S. Co.’s Steamers for Boston and
E’arlor ) aiM on J.O.I p. m. train from Portland
receive passengers from Rnngor and River Landami NASO a. m, train from Worcester.
Through 'icre'J to .<>. points Soutn and West, at
ings tor Portland.
Staterooms and Through Tickets can be secured
Depotofaco? and a ''line ft Adams- No.a2Ei
at 214 Washington Street, corner State Street, BosohtuiEe Street,
*
Does not stop at
ton, J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent.
oodford’e.
Tickets and Staterooms secured at Union Passen
J. W. PETERS, Sunt.
Office, 40 Exchange Istree t, Portland, E. A. Wal
J«17
dtf
j._
ron, Agent.
All communicp.tions
by mail or telegraph for
rooms should be addressed to
-V A
GEORGE L. DAY,
General Ticket Agent, Portland.
K. CUSHING. General Manager.
Vl'anted.
Portland. Sept. 28, 1882
dtf
ELIABLE men to canvas for Sewing Machines
l l in Portland and vicinity. Salary and commission paid. i-xperiexice not necessary. Apply to or
address
SINGER MANF’G CO.,
4 Free St., Portland.
oct7d3i*

:

intermediate sta-

from Montreal and all points

1.25 p.

Ayer
s^'vfil,

Ht 7..V*

and Lovell.

Fabyan’s

arriving
Returning
1T.L6

ARRANGEMENT

COTBiBENClNG SEPT. 519,

«»«*

«•»

a.

at Worcester
P. m„
Icavo
r>.
m.
.*t 8 00 a. m. and
a,

and 7.30
*l’/'.l6p,
Hidcm l>ep A, Worcester,

;.farri7i

j.31>

:

£•£3 A iTI —For all stations running through to
St. Joliusb ry, Burlington, Stanton, Vt., and

Ogdeusbui

‘J,

ctofoer 2, 1882leave PortinuJ

REAVES KENNEBCNK
RAND at 7.26.

Will g vf mroediato relief, and
in a sf left time effect a permaAfter constipation follows
Cui'G,

PORTLAND, nu
Also, General Managers for New England,

Lincoln.

barque T ii Weldon, Baldry, Boston.
sch Kate Wentworth, Graham, fm Port
Wm Frederick, Ames, New York.

4313jKisa.4 i«u»]aa.

thousand other diseases that
their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Or-

uncqualed

;he nasal
Jatarrhal

iron

MW&F&wlj

1

insf, ship Thos Lord, Hall,

York.

for suffering from

owe

SHectnally

M

ORIGINAL

I FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE. |
Ship Alice D Cooper, from Boston for Philadelphia, passed Capes of Delaware 8 AM, 7th.
Ar at Boston 7tb, barque Addle E Sleeper, from

DOMESTIC POBTH.
FRANCISCO—Cld 5th, ship Celestial Empire, Duncan, Liverpool.
PORI’TOWNSEND—Cld 22d, barque Charlotte
A Littlefield, Coleord, (from Tacoma) tor Valparaiso
KINO’S FERRY—Ar 2d. sch Sarah Potter, Wall,
New York, to load for do.
JACKSONVILLE- Cld 3d, schs Mcllie Grant,
Jordan, New York; L I* Mallory, Stetson, Bath.
FERNAND1NA—Ar 23d, sch Fred A Carle, Con-

ao escape

For sale by all Druggists

ely’e

T.

Addison.
Oct 6—Ar, sclis Abby Weld, Gardner,'Portland;
Island City, Mitchell, Now York.

SAN

Nashua,

H. H.

Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.
MW&Flw

o«t2

NEW YORK.

IWKORIi

chored off Nantucket and rode out the gale from
the 27th ult to the 1st inst in safety.
Scu Annie L Henderson, from Apalachicola for
Boston, which tewed into New London derelict, has
bee bonded and a contract made to pump ber out
and tow her te Boston for $500.
Sch Sardinian, French, Koudout for Portland,
before reported at Kdgartowri damaged by collision,
was towed to New Bedford 6th for repairs.

Consisting of a single preparation,

without trouble.

PREPARED BY

18 BEATER STREET,

in

EASTPOltT, Oct 4-Ar, sch United States, Ilicky,

inst, ship

away.

applied

it is

land

CORRESPONDENT.

MEMOKAM DA
Brig Orbit, Nash, from Yabacoa for Portland,
which put into Vineyard-Haven 2d, reports having
lost sails and rudder in the South Channel, and
when nearing Pollock Kip tried to head her off shore
but could m t. She drifted in past the Lightship,
grazing the chain and croseed the bar. She was an-

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating

thr» ORIGIN AH and ONLY HIT-

ere

for

FALL

Honda y, June 19,
Pawengoi Trains will leave

On and after

On and after Monday, Sept. 25, 1882,

as

30 years duration ia every

ytlien,

H0P5 m FPif.LT B3TTEP3

Arrived.

Waite, Cardiff.

and t

economy.

iiiplo Wolfe’s 1 k Co.

These Remedies cct neon the I.;••• r
act upon the Kidneys.
Regulate the & or >s.
Quiet the Nervo* fcyote.r..
Promote Digc.K .n
Nourish. Sue
Invigorate.
give Tone, Health and Entit y.

They
They
They
They
They
They

SAILED—Barque Abiel Abbott.
SUNDAY. Oct. 8.

Jairus B

dryness,

WHISKERS

corrective of water rendered impure by

BLO^D PURIFIER.

Hops,

Company.

Progresso.

and

vigorous g cowth. The effects of this article are u t
transient, like those of alcoholic preparations, hut
remain a long time, which makes its use a matter of

jdly
CATARR H. Elys’Cre-m Balm

Thi3 n.v Re
dy is compounded
fror^ 'he best km
r. curatives, such a.;
Malt Ext;
t, Caacara Sngtvda
(Sacred Baric), >uchu. Par del ion r.t :
Sarsaparilla, combined v.ith *.■*
able Aromatic Elixir.

Sch Fanny Butler, Warren, Bangor, to load for
New York J B Dodge.
Sch Gameco. b, Robinson, Calais—N Blake.
Sch Woodcock, Hammett, Ellsworth—N Blako.
Sch 0 V Minott, Hathawav, Machtas—N Blake.
Sch C M Walton. Lane, Sedgwick—N Blake.
Sch Lucy Ann, Meservey, St George—N Blake.
Sch Black Vvarrior, Stevens, Rockland—Paris
Flouring Co.
Sch Alida, Lindsay, Boothbay—Cumberland Bone

Ar at Liverpool 6th
New York.
Sid fm Antwerp Cth

Cures

AND

Dodge.

FROM OUR

all

FOR THE

general beverage uud necessary

a

Liver & Kidney Remedy

er

Brig Kaiuua, Bay, New York-coal. Yessel to
J S Winslow & Co.
Sch W Abrahams, Snow, Baltimore.
Sch Wni Mason, Chase. Philadelphia.
Sch A R Weeks, Littlefleid. Philadelphia.
Sch Emerson Robes, Rhoiios. Philadelphia—coal
to G T Railway Co.
Sch Minnie G Taylor, Hamilton, Perth Amboy.
Sch Brarahall, Harriogton, Raiitan River—clay
to Portland Stoacware Oo.
Sch Bowdoin, Randall, New York.
Sch Maggie Platt, (Br) Ham, Pictou, NS-coal to
J L Farmer.

and improves the personal
cleanses the scalp from all impuri-

It

BUCKINGHAM'S DYE

jy3

THE GREAT

Brig Zanoni, (Br) LeBlanc, Sydney, CB—GallaghTenant’s

at the

wonderfully changes

appearance.

by any other alcoholic distillation have

Fermented.)

Barque Wandering Jew, Ulmer, Montevideo—W
C R Milliken.
Barque Lethair, Desmond, Cow Bay—Gallagher

Hart, Holbrook,

surprised

us,
It stimulates the weakened
prevents baldness.
glands, and enables them to push forward a new and

the niedieal faculty and

BITTERS.
Not

& Co.

MR. JOSEPH BEACH.

have often been

receipt of orders from remote countries, where they
had never made an effort for its introduction.
The use for a short time of Hall’s Hair Renew

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

HOPSIMALT

Cleared.

& Go.
Sch Sami

Sicilian

youthful beauty. It bas had many imitators,but
have so fully met all the requirements needful
for the proper treatment of the hair scalp. Halis’s
Hair Renewer has steadily grown in favor, and
spread its fame and usefulness to every quarter of
the globe. Its unparalleled success cau be attributed
to but bne cause: the entire fulfilment oj its prom-

TIIE JiEW REMEDY.

Barque Abiel Abbott, Taylor, Montevedio—W &

What Happened to

dot

and

MW&F&wly

claimed for it.

C R Milliken.
&

Directors.

and Grocers.

H Poor.
Sch John Somes, Clark, Barnstable Bay, with 110
bbis mackere: Geo W Cushing, Cushing, 270 do;
Chaparei, Teel, 113 do.
Seh Edw Waite, York, Kennebec for Philadelphia

feb3MfftFfa Ly

J
)

the first preparaiion perfectly adapted to cure
scalp, and the first successful restorof faded or gray hair to its natural color, growth,

€7 «a»Ka.®

WF&M&wlm

Canton

Lewiston. 4.80 and 9.50 a. m.
for Canton, at 9.00

Portland
V&li a. Leave
in. and
.3D

$1,247,471.32

none

Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure ora
Diseased Discharges. "With Syringe, $1, ata
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for SI. 25.0
Both by express, prepaid, cn receipt of ^2.25.8
&e 3- WELLS. Jersey City, M.J |

section of

oc!4

Leave

__

""

4,422.88

was

/

saltr of

SATURDAY, Oct. 7.

HJLEXiiROAP

42,671.76

diseases of the

insured for it the reputation of salubrity
Arrived.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse to
Henry Fox.
Barque Boroma, (Br) Fauikner, Pictou, NS-coal
to G T Railway Go.
Bsig Carrie Bertna, Hall, Philadelphia—coal to
Eastern Rlt. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Grace Webster, Young, New York-coal to
E H Sargent.
Seb Abby iDgalls, Ingalls, New York—coal to Jos

oct3dlf

10,101.78

HAIR RENEWER

Chapin’s Bur vtt-1'aiba. —A quick, complete®
for Cata h of the Bladder, UrinaryJ
'kidney and I dder Diseases, in mole orn
v male, Paraly
j, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty*
Bric&H
:v holding or passing Urine, Gleet,
'Hst, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid UrineJ
Viiiicy and other de Dosits, Stricture, Stinging^
‘Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation, ‘"'nitesfi
Jmpuroor Diseased Discharges, Pairuln then
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,w
'TJ’cers, Tumors, &c. $1, at druggists,by exZt.ce

Andes.>.-N6w

T OF FORTLMD

G. I\ A.

5,03100

W. S. JORDAN,
WM. It. WOuD,

Vegetable

Aromatic Schnapps is snperior to every

11

STEPHENSON,

Rumford Falls & Buctfleld

3,359.37

XX^X^U’S

as

n ews.

J.

W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

40,000.00

STATE OF MAINE. County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON. Cashier.
Subscribed ard sworn to before jtne this 6th day
of Oct., 1882.
CIIAS. O. BANCROFT, Justice of the Peace.
CORRECT —Attect:
J. McLELLAN, )
OCt7

vegetable decomoosition or

1.39

Monthwat.

ues.

A-i

.OCTOBER 9.
High waiter, (A M).. 9.11

13,500.00

certificates of deposit.

SCHNAPPS.

!’i

114.07
20,800.00

Certified checks
Cashier’s checks outstanding—
United States deposits.
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers..
Due to other National Banks.

■ "■n

Oct 31
York.. Port Prince... Oct 31

and

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

LIABILITIES.

H

t—<3

Went

North went,

Capital stock paid in.
$300,000.00
60,00 J.00
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
146,229.76
National Bank Notes outstanding..
,270,(*'00.00
Dividends unpaid.
3,238.07
Individual deposits subject to check..
334,416.10

Os*

o

13.774.00

Total.$1,247,471.32

SPOKKIV.
Aug 29, lat 32 N, Ion 39 W, ship St Nicholas, Joy

H

31,000.00
3,090.48
5,820.12
21,102 07

Specie.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).

East Loudon, Af.
Ar at St John, NB. Oth inst. brig Antelope, Curtis
Boston; sch Afton. Watts, Portland.
Cld 5th, ship Seioto. Dunbar, Liverpool; sch Lottie B, Cossman, Rockland.

X

151.10

SUJMMEU ABKAHOEIBERT.

«

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
('nnada, Detroit, Cfaicn^IHilwnakce
Ciuciuuutie Ml. Etouin, Oiu-tlm, Mrtgiai*
rtw. Ml. Paul. Mult JLnl.e
Oily,
Denver, Man Trnuci>co,
and all points in the

$692,09**.93
300,0i '0.00
70,000.00
2,722.48
49,(0 4.37
17,070.50

INDIA ST.

To

Commencing Monday,

house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional pap3r curre. cy, nickels
and pennies.

other alcoholic preparation.

FO

—

Exchanges for clearinj,

bar,

FOli

m^lHhste

AT

—

FOKEIGIV POF F3.

Moon rises..

—

RESOURCES.
Loans and dis. trj§.
Overdrafts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages.
Due from approved reserve agents...
Due from other National Banks......
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paidChecks and other cast items.

At Bahit Sept 7, ship Lydia Skolfleid, Miller, fm
Cardiff, ar 1st.
Sid fm Honolulu Sept 5, barque'Ella, Brown, for
San Francisco.
Ar at London Sept 25, barque
Moonbeam, Dun-

ALMANAC..

|

—

Saratoga.New York..Havana.Oftf 21
Arden.New York..Greytow&r?.;t5ct 24
City of Merida.New York. .H£**jja .Oct 26
Alone.New York.<*fing8ton. ...Oct 27

S/fft rteft>.6.08
San sets.6.27

OF THE

Portland, in tlie State of .Maine,
the Clone of Rusiucs*. 0<I.,3d, 1882.

A<Js».New-¥ftfE7.Kingston....

removes

d3t

A H Waite, Dodge, aud E C Allen
Meady, New York.
Sid 3d, schs J II Eels, Greenlaw, and Bednbedec,
Terry, Saco.
-Id 5tb, barque T L Swett, Griffiu, Portland; brig
Kaluua, Hay, do; schs Mary E Oliver, Hinckljv,

Colon.New York.. Aspinwall.. Oct 10
City of Washington.New York. .Havana.Oet 10
Santiago.New York..St Jago.Oct 10
Pereire.New York. .Havre.Oct 11
Alps.New York. Port Prince. ..Oet 13
Newport.New York..Havana.Oct 14
Parisian ..Quebec.Liverpool_Oct 14
Republic.New York..Liverpool.Oct 14
City of Rome .New York..Liverpool.. .Oct 14
Scylhia.New York..Liverpool_Oct 15
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana. Oct 19
Alpin.,.New York. .Porto Ric. .o..Oet 20
Sarmatian.Ouebec.Liverpool_Oct 21

i SKIN CURE
(

—

sens

DaVS OF»TEAH»HirS.
FROM

^

J

Am

from New York tor San Francisco.
Aug 31, lat 29 N, lou 40 W, ship Aurora, Merriman, from New York for Calcutta.
Oct 5, SE of the Highlands 20 miles, barque John
E Chase, Huntley, from Baltimore for Portland.

-AND-

{Directors.

REPORT OB' THE CONHITIOIY

J M Lane, Poole, Plum Island.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar Otb, sch Olive, Frve, New
York.
BATH—Ar Ctb, t?cks schs J Nickerson, Bates, ftn
New York; Milford, Look, New York.
Sid (5th, sch Fred W Chase, Nasau, New York.

In this city, Oct. 6, Henry F. Gould, son of Moses
and Sophia Gould, aged 30 years 10 mouths.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, at
his father's residence, 81 North street. Relatives
and friends are invited to attend.
Burial at convenience of the family.]
In Deering, Oct. 8, Mrs. Ann McKone, iged 53
years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.!
In Cape Elizal>etb, Oct. 7. Harriet Roberts, aged
79 years 5 months.
m East Harpswell, Sept. 29, Deborah S. Benson,
aged (52 year* 11 months.

74 EXCHANGE STREET

FARRINGTON,)

JAMES B * 11. EY,
GEO. P. WE SCOTT,

oc7

Fisher, Reynolds, Port Jotiuson; Surprise, McLeaD,
Easiport; Alice Oakes, Oliver, Gardiner.
Cld Sth, barque Gem, Dow, Aspimvall; sobs C W
Lewis, Hupper, Wilmington via New London; Surprise, McLean, Lubec.
LYNN—Ar 4th, sch Orizimbo.Guptill, New York;

DEATHS.

"A^UNW

I. P.

ship.

In this city, Oct. 7, by Rev. B. F. Fritchard, Clarence Lsusi aud Miss Irene Higgins, both of Portland
In Gorham, Oet. 3, by Rev. P. Chandler, L. M.
Oliver of Lynn, Mass., and Miss Mary S. Little of
Gorham.
In Georgetown, Sept. 27, John Tbaynor and Miss
Cora A. Jordan.

TICKET OFFICE*.

$2,096,125.90

STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumber land, .ss.
I, Wm. A. Winship, Cashier of tbo above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that tbo above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge* ami belief.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this Cth day
of October, 1882.
WM. T. SMALL, N. P.
Correct—Attest:

BOSTON—Ar 7tb, schs A P Emerson, Parker,
j Hayti;
F L Richardson, Belauo, Philadelphia; Eben

H

diseases.”

64,084.64
45,000.06
2,(507.93
(55(>,291.88
134,141.45

MERCHANTS NATIONAL RANK

!tlARRIA(iE».

in

A

vanes.

never

AldiDe. Libby, PhiladelKJizabethport; Naucv J
Day. Decrow, Weeliawken; Wm Taomas, Woostor,
and Capt John, Young, New York; Star of the West
Davis, Bristol; sloop Electric Light, Condon, Friend-

more.

“Dr. Benson’s Pills, are worth their weight
gold, in nervous and sick headache.”—Dr. A.
Schlichter, of Baltimore.

powder

Groveland.
BOSTON—Ar Otb, sells
phia; Addie Sawyer, Cook,

directory would have to
be published to give a full list of families using
the Congres Yea6t Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is
owing to its purity aud excellence.

important ad-

diseases is the most

marvel of purity,
strength and wholosomoness. More economical
ban the ordinary kinds, and cannot bo sold in cometltlou vritb the mittitude of low test, short weight,
tiu e or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Koyal Baking PowderCo.,
^‘w Yor*
febl8d&wly
I hie

Amboy for

A Portland family

“DR. BENSON’S preparation of Celery and Cham

$800,000.00
400,000.00

Surplus fund
Undivided profits....
National bank notes outstanding_
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Total.

Bedford
Sid 5th, schs Forest Home, E G Willard, Ella M
Hawes, and A E Willard.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 5tb, sch Florida, Carle, fm

Hop

Montreal.

DEPUT A F FOOT OF

Due to other National Banks.

Sid Otb, sch Wm Duron, Doyle, Calais.
VINE! ARD-HAVEN—Ar 6ih, sens Castilian,
Means, Hoboken for Boston; JCmerson Hokes. Richards, Philadelphia for Portland; Helen G King
Murdock, Wechawken for Lynn; E G Willard
Doughty, Port Johnson for Biddef r 1; Sea Spray.
Hilliard, New York for Eastport; Albion, Halloek,
Gardiner for New York; Ella M Hawes. Purington,
Bath for Charleston; A E Willard, Bangor for New

The fox whose tail was caught iu the irap
wi-s one of the first individuals who
‘severed
his connection.’

REMEDY FOR NERVOUS

A

i-

NEW BEDFORD Ar 9th, sch Abbie E Willard
Varnura, Bangor.
Ar Otb, schs Sardinian, French, Kondout for Boston, to repair,
Ar 6 b, sch Edna Harward. Philadelphia.

gone from her face. I wish every anxious
mother might know what a blessing Ajcr’s
SarsaparilL is in such oases,”

Chicago 1.30

AttHimx

Total ..$2,096,125.90

kins, Banger.

“My daughter has takcu the medicine faithfully, according to directions, and her health
and spirits are now perfect. The humor is all

i

un

■0'irom I,e»i«ton nmi Auburn, 8.86 a. rn.
13.15. and 5.50 p. m.
From liorhueu. 8.36, a. in., 13 35, and 6.00
p. in.
Fi'oir* ChicuKa, in out reui am’ Quebec,
13.35 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Oars on night train and
Parlor Oars on day train between Portland and

2,250.00

boy for Camden; H Curtis, do for do.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 4th, sobs Wra Beazley Cavauaugb, New Haven; Melissa Trask, Trask,’New
otb,

.Ucmrrul, Quebec

m.

49,718.00
15,000.00

Specie,.
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. 'treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..

Ambov for Salem.
NEWPORT—Ar 0th, sch George, Keuuiston, New
York for Saco.
WOOD’S HOLE—Ar 5th, sch Wm E Barnes, Hodg-

playing.—Texas Siftings.

LAME
BACK
JflO

sajs

E. Piukham’s Vegetable Compound
strengthens the stomach and kidneys and aids

vitn

...

NEW HAVEN—Cld 5th, sch Belle Hooper, Gilkey, New York, to load for Demarara.
PROVIDENCE— Ar Otb, schs Carrio S Hart,
Davis. Philadelphia; Elizabeth M Cook. Clark, aud
Everglade, Sbaw, Calais; Jane, Haskell, Bangor.
FALL RIVER—Ajc 5tb. schs Elizabeth DeHart,
Low, Gardiner; Fair Wind, Clement. New York;
Isabella Thompson, Pendleton. Port Johnson.
DUTCH ISLAND 1IAKBOK —Ar 5th. schs Harbinger, from Kondout for Boston; Fannie Mitchell,
Port Johnson for Saco; Adelaide, Perth Amboy for
Ipswich.
TARPAULIN COVE—In port Oth, schs Rival,
Eastman, So Ambey for Bangor; Annie Lee, Cole,
do f>r Boston; Martha Nichols. Eaton, do for do;
Allandale, Webber. Newport for Ellsworth; Ivy
Bell,Loud, New York for Boston; Mary Lvn burner
Booker, do for do; Bramhall, Harrington, South
Amboy for Portland; Nettie Cushing, Robinson, fm

*Lydia

MOP
I PLASTER

Portland; Princeton,

For
p.

MM and Worcester Line. Portland, Bangor, 1. Desert
TOBTLAMD# ROCHESTER R. B.
and Macliias Steamboat Co.

m.

...

ilal'owell; Mary Augusta, Holt, Lynn.

“there was a time when men
walked on all fours.” He probably alludes to
tliut interesdog time in the early life of us all
when v.e approached a neighbor's melon patch
from the back way.—Deacon Richard Smith.

MW&F&wly

»tl

o

Huxley

brig Josefa, Goodwin, from
Cottrell. Charleston; King
liovo, Haskell, Richmond; Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, Washington, DC, for Providence; May Munroe,
Orr, Baltimore; Union, Cole, Sau< s Biver, NS; Alexandria, Sanborn, do; Stephen J Watts, Rogers,
Two Bivers. NS; Bertha d Fellows, Clark, Hillsboro
Ada S Allen. Dudley, do; Alaska, GJark, St John;
Mentor, Hinkley Augusta; Ellen Morrison, and Eva
D Bose, Bangor; iasola, Yankee Blade, Lyra, Henry
Whitney, Sassanoa. Sandy Point, Abby Thaxter,
Miudora. A Hayford, La Volta, Mary Means, J W
Woodruff', Forest Belle, Isabella Jewett. Melville,
Jas O’Douohue, Webster Bernard, and C Matthews,
from Bangor; G M Porter, and Pavilion, Calais;
Martha Weeks, and H G King, do: Eastern Belle,
and E Clossou, Frankfort; Jas Holmes, do; Hunt*
ress, Lubec; G W Bawley, Mt Desert; Ella Frances,
do; Willie Martin, Willard, Portland ; Fred Gray,
Foss, Bowdeinham; Yankee Maid, Bock laud; L B
Sargent, Sedgwick; Mary E Arnsden, Boston; Viola
May, Hillsboro; Laiua Cobb, Rockland; Ada Ames,
and Veto, do.
Ar 7th, brig8 Clara M Goodrich, Pray, fm Sagua;
TLos Owen. McCull.v, Port Spain.
Passed the Gate Oth, schs Island Belle, New York
for Lubec; Francis Collin, and Tennessee, Rondout
for Boston; Nautilus, Elizatethport for do; Oliver

LIAU1L1T1E8:
Capital stock paid in.

Ar

■

j#y Sold by oil Drusgists.'Sfi

Loaus and discounts.$1,847,600.35
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
50,009.00
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages.. *
4,000.00
Due from approved reserve agents.
55,827.36
20,251.15
Due from other National Banks...
5,000.00
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
4,683.99
Current expenses and taxes paid
666.25
paid.
premiums
30,895.61
Checks and other cash items.
other
Banks..
of
10,219.00
Bills
Fractional paper currency, nickels
3 8.1 9
andpeanies.

RESOURCES:

Railway of Canada

nml

ON

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

idler J1MBAV, October
IHM*. trftion will ruu ag followa:
DEPARTURES:
For Auburn unit l.ewi.ton, 7.10 and 9.00
a. m., 1.15 and 5.10 p. m.
For Gorham, 9.00 a. m., 1. 30,3.30 and 6.10
E.

York.

Colden’s Liebig’s Liquid Beef and Tonic
Iuvigcratcr combines all the elements of nutritious food. Ask for Colden's, of druggists.

«o family should bo without LYDIA E. PiNKELAlTB
UVEE PILLS. Thev cure constipation, biliousness,
uo torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.

at Portland, in tlie State of Maine,
Clone of BiiMine*M, Ocl. it9 INSSI*

Newton, for Cuba.
BALTIMOKE-Cid Etli, sch R Bowors, Jameson,
Boston.
Ar oth, sch Leonessa, Henderson, from Hurricane
Island.
PHI LA DELPHI A-A r 6th, schs Sami McManamy. Beeves, Dresden,
Cld 6th, sch Dick Williams, Baker. Augusta.
Ar Oth, schs R F Hart, McCobb, Wilmington, NC;
C l. doffries, Bassett, Kennebec.
Cld 6th, brig Geo E Dale, Piero©, for Fernandina;
sobs S P Hitchcock, Keed, and John H Converse,
Collin, Portland; Kensetr, Dow, Weymouth; Ailce
Montgomery. Lavender, Boston.
NEWCASTLE—Passed up 6th, schs J D Robinsoti
and Julia S Bailey, for Philadelphia.
Sid liu Delaware Breakwater 6tb, barque Daring,
for Havana; brig Castalia, for Portland; sch Lizzie

Poit Johnson for

Grand Trunk

—

At the

Dyer,

ouly

TIIE

Conray, Provideucc.
Ar 6th, barque Lepanto, Hanson, Georgetown,

for-.
NEW YORK—Ar Oth,
Matanzas; schs Welaka,

Dr. Benson’s Cel-

OF

Casco National ISaiak.

Susie P Oliver,

Wilson,

ery and Chamomile Pills will cure nervousness
in its worst forms, and produce a charming
happy slate in a troubled mind und permanently build pp the general system. They contain no Darcotic or harmful drug whatever.

*o common
a

can wear

A St Louis TOMi who painted « lamp post
every evening for two +eMt* saw his marks on
the backs of ninety-seven different loafers.—
Detroit Free Press.

Positive Cure

sch

to load for Cuba.
Passed up, sch Jane L

Tim Southern farmers are endeavoring to
raise mammeth watermelons, not merely for
show and money, hut to prevent the darkeys
from toting them away.—Chicago Herald.

V01A E. PHNKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

—

Snare, Baltimore.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 4th, Bch Elliot B Church,

Hereford's Acid Phosphate A Refreshing Drink.
Dk. A. L. IIALL,
Fairhaveu, N. Y., says:
‘•It forms an excellent substitute for lemon
juice, and will furnish a refreshing drink for
the sick.”

Ladies

REPORT OF THE (ONDDI ION

Baltimore.

GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 4th,

RAILROADS.

BANK STATEMENTS.

J

;V0P-

lage, pust-oflico, river, mountain, etc., are represen,
ted. Sells at sight. Now is your opportunity to
make money, because eveoybody needs the book.
John Sunday morning
One agent s id 200 in four we9ks. Ladies, as well
Limilsil Ticket. Hr,I and second clu„ l.r
as gentlemen, succeed.
There is genuine enthusiasm
»f. John and Halifax an .ale ra* reduced
among the peoplo for It. Secure territory at once.
rates.
Address B. B. BUSSELL, Publisher, 57 GornhilE
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Mass.
sel3eod&wlm
I Boston,
jel7tf
Portland, June 19, 1882.

TL A ,V

No. 37 Plum Straai.

Dr. F. XI.

KEWISOW
has opened an
and
Portland
$ found at

ofhco iu
can

be

Jio. 27C Middie St.,

MAINE

A « E\TP» WANT ft O. A book for every cit
il izen. Supplies a real want. Every town, vll

Me.
eod2m

STEPHEN BERkY,
ffiook) Job ami (gaid ffidnin,

_

EER OF

Portland,

»s:
sepzo

Edward’s anil Walk-ers’Hardware store from
OH. 9lh to «<■,. aotl>
iltf
orer

FOR SALE.
and lot

located

Stanford street Ferry
rooms, stable
orchard of 20 fruit
T. W. WEI,DOX

on

H finished
HOUSE
Village, containing
of water and

good well
trees. Enquire of

•ep22eodiw*

young

Ferry Village,’Me-

